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ABSTRACT 
Binary addition is a simple ubiquitous component of computational circuits. One can 

hardly imagine a computer that did not add; to many it wouldn�t even merit the name. In 

both general-purpose and application-specific processors the adder delay is a strong 

metric for cycle time. 

This research spans three areas that contribute to adder speeds: logical arrangement of 

carry generation, circuits to implement that arrangement, and high-speed semiconductor 

devices to realize those circuits.  

Carry generation belongs to a class of parallel computation problem knows as parallel 

prefixes. The basis of this work�s logical design is pseudo-carry look-ahead, a method 

that uses tree-like structures to minimize gate depth on critical paths and trades delay 

from critical paths to non-critical paths. 

The logical forms that reduce the serial computations necessary for addition are 

interrelated with the circuit forms that allow the fastest generation of those computations. 

Special circuits to compute look-ahead in a single gate reduce signal path length and 

allow driving of signals at high speeds. 

Silicon Germanium HBTs provide high-speed devices while leveraging the mature 

lithography of traditional silicon processes. Not only can fast circuits be built, but high 

integration allows not just large units like adder but whole systems into which adders 

would be embedded. 

The combination of these three areas has allowed the construction of a 32-bit pseudo-

carry look-ahead circuit with a delay of 146 ps in a 50 GHz fT SiGe process. In addition, 

direction for future work have been established that lead to delays on the order of 32 ps.  
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

�Speed has always been important otherwise one wouldn't need the computer.� 

Seymour Cray 

1.1 Wanting a fast adder 

Binary addition is one of the smallest �complex� Boolean circuits, something beyond 

just the Boolean primitives. It is one of the simplest applications of Boolean logic that has 

meaning and usefulness in the real world. 

Adders are at the center of every computer. Adding machines were in fact the 

forebears of computers, which were envisioned as calculators for more advanced 

arithmetic. Circuits for the computation of higher-order mathematical functions such as 

multiplication employ adders as sub-circuits [SWAR90]. 

Adders are also not restricted to general-purpose processors. Digital signal processors 

and network processors also need to perform arithmetic in their operations [SWAR97]. 

Improved performance can be made possible if a fast adder is available, possibly with 

even greater effect than on a general-purpose processor. As the bottleneck in computation 

shifts between the processor and data I/O, there remains a demand for fast addition. 

[FLYN01] 

Being both a simple circuit and a building block for a very popular system, binary 

adders are strong candidates for special-case optimization. The simplicity of the operation 

leads to the tractability of the problem of delay optimization. The ubiquity of the 
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operation allows the savings due to optimization to be reaped multiple times, resulting in 

design effort being transformed into latency reduction with high efficiency. Extensive 

logic design and handcrafted circuits for adders carry the possibility of great returns on 

effort invested in terms of processor performance. Examination of the logic of addition 

exposes the underlying parallel computation issue. Exploiting this parallelism speeds up 

the delay by doing work in different areas at the same time when possible instead of 

serially. Crafting the circuits by hand results in the optimum performance for the specific 

conditions by the parallel logic. Through adjustment in areas such as gate topology, input 

symmetry, and re-ordering of functions, delay can be moved off the critical paths that 

define the overall delay of the adder and onto other, shorter paths. 

These activities could in theory be undertaken on any circuit in a processor. However, 

available designer effort is finite, and not every circuit will produce great gains for the 

overall system when more design effort is applied to it.  

After the trivial ripple carry adder, early research led to carry-skip [KILB59] and 

carry-select [BEDR62], both of which have the advantage of a nearly bit-slice 

arrangement in the physical layout [OKLO85]. Full examination of parallelization led to 

block carry look-ahead [BREN82]. Although requiring a large area for its speed 

increases, carry look-ahead often attracts the interest of bipolar designers who are already 

driving hard toward the fastest possible circuits [BEWE88], and that of BiCMOS 

designers as well [KUO93]. Recent work has focused, instead of on general-purpose 

stand alone adders, on adders incorporated in other circuits, such as multipliers, which 

present an uneven input profile to an adder [STEL96]. 
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1.2 A metric for cycle time 

A processor in its most basic form may be described as running in a loop of the 

following actions: 

• Retrieve some data from memory 

• Perform some operation on that data 

• Place the result back into memory. 

For an actual processor, there of course needs to be some sort of controlling state 

machine which manages these actions, and the memory system requires rather more 

detail. However, this description begins to provide the framework for identifying where 

delay is produced which created the cycle time. 

An empirical analysis of processor cycles times shows a strong correlation with this 

simplified model. Delay can be modeled as the sum of the time for the arithmetic-logic 

unit (ALU) to perform the operation plus the wiring delay of the longest connection from 

the controlling unit to the operations unit [SAIH95]. 

 

Figure 1-1: A very simple representation of the basic operations of a 

processor 
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If a more sophisticated example of a pipelined RISC processor is examined, it can 

still be seen that the delay between pipeline latches, and thus the cycle time, is at a 

minimum the ALU delay plus the delay of the control signals to it. The register-file delay 

plus its control signal delay is also another possibility for bounding the cycle time, but it 

can be presumed that since the longest delay between pipeline stages defines the clock 

 

Figure 1-2: Basic units of a pipelined RISC processor, and 

connections between them 
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cycle for all stages, the relative importance of the ALU delay versus register-file delay is 

determined merely by which is currently the larger value. Nothing inherent to general 

properties of either functional unit makes its delay more important than the other. The 

ALU delay is still worthy of investigation. 

1.3 Parallel circuits and prefix computation 

The critical path in adders is often the carry signals. Each carry depends on all 

preceding operand bits. This kind of computation belongs to a general category called 

�prefix operations�. These have turned out to be one of the fundamental areas of the 

study of parallel algorithms. Recognizing the parallelism that can be brought to bear in 

solving prefix problems is key to development of fast adders [BREN82]. 

The connectivity of a carry circuit can be abstracted as a directed graph. Inputs are 

comprised of the operand bits at each bit position. �Processor� nodes, in contrast to 

simple buffer nodes, combine partial carries via the appropriate block carry operation for 

the carry method being considered. The nodes that represent the carry outputs for each bit 

position must have as predecessors in the carry graph the operand bits for each bit 

position of lesser or equal significance. 

Given this graph representation, the analogy can be drawn between improving adder 

latency and minimizing the depth of spanning trees. The shallower the tree that can be 

constructed, the fewer gates each path to the carry outputs must pass through. However, 

there are constraints on both the construction and the drive capability of the gate circuitry 

that translate into finite capabilities for the �processor� nodes. These restrictions typically 

manifest themselves as limits on fan-in and fan-out of the �processor� nodes, with 

function complexity possibly being a concern as well. Thus, the mathematical basis of 
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latency reduction of the arithmetic carry is established as the bounded fan-in/fan-out 

reduction of spanning trees. 

The first area that this work will pursue is the mathematics of parallel prefixes and the 

mapping between prefixes and types of adders. This will provide an analytical basis for 

delay optimization of addition.  

1.4 Silicon Germanium bipolar and BiCMOS for high-speed 

processors 

The very first transistor was formed with a bipolar junction. When MOSFETS were 

developed, bipolar circuits held a speed advantage. However, CMOS was able to take 

over more and more of VLSI arena since it had lower needs for both stand-by current and 

voltage supply. It increased use lead to the more rapid maturing of CMOS lithography as 

compared to bipolar, creating a further advantage in terms of transistor density. Still, 

when the utmost speed was called for bipolar circuits were needed. 

The F-RISC project was generated a body of work concerned with the development 

of a Spartan RISC processor in a Gallium Arsenide HBT process from Rockwell. Hetero-

structures and III-V technologies offer higher device speeds than Silicon bipolar devices, 

let alone silicon MOSFETS. However, the yield of these technologies is terribly low for 

highly integrated systems. For a 10,000-transistor die in the Gallium Arsenide 

technology, testing often passes no more than one in three. Other technologies, such as 

Indium Phosphide, might offer faster devices but with even worse yields. They are 

typically only seen in very low integration levels in applications such as communications 

amplifiers, which might use only a handful of devices and can therefore be produced with 

useable yields. For the digital designer looking for high-integration, the �exotic� nature of 
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these technologies has retarded the maturation of the semiconductor fabrication and 

presents great difficulty from a practical manufacturing standpoint. 

Silicon Germanium BiCMOS processes, such as the SiGeHP [AHLG97] from IBM, 

provide access to the speeds of bipolar circuits while leveraging the mature lithography 

of CMOS [CRES98]. It is possible to combine the steps need for a polysilicion emitter 

and graded germanium base into an extant CMOS process. This makes small feature sizes 

available to the bipolar layers via lithographic methods whose development is amortized 

over the high production volumes of CMOS chips. Such high levels of development 

would be difficult to cover with a bipolar-only process. In turn, the integration and power 

characteristics of the CMOS circuits can be used outside the speed-critical areas, bringing 

processing onto the bipolar die that previously required a separate package. This also 

permits combining quality CMOS devices with quality bipolar devices into single circuits 

that were not previously possible. 

The silicon germanium heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) also possesses 

advantages over high-performance III-V HBTs. The silicon substrate possesses 

advantageous mechanical properties, such as low-defect wafers, high thermal 

conductivity, mechanical strength, and acceptance of wide ranges of doping. 

Bipolar devices provide the ability to construct effective small-swing differential 

logic circuits. If two HBTs are arranged as a differential current switch, the switching of 

the current from one device to the other is an exponential function of the differential 

voltage across the inputs of the pair. This results in a high gain for the circuit, which can 

be traded off against a very small differential input swing to produce short switching 

times. 
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The construction of HBT-based digital gates will be addressed, as a necessary 

preamble to the development of an arithmetic unit. Description and analysis of 

differential current switches and small-swing outputs will be related to device and circuit 

parameters and how they affect circuit latency and load-driving capability. 

1.5 The DARPA2 and SMI00 Reticles 

A major difficulty that research in high-speed circuitry faces is that the advanced 

semiconductor manufacturing required often outstrips the budget of such a research 

program. Some processes might not even be available to such a market at all. Whenever 

 

Figure 1-3: Three-dimensional rendering of a Silicon-Germanium HBT 
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an opportunity to get circuits on a fabrication run presents itself, every effort is made to 

utilize the space available as much as possible. However, since the timing of the 

fabrication run is in the hands of the third party supplying the reticle space, this can cause 

disruptions to the design cycle that reduce the efficiency with which the design can be 

verified. This unfortunately causes delays in analysis and communication and leads to 

design decisions which common sense would fault. Part of the university research writing 

then is on the one hand to identify and explain these decisions influenced by third party 

non-technical issues, and on the other to anticipate and prepare for such situations by 

creating a design process with reduced sensitivity to such factors and that can produce a 

reliable design at more frequent intervals. 

Two such fabrication opportunities arose during this work. DARPA sponsored a two-

run multi-user reticle program to expand the research opportunities in silicon germanium 

for the projects under its direction. The first reticle carried a three-port register file from 

the F-RISC group. The second reticle carried a new register file and a SERDES 

[KRAW00], as well as the pseudo-carry look-ahead test structure described in this work. 

Sierra Monolithics, Inc., also graciously donated some space on two reticles for test 

structures built by the F-RISC. The first such reticle included an improved SERDES. The 

second included a BiCMOS FPGA design, along with an updated pseudo-carry look-

ahead test structure that is discussed in this work. 

This work will cover the design, analysis, fabrication, and testing of the carry test 

structures for these two reticles. Central to this work will be the analysis of the measured 

results. Sources of error need to be identified and the portions of the design process that 

created these error sources corrected.  
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Chapter 2:  Addition as a Parallel Prefix Problem 

2.1 Introduction 

Arithmetic carries belong to the set of functions called �prefix problems�. This kind 

of function generates a series of results where the each term depends on the previous 

term, i.e. each result is the �prefix� for the next. Efficient solutions to prefix problems 

depend on generating in parallel certain sub-sections of prefixes and then combining 

them to produce the complete results. Prefixes are one of the core ideas of parallel 

computation.  

2.2 The Prefix Operator 

Consider a series of terms on some associative operator �•�, e.g. x0, x0 • x1, x0 • x1 • 

x2, etc. If we look at each term of the series, Fn=x0 • � • xn-1 • xn, it�s clear that due to 

the associativity of our operator each term may be rewritten as a recurrence Fn=Fn-1 • xn. 

In other words, each term of the series is generated by applying our associative operator 

to a new variable and a prefix that turns out to be the previous term in the series. The set 

of problems that such a construction applies to are referred collectively as �prefix 

problems�. Prefix problems form the theoretical basis of quite a few practical 

computational circuits, notably among them carry trees for addition. The very idea of 

prefix circuits was first introduced as part of a fast binary adder [OFMA63].  
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If the series is generated purely by means of direct application of the recurrence 

relation, it is apparent that the time to generate the output of a prefix problem will grow 

linearly with the size of the input. To reduce this time, methods of parallel prefix 

generation are required. Indeed, prefix computation has become fundamental to field of 

parallel algorithms [LAKS94], dating back to the COMPRESS operator in APL 

[IVER62]. 

2.3 Depth/Size tradeoff in prefix circuits 

A serial prefix circuit with n inputs can be shown by inspection to require n -1 

operations and require time n -1 to complete. It can be shown for any prefix circuit that 

the lower bound of the sum of the time and the size of the circuit is 2 n �2 [SNIR86]. 

This suggests that increasing the number of operations could be used to reduce the depth 

of the circuit. In VLSI circuits, the ever-increasing integration causes this tradeoff to be 

easy to make as well as desirable. 

Since the operator used to build the prefixes is associative (by definition), the prefix 

circuit could be built up by binary division. The inputs are divided into a lower-order and 

a higher-order half, and the prefixes for each half computed. The results from the lower-

order half are then applied to the partial prefixes for the higher-order half to produce the 

complete prefixes. This division would be applied recursively to produce the prefixes for 

each half. The size of an n input circuit would be twice the size of an n /2 circuit plus the 

operations to produce the complete prefixes for the higher-order half, while the depth 

would be one more than the depth for n /2 inputs. Removing the recurrence, that means 

that the size is n /2 log n and the depth is log n. A different divide-and-conquer strategy 

was used in [BREN82] to reduce the size to O(n). 
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2.4 The Carry is a Prefix Operation 

It can be shown that addition is a type of prefix operation. Specifically, it is the carry 

generation that constitutes a system of prefixes. The sum at each bit position is a function 

of the operand bits at that position and the carry-out out from the preceding position. 

Carry-out of position n depends on the operands at position n and the carry from the 

proceeding position n-1, which can be expressed in terms of the recurrence relation for a 

prefix operation given above [BREN82]. The basic series computation of prefixes is the 

equivalent of ripple carry. If we consider the delay of a gate that computes �•� and the 

area that the circuit occupies as our basic units, generating prefixes in series over n terms 

will take n-1 time units but occupies a space of n -1. At the other extreme, each prefix 

could be computed independently in constant time at great expense in area (and with 

highly impractical fan-in and fan-out requirements). For a large set of these carry 

 

Figure 2-1: Logical diagram of ripple carry 
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structures, the relationship between depth and size (in terms of processing nodes) is so 

strong that is possible to expand or contract the prefix graph with a non-heuristic 

algorithm to pass from one structure to another [ZIMM96].  

2.5 Ripple Carry 

Ripple carry is the simplest form of addition carry, deriving straight from the 

definition of addition, or from the recurrence relation for a prefix operation. As 

 

Figure 2-2: Prefix graph for ripple carry 
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mentioned above, it is simply the serial generation of prefixes as applied to the case of 

addition as the associative operator. It consists of two single-digit additions per bit. For 

each bit, the operands are "half-added", the lowest digit of the result being the sum and 

the rest being a carry. The carry is then added to the sum of the next bit, producing the 

addition result. This mechanism of adding the carry at one position to the sum at the next 

position creates the next carry. The carry signals are said to "ripple" from one bit to the 

next. The logical structure needed at each bit, as well as the interconnections between 

bits, are identical. The time to produce all result digits and the necessary circuit area are 

linear functions of time. 

2.6 Carry select 

Improvements on carry times involve computation of prefixes over groups in order to 

generate intermediate results in parallel. Carry-select [BEDR62] is based on computing 

carries over specific groups of bits based on assumed inputs. Partial prefixes that depend 

only on the bits within a single group are generated in parallel for each group. Then the 

appropriate partial prefixes from different groups are combined in series to create 

complete prefixes. The carry out of one group is the carry in of the succeeding group, 

building a complete prefix for all for the preceding bits in series as it progresses through 

each group. For each group, partial prefix generation is accomplished by including two 

 

Figure 2-3: Carry select 
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complete sets of the circuitry for a local carry-computation method. One copy has an 

assumed carry-in of one, the other a carry-in of zero. When the carry-in from the previous 

group is determined, selecting the proper output for each partial prefix can generate the 

complete prefix. All of the "assumed carry" values can be generated in parallel, and then 

the proper alternatives selected in turn when the carry-in is applied. 

Though it is not the fastest of carry structures, carry select offers some 

implementation advantages, being very easy and quick to implement due to the small 

number of subcell types needed and requiring not much more than twice the area for 

serial carry generation. 

 

Figure 2-4: Prefix graph for carry select 
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2.7 Carry look-ahead 

Carry look-ahead [BREN82] uses a tree structure to parallelize carry generation and 

obtain an O(log n) computation time. The tree structure is based on two intermediate 

signals the, "carry propagate" and the "carry generate". If the generate signal at a node is 

asserted, there is an unconditional carry out at that position, i.e. a carry is "generated" at 

that point. If the propagate is asserted, the carry out follows the carry in, i.e. a carry is 

"propagated" though that circuit.  

When units creating generate and propagate signals are combined into groups, the 

generate for the group is asserted if any unit has its generate asserted and all subsequent 

propagates are asserted. The group propagate is asserted if all unit propagates are 

 

Figure 2-5: Logical diagram of (flat) carry look-ahead 
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asserted. In this manner, the partial prefixes are built up at each node until the root node 

is reached, at which point the complete set of prefixes has been generated. 

The Brent-Kung topology builds its trees by diving the inputs into odd and even sets. 

A partial prefix is constructed from each odd input and its next higher even input. These 

partial prefixes then become the inputs for a recursive subdivision. The outputs of this 

subdivision provide the complete prefixes for the even outputs, which are then combined 

with the next higher odd input to produce the rest of the complete prefixes. 

 

Figure 2-6: Logical diagram of block look-ahead 
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While the Brent-Kung prefix topology does exhibit O(log n) depth, maximum fan-out 

also increases with log n unless a factor of 2 increase in depth is allowed in order to insert 

buffers to reduce the fan-out at each level. Either of these alternatives has a significant 

negative impact on delay when realized in circuitry. However, another trade-off is 

available for prefix structures, this one reducing fan-out by using a much higher number 

of circuits. The Kogge-Stone prefix graph [KOGG73] exhibits a constant maximum fan-

out, but the number of operation nodes increases with n log n. 

2.8 Carry skip 

Carry-skip is a very old type of arithmetic carry[KILB59], based on a concept 

 

Figure 2-7: Prefix graph for Kogge-Stone adder 

 

Figure 2-8: Prefix graph for Brent-Kung adder 
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originally invented by Charles Babbage in 1837. Carry-skip is based diving the operand 

bits into groups and computing carries within each group of bits via a simple method, 

such as ripple carry, in parallel, as with for carry-select. The underlying property is that 

for any group of bits, either the carry-out is generated solely by the current group or it is 

solely propagated from the previous group, but not both. Each block not only contains a 

serial path for building prefixes, but also a decision circuit to determine whether the 

result of the partial prefix generated by the block would actually impact the result of a 

complete prefix that included it. If for every bit the propagate signal (see carry look-

ahead) is true but the generate signal is not, then the carry-out for the block is equal to the 

carry-in. In all other cases, i.e. there is at least one carry generate asserted or one bit 

where neither the generate or propagate is asserted, the carry out can be computed solely 

from the bits in the group.  

Looking at the diagram of carry skip in Figure 2-9 may give the impression that it 

depends on a serial path through every bit. However, it is known that if it were possible 

for a signal to propagate through each block that has a skip, the skip path would also 

become open and allow any incoming signal �around� the block with constant delay. As 

 

Figure 2-9: Carry skip 
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a prefix operation, the computation of each piece of a prefix is accompanied by a 

determination of whether the accumulated result for the prefix is impacted by the piece in 

question. Considering the topology of the prefix graph, without regard to the actual 

operation occurring at each node, this turns out to be very similar to a carry-select. The 

main difference lies in the presence of divergent edges as well as convergent edges. 

Carry-skip can be quite fast, with the critical path bypassing whole blocks with a 

single gate. However, the delay through carry-skip is highly dependant on a complicated 

relationship between block sizes [KANT93]. Instead of a progression from one end to the 

other or growth orthogonal to span of bits, the blocks in carry select must expand from 

each end towards the middle. The longest path is actually through the first and last block 

and bypassing the intermediate blocks. Increasing the operand size also is not a simple 

expansion on the end of the adder, and the implementation requires less regular 

interconnect than other designs [CHAN92]. However, the physical layout of carry-skip 

can be amenable to a bit-slice organization in a manner similar to carry-select [OKLO85] 

2.9 Threshold Circuits 

There is a Boolean function of a higher order of complexity than AND, OR, and NOT 

which is of some note in the field of parallel computation. This function is called the 

�threshold function�. Imagine taking the weighted average of the inputs to a gate. 

Internally, the gate could compare that average to some value, and the output of the gate 

would be dependant on that comparison. In other word, the gate determines if the 

weighted average exceeds a given threshold, hence the term threshold function. 

If we make a more precise definition of the action of the threshold function, such as 
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T(X) =  1 if Σ (wixi) ≥ t, 

  0 if Σ (wixi) < t,  

we can see that any threshold gate would perform the same basic action, and any 

feasible action for a specific instance can be specified once given the weight vector W 

and the threshold t. Threshold gates can be categorized by the characteristics of the 

weights and thresholds supplied to them. Categories in common use include small 

weights, integer weights, and bound weights. Threshold circuits are key in the field of 

neural computation. The threshold function closely resembles the action of an element of 

a neural network. These networks can be realized with threshold gates in less than the 

exponential size that would be required with simple AND-OR circuits, making the 

fabrication of networks of useful size feasible. 

It is known that of the set of all possible n variable Boolean functions, the great 

majority will require a number gates that increases exponentially just to compute at all, 

let alone with a small depth and thus a short delay [SHAN49]. Implementation of a 

circuit whose size grows exponentially is unlikely to be feasible. No means of 

determining what functions can be implemented with circuits of less than exponential 

size has thus far been found, short of building such a circuit. As should be apparent by 

now, it turns out that an AND-OR circuit for binary addition can be constructed in less 

than exponential size. However, there is a theoretical lower bound of 2 gates for the depth 

of an AND-OR circuit that computed binary addition, the circuit for which would require 

exponential size [YAO85][HAST86]. 

While the main interest of this work is in making every effort to minimize circuit 

delay, through such means as restricting gate depth and fan-out, if the circuit were of 
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such extraordinary size as to be difficult to fabricate or to integrate within a complete 

processor the research would be moot. At this point threshold circuits come into the 

picture, since in a number of cases it has been possible to replace an AND-OR circuit of 

exponential size with a threshold circuit of the same depth but with more reasonable size 

constraints. The effect is one of replacing a large number of simple AND-OR Boolean 

gates with a smaller number of more complex threshold gates. 

The difficulty with employing threshold circuits is one of fan-in. The replacement 

circuit using threshold gates expects unbounded fan-in. High fan-in is frequently a 

�feature� of threshold circuits, and is a contributing factor in their prevalence in neural 

computation [SIU95]. However, once the implementation of high-speed digital logic is 

considered, high fan-in there can bee seen as a liability instead. Each method of accepting 

additional inputs into a circuit contributes to the delay of the gate. This will be shown to 

be as prohibitive in terms of gate delay as the AND-OR circuit was in terms of size. Fan-

in as high as would be necessary for even a modest size adder could make each gate so 

slow as to actually result in a net loss in total circuit delay, despite the fact that the circuit 

would be less than half as deep in terms of gates. Even if a gate could be constructed with 

the technology used in this work, using them would not be practical and thus will not be 

considered for the present work. 

2.10 Conclusions 

The computational design for an addition circuit has a mathematical analog in the 

prefix problem. As the prefix problem entails generation terms of a series in parallel, so 

does addition circuitry involve parallel computation paths. Study of parallel prefixes and 

their solution forms the theoretical basis of advanced arithmetic circuits.  
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Chapter 3:  Digital Circuit Design with Bipolar 

Transistors and Current Steering Logic 

3.1 Introduction 

Current-steering logic is a category of integrated transistor digital logic gate using a 

constant current source. Instead of turning current on and off to pull an output line high 

or low, a constant current is switched between two (or more) possible paths. This kind of 

digital logic gate is well suited to implementation with bipolar transistors due to the 

exponential relation between input voltage and output current. A small voltage swing on 

an input can still rapidly control a large current change, which in turn can rapidly produce 

a small voltage change on an output. 

The basic building block of current steering logic is the �current switch�. The current 

switch and its operating principles will be described. Following that is discussion of how 

current switches can be combined to make gates that compute complex functions. Since 

current switches comprised of bipolar transistors are being considered, important 

characteristics of bipolar transistors and how they relates to the speed and load driving 

ability of the gates need to be considered. Simulated results for optimizing gates delay are 

included in that discussion, as well as interconnect parasitics. Finally, a gate will be 

constructed which computes a function that is key in look-ahead carry structures. 
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3.2 The Current Switch 

Consider a pair of bipolar transistors with a common emitter connection. Given a 

fixed tail current, the proportion of the current drawn through each collector can be found 

to be a function of the difference between the two base voltages. As the voltage of one 

base moves from slightly less than that of the other base to slightly more, the current is 

�switched� from the second collector to the first. 

If resistors of a particular size are connected from each collector to a voltage rail, the 

switching of current from 0 to ICS can be converted to a switching of voltage differential 

from the rail from 0 to ICSR. This voltage switching can in turn be used to drive another 

current switch. What might be described in analog terms as a differential common-

emitter amplifier thereby in digital terms will operate as a current-switched buffer or 

inverter. (Note that with two pull-up resistors a fully differential output is produced, so 

 

Figure 3-1: A bipolar current switch, configured as a 

digital buffer 
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that inversion is a �free� gate.) Traditionally, this upper voltage rail has been connected 

to ground since the output voltage is most sensitive to that rail. A negative voltage supply 

in that case is used to drive the lower rail. 

If one base is tied to a fixed reference voltage, swinging the voltage on the opposite 

base from Vref � Vsw to Vref + Vsw will switch the current to the collector of the transistor 

not connected to the reference. The pull-up resistor connected to that collector can be 

sized to swing the voltage on the collector from Vref + Vsw to Vref - Vsw. If a signal above 

the reference is considered a logical 1 and a signal below the reference a logical 0, the 

result is a logical NOT operation. This circuit can be referred to as a single-ended current 

switch, since a single line that switches against a reference represents the input. If 

multiple transistors are connected in parallel (common collector and emitter connections), 

raising the base voltage of any of them will switch the current. If each base is driven by a 

different signal, the output will produce the logical NOR of those signals. 

Recall that the current switch inherently provides a differential output. If instead of 

taking one output and connecting it to a current switch opposite a fixed reference voltage 

both output rails are connected to a base, a differential current switch is created.  

3.2.1 Series Gating and Emitter Followers 

A current switch diverts current from a single source at the common emitter to one of 

two connections at the collectors. The path from each collector through the current source 

in turn looks like a controllable current source connected to each collector node. The 

current source in a current switch could be replaced with a connection to the collector in 

another current switch. This topology is called �series-gating�. The output of the entire 

circuit would be a logical combination of the inputs of each series-gated level, depending 
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on the connection. A tree built from N levels of series-gated differential current pairs can 

be used to generate any function of N variables or multiplex up to 2(N-1) signals 

The common emitter node of a current switch is VBE, on below the highest input 

voltage. Attempting to drive two series-gated level of current switches with the same 

input voltages would mean that VCE of the transistors of the lower switch would be driven 

to 0 volts and the transistors would be put into saturation. The inputs of a lower level 

must be driven at a lower voltage relative to the inputs of a higher level. Emitter 

followers make this possible. 

Emitter followers are the equivalent of common-collector amplifiers connected to the 

outputs of a current switched gate. With current flowing through the transistor, the output 

of the emitter follower will be VBE, on below the direct output of the current-switched 

gate. When driving a lower series-gated level with emitter follower outputs, VCE is equal 

to VBE, on, maintaining the nominal VCE of a non-series gated current switch. While there 

 

Figure 3-2: Series-gating of current 

switches 
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are reasons to desire a larger VCE, this value is easily generated by the simple emitter 

follower circuit and depends only on device matching issues that are already required in 

the current switched gate itself. 

Emitter followers also have a benefit for driving large loads. While there is additional 

device delay while signals propagate through an additional transistor, the sensitivity of 

the gate delay to loading (RC parasitics in interconnect, high fan-out) is reduced. The 

sensitivity of the output voltage to current drawn out of the gate is also reduced, although 

the effects are not typically significant to begin with. 

3.2.2 Current Sources 

A current switch pair can control the flow of current, but a source of the current is 

still needed. Current sources can be categorized as active or passive based on the 

presence of a transistor in the source circuit.  

A bipolar active current source is constructed from a BJT with an emitter resistor. A 

reference voltage VCS applied to the base of the BJT will in turn fix the voltage across the 

emitter resistor at VCS-VBE, on � VEE. The current source will then supply (VCS-VBE, on � 

VEE)/RE into the collector of the source�s transistor. Small variations in the common 

emitter node of the current switch connected to the current switch that occur during 

switching will have little affect on the supplied current. However, the supply voltage 

must be large enough to allow biasing of the BJT as well as the resistor. If the transistor 

enters the saturated region, less than the nominal source current will be available. Also 

required would be a voltage reference to generate VCS. A current mirror would be setup 

to force a transistor base to the correct bias voltage for a set current, which would then be 

applied to the base of the current source transistor. If the RE in the reference and the RE in 
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the current source are equal, the current through the source mirrors the current in the 

reference circuit. This line could be global, and each reference circuit could be shared by 

many current sources. The nominal value of the current source could be scaled in relation 

to the current of the reference by adjusting the RE of the current source. The ratio of the 

current would be the inverse ratio of the RE values. 

A passive current source uses only a resistor connected to the common emitter node 

of the current switch. The input voltages set the biasing voltage, since the common 

emitter node will be at a potential VBE, on below the higher input voltage. The voltage 

across the resistor will vary somewhat during switching, due to the difference between 

the swinging input voltage and the changing base-emitter voltage due to the changing 

current. The passive current source is also sensitive to variation in VEE in a fairly linear 

manner. Changing the power supply requires adjusting each gate individually, while 

updating an active source needs no more than an adjustment to the source in the reference 

circuit. 

3.2.3 An Issue of Nomenclature 

There are two kinds of differential output bipolar logic circuits used in the present 

work. The nomenclature used for these circuits in the current literature is not clear. The 

commonly used terms are Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) and Current Mode Logic 

(CML). As identified by the �authorities� in the field [TREA89], these categories become 

no more than distinctions without difference, in ways that have been found to be more 

confusing than useful. Some use ECL to describe solely single ended inputs switching 

against a reference, or single-height current switches without series-gating, whereas CML 

is used for differential inputs in tall series-gated trees. Others use ECL to refer to the 
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presence of emitter-follower outputs, while CML implies their lack. The term 

�differential current switch� (DCS) logic has also been used to describe current switches 

used in combination with dotted-emitter outputs. It becomes evident that this system of 

nomenclature does not successfully describe the circuits in question. An effort has been 

made to explicitly describe the major characteristics, and their relevance to the circuit 

designs of note. The primary distinctions that appear in the current work are single-ended 

versus differential inputs, and presence versus absence of emitter followers. 

3.3 Bipolar Circuits and Designing Logic for Speed 

3.3.1 fT and fM OSC 

The speed of a bipolar transistor is most importantly characterized by the transition or 

 

Figure 3-3: Simulated base-emitter potential versus collector current for a 

0.5 x 1.0 micron device, Vce=0.3 
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toggle frequency fT. This is the frequency at which the short circuit gain in a common 

emitter configuration reaches unity. At low collector currents, the fT is controlled by the 

depletion capacitances and the collector current, while being bound at high currents by 

the base transit time. The peak of the fT versus IC curve is quoted as a figure of merit for 

the device, which will be mainly a function of the forward transit time. 

The maximum oscillation frequency fM OSC is defined at the point of unity power gain 

as opposed to unity current gain. While this is a more complex arrangement, requiring a 

load matched to the output resistance at each IC of interest, it more closely matches the 

environment of a transistor embedded in a circuit driving loads and being driven itself. A 

value for fM OSC can be found computationally from fT: 

fM OSC = (fT/8πCjcrbb)1/2. 

Both the collector capacitance [ARMS95] and base resistance [BARN75] reduce this 

frequency. Note that while reducing the intrinsic base thickness would reduce the forward 

transit time and fT, this would also increase rbb, thereby creating a need for compromise in 

transistor design. 

3.3.2 Latency versus Bandwidth 

The factors of �latency� and �bandwidth� both fall under the bailiwick of the high-

speed circuit designer. In a functional block comprising of a plurality of gates, 

minimizing latency is not necessarily equivalent to maximizing bandwidth, and this 

dichotomy is represented by the division between logic and communications circuits. 

Logic gates need only enough bandwidth to ensure that the outputs of each functional 

unit or block of logic have switched one block delay after the input switching. As the 

cycle time of the input signals would be more closely related to the block delay which is 
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many multiples of the gate delay, having enough bandwidth to prevent the rise and fall 

times from overwhelming the delay through the gates is sufficient. On the other hand, 

since fan-in and functional complexity lead to increased device parasitics loading each 

line, long chains of simple gates improve the bandwidth of the entire chain while 

extending the latency greatly. The latency of each individual gate is reduced, improving 

the bandwidth of the whole. 

Toggle frequencies by themselves are primarily measures of the bandwidth of the 

input signal that can be pushed through the circuit. However, the propagation delay, or 

latency, of the current switch, and hence the speed of the entire circuit which is out 

primary interest, is dependent on more than the fT and fM OSC of the transistors used. 

Indeed, even when taking the limit as fT approaches infinity the propagation delay 

remains non-zero. The base resistance significantly affects the delay when it becomes 

greater than about half of the source resistance and the impact of the capacitance of the 

collector-base junction increases as emitter current drops [BARN81]. 

An examination of the sensitivity of propagation delay in ECL ring oscillators 

[CHOR88] demonstrates the effects of these parameters on the delay of the circuit. The 

largest sensitivities appear for the terms involving base resistance and collector 

capacitance. It should be noted that the projections for a delay-optimized 0.5 micron 

device in that work show that the two largest contributors to the total delay are the transit 

time and the RC load time constant. However, the sensitivities to base resistance and 

collector capacitance still stand, so that deviations could still impact performance 

noticeably. In addition, the third and fourth largest contributors of delay involve base 

resistance and collector capacitance respectively. These sensitivities are for gates with a 
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fan-in of only one. With more complex gates, collector capacitance and similar 

parameters become even more important in comparison to fT [JOUP94]. 

Circuit design need for logic gates are divergent from the needs of communications 

circuits in certain areas: 

• Fan-in: Logic circuits should be designed with high fan-in to reduce total gate 

depth for a functional block. Communications circuits should be built from 

low fan-in gates in trees or chains to increase the bandwidth of each individual 

gate. The break even point for a single gate with a large number of inputs and 

depth-of-2 tree with a lesser number of inputs per gate is much higher with 

respect to latency than it is for delay. 

• Output stages: Communications circuits can be improved with a common-

base stage between the current-switching tree proper and the output nodes and 

pull-ups. This eliminated the Miller effect on the collector junction 

capacitance between the bases at the switching inputs and collectors at the 

output nodes that are moving in opposite directions and at high gain. Logic 

gates are hampered by the additional delay since all input to output paths now 

pass through and additional device. With series-gating, there is an increase in 

delay for each level lower in the tree. 

3.4 Noise margin and voltage swing 

The voltage swing necessary on the input of a current switch is chosen so as to 

provide for a large noise margin for the gate [TREA89]. Maximum noise margin occurs 

at the input voltage when the gate is at unity gain: 

vn = Vs/2 + Vsvt/(Vs-vt) - vt ln (Vs/vt-2) 
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Simultaneously, the base-emitter voltage must be sufficient for the transistor to be in 

the forward active region while the collector-emitter voltage must be sufficient to keep 

the transistor out of saturation: 

VBE, on = VCE +Vs + vn  

Solving both of these equations simultaneously provides the appropriate output 

voltage swing to maximize the noise margin. Figure 3-4 shows a graphical solution for 

the relations between noise margin and voltage swing. The point where the two curves 

cross identifies the proper voltage swing to maximize the noise margin, as well as the 

noise margin that is available. Vs is the maximum voltage between high and low values 

 

Figure 3-4: Graphical solution for 

voltage swing/noise margin relations 
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for a single-ended input switching against a constant reference voltage. The maximum 

voltage differential across the inputs of a current switch is half of the magnitude of Vs, as 

the reference voltage is nominally half way between the high and low input levels. The 

swing for a differential pair is Vs/2, since opposing inputs of the current switch are 

always at the opposite extremes of the voltage swing and switching is not being 

performed against a static reference voltage. 

3.5 Device Sizing in Loaded Buffers 

While derivation of figures of merit may provide a point from which to design, 

eventually the transistors must be placed into a circuit. The loading that a current switch 

sees due to pull-ups, emitter followers, subsequent gates, and interconnect parasitics can 

affect the bias point, which minimizes delay.  

A simple test case that allows examination of sizing to account for loading should 

refrain from applying ideal inputs directly to the gate under test. A chain of three buffers 

with emitter followers driven by the ideal source will produce a signal comparable to 

what might be observed by the circuit when in place. Similarly, three buffers following 

the gate under test present a realistic load on the output signal and provide the possibility 

of comparing the delays between several gates to check for variations. Since the current-

switching gates under examination all use the current switch/pull-up/emitter-follower 

arrangement, using buffers gives a good representative of the set of gates as a whole. 

While we are interested in the delay on a per gate basis, it is important to replicate the 

loading and driving of the gate under test in a fair manner. Since a buffer is being 

considered representative of any gate and the driver and load would just be other gates, it 

is reasonable to represent them with buffers as well. This allows generating inputs in 
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simulation with simple ideal sources, using the first buffer they generate a more realistic 

waveform, as well as automatically including the correct impedance for driver and load 

instead going through calculations for every sizing variation examined. 

For the current investigation the assumption will be made that each buffer instance 

and each emitter follower instance will be biased similarly. While using different sized 

gates is useful when loading due to unusual fan-out or wiring length occurs or if there 

path under consideration extends directly and solely to off-chip connections, examination 

of the first case will be reserved for specific occurrences while the second case does not 

apply to the type of function that is the focus of this research. The second case does come 

into play in the bandwidth-oriented design of communication circuits, especially in the 

case of multiplexing two signals of a given frequency into one signal at twice that 

frequency.  

3.5.1 Tail Current 

The parameters that are free to vary are primarily the transistor size in the buffer and 

emitter follower, and secondarily the tail current in the buffer and emitter follower. For 

the purpose of streamlining the design process, the tail currents relative to transistor size 

will be fixed early on. Any gain from adjusting tail current to suit specific loading is 

likely to be too small to be worthwhile, and required detail of the specific circuit 

conditions cannot in any case be supplied until a preliminary design has been completed 

anyway.  

Since delay of the circuit is the object of optimization, the major figures of interest 

regarding tail current are: 

• the peak fT current of a transistor of a given emitter size, 
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• the rated current of a transistor of a given emitter size.  

While the initial bias point is the peak fT current, the introduction of loading in a 

delay-oriented design leads to seeking improvements in delay when the current is 

increased even beyond that point. However, this current cannot be increased without 

bound. The transistor is rated for a maximum current density beyond which the device 

will fail. (Successive design kits have progressively reduced this current rating. The 9805 

kit had a 2 mA per square micron current density limit. By the time the 1999B kit was 

available, the current density had been reduced to 1.4 mA per square micron.) 

Furthermore, the transistor models have known inaccuracies past the peak fT current, and 

the device-modeling engineers have not focused on improving the models in this regime.  

In the typical usage of these devices the concern is usually either bandwidth-oriented 

design, where biasing right at the peak fT current is often wanted, or noise where the 

biasing is much less than the peak fT current. These areas, being the focus of commercial 

development, receive the most modeling effort. Logic circuitry has thus far been mainly 

considered only in support of bandwidth-oriented communications circuits. Designing for 

latency minimization is somewhat beyond the pale. 

On the other hand, it can be shown that at the highest current where the models are 

qualified, the peak fT current, the delay is still improving. This would seem to justify 

exceeding that point by some slight amount, but the informal opinion of designers in the 

area is that it is unwise to exceed it by much. Devoting fabrication funds for the 

characterization of the current versus delay relation would take away from functional 

�payload� circuits. The task itself would be expected to be daunting, in light of the fact 
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that the device engineers have net even seen fit to address it. In that light, an upper bound 

for the tail current of the peak fT current must be set. 

In the meantime, the rated current has decreased to the point where it is the major 

limiting factor of the �excess� current anyway. Biasing at less that the current for 

minimum delay can be used for power savings on gates off the critical path, however 

power consumption has not been one of the areas of concerns for the current work. In 

addition, the design is such that a great percentage of gates are involved in the critical 

path, limiting the amount of power that could be traded off for delay. 

3.5.2 Current-Switch Transistor Size 
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Figure 3-5: Buffer delay, for buffer transistor size equal to emitter-

follower size 
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Once given a delay-minimizing current density, it is tempting to then use the smallest 

transistors possible to reduce power consumption and circuit area. However, it was noted 

above that the transistor speed is very sensitive to variation in base resistance. Small 

devices have high base resistances. While increasing the device size also increases the 

collector capacitance, there is a point where the combined effects are at a minimum and 

this point is above the minimum device size. Comparing the results for different sized 

current switch devices shows a larger jump between 1-micron and 2-micron emitter 

length devices than between other intervals. This indicates that it is worth the power to 

increase the fundamental emitter length to 2 microns.  

3.5.3 Emitter-Follower Size 

Emitter-followers add load-driving capability to current switching gates, in addition 

to providing level-shifting for series-gated inputs. While a delay is incurred when the 

signal travels through the emitter-follower, the sensitivity to loading (fan-out and 

interconnect length) is greatly reduced so that there is a relatively small range of loading 

before the break-even point. 

1 load EF Size (um)   
Buffer Size (um) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

1 16.1 14.5 14.5 14.7 15.3 16 16.7 17.1 17.4 17.6 17.6 17.3
2 18.4 14.4 13.6 13.3 13.4 13.7 14 14.5 14.9 15.3 15.6 16
3 24.5 15.6 14 13.4 12.9 13 13.2 13.4 13.6 14 14.2 14.5
4 30.2 17.4 13.8 13 12.7 12.8 12.9 13 13.2 13.4 13.7
6   13.6 13 12.7 12.7 12.6 12.7 12.8 12.9

Table 3-1: Buffer delay in picoseconds for one load 
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The emitter-follower transistor sizes are considered as multiples of the fundamental 

current-switch size. Also under consideration is the loading, in terms of either fan-out or 

wire length. The first delay analysis is a two-dimensional variation of emitter-follower 

size multiple and fan-out. (We can simplify the count of fan-out by aggregating over both 

the number of like-sized driven gates and the sizes of different sized driven gates.) 

Among the factors detracting from the appropriateness of this simplification are: the 

degree of non-linearity in the scaling of device parameters, which led to the use of 2-

micron emitter lengths in the current-switches, beyond that 2-micron length; the RC 

behavior of the interconnect between the devices connected to the same driver, either 

because of long distances between the driven devices or high sensitivity to resistance in 

the interconnect.  

As the emitter-follower multiple is increased the driving capability rises, but the 

current-switch in the gate is loaded in turn. From varying these two parameters, a delay-

minimizing emitter-follower multiple can be found as a function of the anticipated fan-

out that needs to be driven. 

2 load EF Size(um)   
Buffer Size (um) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

1 21 17.4 16.6 16.6 16.9 17.5 17.9 17.9 18.2 18.3 18.5 18.1
2 32 18.9 17 16 15.5 15.5 15.7 16 15.9 16.2 16.5 16.7
3 44.9 22.8 18.3 16.9 15.6 15.2 15.2 15.2 15.3 15.2 15.4 15.6
4  30.2 18.1 16.2 15.4 15 15 14.8 14.7 14.9 15
6   19.2 16.5 15.7 15.3 15.1 14.8 14.7 14.7

Table 3-2: Buffer delay in picoseconds for two loads 
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In a second analysis, the RC characteristics as a function of wire length will be used 

as increasing load instead of increasing fan-out. The emitter-follower multiples in terms 

of wire length can also be compared to the results for fan-out to find an equivalence 

relation to apply when the loading is of mixed nature. This will allow reasonable 

decisions for emitter-follower sizing during circuit design. 

Looking at the delay results for a single fan-out chain, sizing the emitter-follower 

transistors at about twice the emitter length of the buffer transistors minimizes delay. 

Likewise, for two-, three-, and six-load chains, delay is minimized for emitter-follower 

transistor size multiple of 3, 4, and 7 respectively. In general, an emitter-follower 

multiple of �load plus one� occurs at the minimum of the delay curve. The delay curve 

breaks at approximately one-half of this multiple, with a loss in delay on the order of only 

1 picosecond, so this may also be a viable choice for emitter follower sizing without 

wasting excess current. 

3 loads EF size (um)   
Buffer Size (um) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

1 26.3 20.1 19 18.5 18.8 18.9 19.2 19.5 19.7 19.8 19.8 19.4
2 52.7 23.6 19.9 18.6 17.6 17.4 17.5 17.5 17.7 17.9 18.1 18.4
3   22.9 20.2 18.2 17.4 17.1 16.9 17 17.1 17.2 17.3
4   22.9 19.3 18 17.3 17 16.9 16.9 16.7 16.9
6   22.6 20 18.5 18 17.4 17.1 16.9 16.7

Table 3-3: Buffer delay in picoseconds for three loads 

6 load EF Size (um)   
Buffer Size (um) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

1 52.1 28.1 25 23.9 23 22.8 22.9 23 23 23 22.9 22.6
2  46.1 29.7 26 23.3 22.3 21.7 21.8 21.7 21.6 21.8 21.8
3  46 31.7 25.4 23.4 22.5 21.9 21.6 21.4 21.4 21.4
4  46.7 28.9 25.1 23.6 22.6 22.1 21.8 21.4 21.3
6  48 31.8 27.1 25 23.9 23.1 22.5 22.1

Table 3-4: Buffer delay in picoseconds for six loads. 
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3.5.4 Interconnect Parasitics 

Just as the load from fan-out creates a need for larger transistor sizes to keep gate 

delay down, the parasitic resistance and capacitance of the interconnect causes a 

relationship between transistor size and delay per unit length. The physical causes are 

somewhat simpler to find. Interconnect presents a distributed RC network where a source 

on one end is being used to control the voltage at the opposite end. For the SiGe5HP 

process, lines of Metal 2 at minimum width and minimum pitch roughly present a 

capacitance of 0.24 femtofarads per micron of length and a resistance of 50 milli-Ohms 

per micron of length. (The SiGe5HP design rule manual claims equivalent characteristics 

for Metal 3 and Metal 4.) With these parasitics, wiring delay can easily equal the delay of 

the gate itself at a length of no more than 500 microns. 

Buffer delay with interconnect parasitics is simulated by inserting a 10-unit RC ladder 

after each emitter-follower in buffer chain described above. As device sizes increase for a 

given wire length, the delay penalty due to the RC parasitics will obviously decrease 

asymptotically to the delay without parasitics. The response of the emitter-follower to the 

load presented by a certain length of wire can be related to that of a certain size transistor. 

The emitter-follower sizes that produced minimum delay indicated that 150 microns of 

Metal 2 produces a similar relationship to that of a 1-micron transistor, i.e. minimum 

delay for 2-micron buffers with a fan-out of two occurs at the same emitter-follower size 

as for 2-micron buffers with 300-microns of wire but a fan-out of one. The actual delays 

at those minima, however, are not equivalent, being somewhat slower when driving the 

wire at 1- and 2-micron buffer device sizes than when driving higher fan-out and 

somewhat faster at driving wire with larger buffer-device sizes. 
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3.6 The Look-Ahead Gate 

In developing a look-ahead style carry tree there is a particular function that is so 

ubiquitous that developing a specialized circuit to generate it is called for. In the look-

ahead tree, a generate is asserted for a block of bits when: a generate is asserted for the 

highest-order bit; a propagate is asserted for the highest-order bit and a generate is 

asserted for the second-highest-order bit, etc.  

It is easy to see that for an N-bit block the look-ahead function will require 2N-1 

inputs, and thus 2N-1 levels in a series-gated differential current-steering gate. The height 

of such a current tree quickly hits the limit of reasonable supply levels, thus placing a 

lower bound on a B-bit carry tree of logN B. Three series-gated levels allows only two bits 

of look-ahead, so that a 32-bit carry tree would require five gate delays, a 64-bit tree 

 

 

(a) Two bits (b) Three bits 

Figure 3-6: Fully differential gates to perform look-ahead for 

two or three bits 
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would take six delays.  

If three bits of look-ahead could be computed in a single gate, both a 32-bit and a 64-

bit carry tree would require only 4 gate delays. Fully differential inputs won�t allow this 

without a larger supply voltage, but by mixing single-ended signals with differential ones 

and suitably rearranging the Boolean function being generated, it is possible to make a 

three-bit look-ahead gate. 

The function needed by look-ahead is of the form A1+B1A2+B1B2A3. Each product 

term contains one A variable, with a series of zero or more B variables. The function can 

be rearranged on the idea that the B variable select a subset of the A variables. If both B 

variables are asserted, all of the A variables are selected; if only B1 is asserted, A1 and A2 

are selected; if none of the B variables are asserted only A1 is selected. The look-ahead 

function could then be rewritten as B1B2(A1A2A3) + B1¬B2(A1A2) + ¬B1¬B2(A1). The 

structure of the terms outside of the parentheses is that of a multiplexer with the B 

 

(a) Two bits (b) Three bits 

Figure 3-7: Look-ahead gate with mixed single-ended and 

differential inputs for two or three bits 
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variables being two select bits. This portion of the logic calls for two series-gated levels 

with fully differential inputs. The terms inside the parentheses are simple AND functions 

which can each be accomplished in a single level of current switches with single-ended 

inputs. The multiplexer-like differential levels select which of the single-ended current 

switches should drive the output.  

Annotated layouts for two- and three-way look-ahead gates in the IBM SiGe5HP 

process are shown in Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9. Current switches in the differential 

sections of each gate are arranged as pairs of devices receiving the two differential 

signals of each input. The switches in the single-ended regions are arranged as sets with 

the reference voltage that they switch against. 

 

Figure 3-8: Annotated layout of a two-way look-ahead gate with 

differential and single-ended switches identified 
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3.7 Conclusions 

Current-switching logic based on bipolar technologies offer high-speed, low-swing 

circuits, which allow some of the highest-performance of any available design strategy. 

Designing gates to implement such logic requires examining the devices in realistically 

loaded conditions, with both interconnect parasitics and fan-out. Minimum device sizes 

for either the current-switching tree or emitter-followers may not be suited for 

minimizing gate delay. 

Such logic gates can form the basis of a special-purpose look-ahead gate. Combining 

single-ended and differential inputs produces a gate with more inputs than a traditional 

get with the same power supply. This high fan-in gate allows for wide look-ahead blocks, 

which in turn reduce the depth of the carry tree. The overall delay of the carry tree is thus 

affected by both the logic design and the circuit design. 
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Figure 3-9: Annotated layout of a three-way look-ahead gate with 

differential and single-ended switches identified 
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Chapter 4:  Carry Select Optimization 

4.1 Introduction and Background 

4.1.1 On adders and critical paths 

The carry circuitry of any adder is typically a critical path. The carry out of an adder 

possibly depends on every input, thus requiring a carefully optimized circuit. Often the 

optimization is carried out in terms of the mythical �gate delay�. Of course, once the 

design gets down to the circuit designer, actual per circuit timings are used and efforts are 

made to minimize them. However, if circuit behavior is accounted for at a higher level, 

this can lead to a much different optimization with improved performance under these 

degrading, i.e. real, circuit effects. 

Specifically, a carry-select adder is examined in this work, as two instances are 

available for comparison. One, an application of the aforementioned higher level 

recognition of low level behavior, is a carry select optimization carried out in isolation 

from other circuitry. The goal was simply to make a fast adder, without regard to some 

larger circuitry to embed it in: a greedy optimization. The second example comes from 

the F-RISC processor. In this case, even ordinary optimizations were left out in light of 

other factors that affected overall speed of the processor and also the ability to 

manufacture such a design. 
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4.1.2 On yield limited technologies 

In the production silicon process used in commercial electronics, the circuit designer 

is typical free to apply whatever amount of resources to meet the design goals. Be it 

circuit speed, functional complexity or other criteria, any appropriate number of 

transistors may be used. 

However, in researching the extremes of microelectronics performance, yield-limited 

technologies come into play. These high performance semiconductor technologies suffer 

from comparatively high failure rates during fabrication, such that only a severely limited 

number of transistors may be used per die to have any practical chance of fully working 

circuits. 

4.2 Origin and Theory of Carry Select Addition  

In the design of adders, the critical path is typically in the carry chain. The carry into 

any bit of an adder depends on all previous inputs. With a ripple-carry adder, the simplest 

type of adder, the carry out from one bit is found directly from the carry from the 

previous bit, which is computed from the carry of the bit before that, and so forth. The 

carry chain thus extends in one path through each and every bit in turn, and the longest 

path length through the adder is directly proportional to the number of bits in the adder. 

The carry select adder attempts to shorten this path through parallelization. The carry 

into any bit is solely a function of the less significant operand bits. Every carry bit is 

independent; adders have been designed which generated all of these carries 

simultaneously. However, generating all of the independent carries in parallel requires an 

investment in hardware that may be considered excessive for the gains it yields. The 

carry select adder was developed by Bedrij [BEDR62] as compromise that does some of 
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the carry generation in parallel and hides serial delays of some sections behind the delays 

of others. 

The adder is divided into several stages. With in a section, some other carry scheme is 

used, such as ripple carry. However, to avoid the delay waiting for the carry in to the first 

bit of the section, separate sets of logic are used to find the carry and sums for both 

possible carry in values (1 and 0). By the time the carry in is available, all possible sums 

and carry-outs have been computed. The carry in can then be used to select the proper 

output via a multiplexer at each output. The longest path in this case consists of the carry 

through the first stage plus one multiplexer for each stage where the carry in selects the 

proper carry output.  

Pedagogical examples of the carry select adder often consider only equal size stages; 

e.g., a 32-bit adder is presented with four stages of 8 bits each. The time to cross the 
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Figure 4-1: Representation of a Carry Select Adder 
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longest path would be 8-bits worth of the lower level carry scheme plus four multiplexer 

delays for each select stage. A common textbook by Weste and Eshraghian [WEST93] 

does vary the stage size, but uses a naive increment of one bit per stage and only 

mentions the selection delay in passing. 

4.3 Optimization of Carry Select Stage Sizes 

Varying the size of each stage of a carry select adder, as opposed to the simple 

method of equal size stages, can reduce the critical path delay. Optimally, the carry in 

should arrive just as the carry out possibilities have been generated, and these signals 

should enter the carry out multiplexer at the same time. Thus, each stage should be 

slightly shorter than its successor. How much shorter depends upon the relative delay 

through the multiplexer as compared to that of the �gate� generating the lower level 

carry. These are typically considered the same �gate delay�, but depending on the 

technology will not only be very different but can also vary significantly due to circuit 

context.1 

If cn is the number of bits in stage n, tg is the delay time across the �carry� gate, tm is 

the delay time across a multiplexer, and N is the number of stages, then the delay of the 

carry chain is then 

mgd Ntctt += 1 , 

assuming  

                                                 

1 Here is an example of the dirty little circuit realities intruding on the clean logic design. 
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migig tctct +≤+1  is true2. 

If a constant step in size is used between each stage, then it follows that the step size 

should be  

g

m
ii t

tccs ≤−= +1 . 

If B is the total number of bits in the adder, then (considering that the final stage may 

not need to be cN to meet size requirements)  
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Solving the latter expression for c1 yields 

2
)1(

1
−

−≥
Ns

N
Bc  

Substituting that into the following expression for total delay 

                                                 

2 I.e. the longest delay is through the first stage and all of the carry multiplexers, as opposed to coming 

through one of the intermediate stages. One can apply this statement without loss of generality. Consider 

the largest k such that k is not greater than N and 

t c t c tg k g k m> +−1  

Then  

t t c N k td g k m= + − +( )1 . 

Thus the previous stages do not impinge on the critical path delay and we need only consider the 

trailing subset of the adder stages as an adder in its own right, with N-k+1 stages and where it is true that 

t c t c tg i g i m+ ≤ +1 . 
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)( 1 Nsctt gd +≥  

results in this expression for td in terns of N, B and s: 
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N is required to be an integer, and td/tg is typically considered as an integer as well, so 

if we consider N and td/tg as the ceiling3 of approximate variables 
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this equality can be stated:  
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Since B and s are given, the minimization of delay is solely a function of N. At this 

minimum, we know that 

0=
′

′

Nd
dtd  

so it can then be found that 

2
0 2

s
N
B

+
′

−=  

                                                 

3 The ceiling of a number is the least integer not less than that number, e.g. if the representation of 

ceiling is  x y=  then  5 4 5= .  
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Since the N2 term is always positive, the inequality will be true for N between the 

roots of the equality, which can be found from 
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Arbitrarily, the lowest value of N may be chosen4, given td/tg from above, by: 
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Given these values for td/tg and N, c1 can then be found. 

In a facile design of a carry select adder, s would be assumed to be 1. Given that, and 

B=32, a table of td/tg versus N could be calculated as shown in Table 4-1. 

In the semiconductor technology and digital logic family being discussed considered, 

s can actually be up to 25.Now if we consider s=2, one can surmise by inspection that 

                                                 

4 With the lowest applicable N, the fewest stages are used, which probably result in an easier circuit to 

build. So selecting the lowest N is not exactly arbitrary. 

5 The particulars of this logic family are to be discussed in [NAH91]. 

Table 4-1: Estimation of delay versus number of 

stages: s=1, B=32 

Stages Stage widths Carry Settling Time 
[# Gate Delays] 

1 321  32  
2 16,16 18 
3 12,13,7 15 
4 7,8,9,8 11 
5 5,6,7,8,6 10 
6 3,4,5,6,7,7 9 
7 2,3,4,5,6,7,5 9 
8 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,4 9 
9 No Possible Sequence1 N/A 

1 Ripple carry only. No select needed for one stage 
2 There is no possible sequence of length nine that also maintains the step 
size. Whereas N=9 and c1 >0, the delay for the nine stage adder would be 
at least 10 td, it is obviously not a consideration here. 
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these slow multiplexers will make additional stages �costly�. This changes our stage 

arrangement as shown in Table 4-2.  

4.4 Optimal 32-bit ALU with Carry Select Addition 

4.4.1 Logic Design 

In general, ripple carry is used inside each stage. For each bit of the adder, two carries 

and two sums are generated: 
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For the first bit of each stage, the carry inputs are known explicitly to be 1 and 0, so 

the equations can be simplified: 

Table 4-2: Estimation of delay versus number of 

stages: s=2, B=32 

Stages Stage widths Carry Settling Time 
[# Gate Delays] 

1 321  32  
2 15,17 19 
3 9,11,12 15 
4 5,7,9,11 13 
5 3,5,7,9,8 13 
6 1,3,5,7,9,7 13 
7 No Possible Sequence1 N/A 

1 Ripple carry only. No select needed for one stage 
2 There is no possible sequence of length seven that also maintains the step 
size. Whereas N=7 and c1 >0, the delay for the nine stage adder would be 
at least 15 td, it is obviously not a consideration here. 
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The carry out from the previous stage is used to select the sum at each bit and the 

carry out from this stage.  

In this particular design, however, a full ALU was built. Not only does it add, but 

bitwise logical function are computed as well. Carries are generated as described above 

for the general case. The sums, on the other hand, are replaced by several generating 

relations. The ALU �function� is generated by 

XORbaANDabf ⋅⊕+⋅=  

AND and XOR are control signals that indicate what function to generate. For an OR 

function, both AND and XOR should be asserted. When performing addition, XOR is the 

desired function. 

Instead of generating two sums and selecting between them, in this case the carry in 

signals are selected and used to generate one sum. It allows the carry path to be �shut 

down� for logical functions where there is no carry. The internal carry is generated by 

CLRcSELcSELc inin ¬⋅⋅¬+⋅= )( 01 . 

The SEL signal is the select generated by the carry out of the previous stage. The 

CLR signal clears the carry path, for generating logic function with no carry. 

The final sum is generated by 

cfs ⊕= . 

Thus, it can be seen that when the CLR line is asserted to clear the carries, the 

generated function is available directly on the �sum� outputs of the ALU. 
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 As in the general case, the first bit of each stage can be simplified due to the implicit 

incoming carry values, thus 

CLRSELc
bac

abc

out

out

¬⋅=
+=

=
)(1

0

 

The rest of logic remains the same. Compare Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 to see the 

modifications in the ALU. 

4.4.2 Circuit Design 

The gates for this design were designed employing GaAs HBT CML [NAH91]. 

Current switches steer a fixed gate current to pull down one line of a differential pair. 
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Figure 4-2: Logical Organization of the Optimized ALU 
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Using these particular transistors, this logic family allows current switches up to three 

deep, so any function of up to three variables can be realized as one gate, and some 

�selection� operations with more variables. 

For each bit, the following signals are needed: two carry outs, a carry select, an ALU 

function and a sum. Thus, five current trees are needed per bit. Carry is a majority 

function, shown in Figure 4-3.  

 

 

Figure 4-3: Carry 

Generation Circuit 
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The sum in Figure 4-4 is generated from a simple XOR gate. The carry select in 

Figure 4-5 multiplexes the two incoming carries, with a clear to shut off the carry path. 

The ALU function shown in Figure 4-6 generates both the AND and the XOR of the 

operands which are selected by control signals. 

For the first bit of each stage, where the static carry inputs lead to simplification as 

described above for the Logic Design, the carry generation and selection can be 

 

Figure 4-4: Sum Generation Circuit 
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simplified. A statically driven current switch can be replaced with one short and one open 

connection oriented according to the static signal desired.  

The corresponding current switch can be eliminated, reducing circuit size. The two 

carry generators become just an AND and an OR. The carry select loses the full 

multiplexer, and is a function of just the select and the clear. 

Due to the construction of CML gates, each signal has a �level� that indicates the 

high voltage of the differential pair in reference to ground. Level 1 is at ground, Level 2 

is 1 VBE, on drop below ground, and Level 2 is 2 VBE, on drops below ground. Level 2 

 

Figure 4-5: Carry Selection Circuit 
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signals in general offer the best performance for a long, loaded line (the selected carry 

signal drives a multiplexer in every bit of the succeeding stage), due to the emitter 

followers on the outputs. However, the delay of the emitter follower itself as well as the 

space used by the additional transistors imposes a penalty for short unloaded signals. 

Thus, the carry our signals that only drive the next bit are driven at Level 1, whereas the 

select lines are at Level 2 since they drive every bit of the following cell.  

The A and B operands of the ALU are at Levels 2 and 3 respectively, a requirement 

imposed by other parts of the processor. The control signals are eventually buffered at 

every stage in the layout, and have no critical timing needs, so they can be placed at any 

convenient level. 

 

Figure 4-6: ALU Function Generator 
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4.4.3 Layout of a Monolithic ALU 

The layout of a monolithic ALU as a single macro cell was achieved with three 

smaller macro cells. Two cells contain the complete functionality for one bit, akin to a 

bit-slice design: the �MID� cell with the full circuitry for use in the middle of a carry 

select stage, and the �HEAD� cell with reduced carry generation for use at the beginning 

of a select stage. Each of these cells contains two carry generators, a carry selector, an 

ALU function generator and a sum generator. The data flow was generally considered to 
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Figure 4-7: HEAD cell Layout 
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be 

•operands (e.g. from the register file) in from the top 

•sum out from the bottom 

•carries in from the right 

•carries out from the left 

The carry generators are placed near the �top� to reduce any interconnect delay on the 

operands. In both cells, the carry generators are side by side and define the cell width, 

reducing interconnect delay on the carries as well. The carry selector is placed below that 

on the right, again reducing interconnect distance on the carries.  

The ALU function generator is placed to the left of that. Since the sum generator 

depends on both the carry selector and the ALU function generator, it is located below 

those two units, with the sum exiting out the bottom of the cell.  
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In addition, the MID cell contains a �sneak path� for the selected carry for use in 

computing ALU overflow. Since overflow depends on the last carry and the next-to-the-

last carry, the last MID cell in each stage has an external connection to this carry, and the 

last stage can supply the carry for the overflow computation. The MID cell can be seen in 

Figure 4-8, and the HEAD cell can be seen in Figure 4-7. 

The CMUX cell contains the carry multiplexer at the end of every stage. The 

multiplexer is located at the top of cell, where the carries come in on the right and the 
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Figure 4-8: MID cell Layout 
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selected carry goes out the left. The CMUX cell also contains buffers for the control 

signals for the next stage. In addition, a superbuffer drives a copy of the selected carry 

signal that drives the carry selectors in the HEAD and MID cells, separate from the carry 

that drives the next carry multiplexer. These buffers are used to reduce the loading due to 

fan out. The control signals drive all 32 bits, which is quite a large fan out and needs to 

be split up. The superbuffer for the copy of the selected carry also has a lower sensitivity 

to capacitance than a regular buffer, reducing the performance hit caused by the 

increasing number of loads per stage. This has the added benefit of loading each carry 

multiplexer similarly with a superbuffer and another carry multiplexer, leading to similar 

delays for each.6 

An additional �START� cell drives the control signals and carry in to the first stage. 

Conceivably, the control signals could be driven from the left, by buffers in the CMUX 

for that stage as opposed to buffers in some cell previous to that stage. However, there 

would still be the need for the superbuffer for the copy of the carry in to the first stage.  

                                                 

6 Note that there is still an increasing delay factor for each stage due to the longer interconnect for each 

stage. This factor is not yet included in the analysis, but tends to penalize long stages.  
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Figure 4-10 illustrates the combination of these cells into a carry select stage. Shown 

is the low end of the complete ALU, focusing on the five bit wide first stage. 

Carry 
Multiplexor 

Signal Buffers 

 

Figure 4-9: CMUX Cell Layout 
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4.5 Considerations Affecting the Layout 

It has been demonstrated time and again that interconnect delay plays a tremendous, 

almost overwhelming, role in this HBT technology used. The resistance as well as the 

 STAGE 1 STAGE 2 

CMUX MID HEAD START 
 

Figure 4-10: Five bit carry select stage from optimized ALU layout 
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capacitance contributes significantly, so delay on a wire increases as a second-order 

function of distance. Therefore, reducing interconnect distance was of vital importance. 

A layout whose width per bit approaches the bitline pitch of the F-RISC register file 

was desired, to eliminate horizontal interconnect used to line up the bits of the register 

file and the ALU. Much effort was put into making the layout as narrow as possible, 

which also has a direct effect on the carry delay. Figure 4-13 shows a comparison of the 

sizes of the carry select adder described here and the current F-RISC register file. Only 

about half of the width of a register file block is due to bit spacing; address decoding 

accounts for the other half, increasing the average width per bit. Each register file block 

is eight bits wide, necessitating that four be used with this adder. Whereas the adder is 

approximately 3.69 mm wide, each register file block--with address decoders--is 0.97 

mm wide. 

Increases in horizontal density can be achieved by extending the cells in the vertical 

dimension. This becomes a trade off between overall carry delay, and delay in generating 

the sum for the high order bit. Although the main concern is for the carry chain, it is 

possible to slow down the sum enough so that the critical path changes  

4.5.1 Simulation of the design 

A SPICE extraction of the layout, with interconnect capacitance, was used to simulate 

the design to determine delays through the circuit for addition. Figure 4-11 shows the 

testing setup. CLR is held low to activate the carry path, and AND and XOR are low and 

high respectively to produce an addition. With the A operand bits low, and high order bit 

of the B operand high, toggling either the least significant bit of B or Cin will produce a 

change on Cout  
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Some representative timings taken from the SPICE output trace are shown in Table 

4-3 , while a complete output trace is show in Figure 4-12 The longest path through the 

carry chain is from the b0 input to the cout output; thus, the delay of the adder could be 

characterized as approximately 283 ps.  
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Figure 4-11: Testing the ALU 

Table 4-3: Representative Timings From SPICE SImulation 

cin falling to s31 rising 235.6 ps 

cin falling to cout falling 172.5 ps 

b0 rising to s31 falling 347.0 ps 

b0 rising to cout falling 282.7 ps 
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4.6 F-RISC “Byte-Slice” Carry Select Implementation 

The optimizations of the carry-select adder described previously were undertaken 

without consideration of context. However, an adder is no island, cut off from other 

circuits. When one considers the design of an entire processor, additional constraints 

affect critical path lengths. The F-RISC/G [PHIL93] is an experimental processor 

actually designed in the process mentioned previously. Its design offers an example of 

how other factors may force a design that may be considered sub-optimal using only 

 

Figure 4-12: 32-SPICE Simulation of 32-bit Carry Select Adder 
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longest path delay as a metric, but which in light of yield limitations may be desirable or 

even necessary. 

4.6.1 A Multi-Chip Processor and Another Look at Yield Limitation 

Yield limitation implies a fabrication error probability that is relatively high in 

comparison to that of other, more mature technologies. While this probability may still be 

quite small and any one device may still be likely to work, this chance of failure per 

device leads to complex circuits suffering from significant failure rates.7 

As shown in Philhower�s thesis [PHIL93], the F-RISC/G implementation uses a bit 

sliced �datapath�8 built from 4 chips that each carry 8-bits: a �byte-slice�9 if you will. 

The datapath must contain an integer ALU, a register file, feed-forward logic due to 

pipelining, and other logic such as condition codes. This wide array of circuitry would 

require a large transistor budget and would have to be split across several chips to obtain 

any reasonable yield. To understand this, consider some �device� that has a 50% yield, 

i.e. every one fabricated has an even chance of working. Let�s say we need four of these 

                                                 

7 If p is the failure probability for a single device (and 1-p is the success probability), a �circuit� with 

two devices can be expected to fail with a probability of 1-(1-p)(1-p), or 2p-p2. The failure probability for n 

devices is 1-(1-p)n. Since p is less than 1, and hopefully very near 0, it is easy to see that n increases, the 

failure probability approaches 100%. Given some desired fabrication success rate, one can define a rough 

limit on how many devices may be combined in a circuit than can be �expected� to work. 

8 The �datapath� is the F-RISC construct that in other processors may be referred to as an integer unit. 

It is the portion of the processor that directly manipulated the operands of instruction, and in this case 

contains the register file. 

9 My term, not Philhower�s. 
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devices. If all four are fabricated on the same die, the net yield for the die will be 6.25%, 

or 1 out of 16. In other words, only one out of sixteen chips could be expected to work. 

On the other hand, if one device was fabricated per die, we could expect to fabricate eight 

chips to produce a working set of four. The �byte-slice� design also offered the 

opportunity to use identical chips for each slice, simplifying design of the datapath, and 

also the cache, due to regularity. 

In the process utilized for the F-RISC/G, yield considerations place a practical limit 

of 8-10K transistors per chip to obtain any reasonable yield. The eight-bit register file 

itself uses over 2K transistors; 32 bits of register file alone would �fill up� a chip. The F-

RISC datapath was therefore divided into 4 identical datapath chips. Each chip holds an 

eight-bit slice of the datapath. On this chip are an eight-bit register file and eight bits of 

the ALU, as well as other logic. The carry chain of the ALU, having been identified as a 

critical path from the start, is a single macro cell in the layout; the rest of the ALU is built 

from standard cells. The carry chain macro is set to one side of the chip, with the carry 

multiplexer near the I/O pad ring, to minimize on-chip signal travel. 

The carry chain macro holds an eight-bit ripple carry and a carry multiplexer at the 

end. For each bit, the carry chain produces the to carries to the next bit, as well as 

selecting a carry in for that bit to be used in the rest of the ALU logic. The carry in for 

each bit may be disabled to use the ALU for logical operations, as opposed to arithmetic 

operations.  

4.6.2 Comparison to Optimized Adder, And Other Possibilities 

The performance of a full-custom, single-macro varied stage carry select adder was 

compared with the even-length stage carry select adder spread across four dies currently 
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used in the F-RISC Project microprocessor. For future stages of the project, it has been 

proposed that a factor of two can be gained in adder speed through architectural 

adjustments and migrating to a higher yield technology where the datapath could fit on 

one die, before device speed gains are even considered. 

The original goal for the adder design was a factor of two improvements over the 

present F-RISC adder delay. As the F-RISC adder delay is slightly under 1 ns, the 

estimated 283 ps for the carry and 347 for the sum, this design meets that mark, but there 

are still improvements that could be made for a possible factor of four improvement. One 

possible way to improve this mark is to reexamine the determination that the ratio of tg to 

tm is about 1. As the load on each multiplexer is directly proportional to the size of the 

subsequent stage, tm should be larger when diving a larger stage. Perhaps the size step 

between stages needs to be larger, or should vary with stage size. Another alternative is to 

use something other than ripple carry with each stage. A faster intrastage carry could 

result in a larger first stage for the same delay and reduce the number of stages needed. A 

circuit level solution would be to more carefully analyze the carry select delay as a 

function of stage length. The previous analysis assumed a fixed ratio for the carry 

multiplexer delay. However, since the multiplexer drives an RC line proportional in 

length to the number of bits in the next stage, the delay of the carry select should increase 

with stage length. This would cause long stages to make a greater contribution to overall 

delay. 

Another area of interest was the adder width as compared to the register file. The 

bitline pitch for the register file is approximately 60 mm, while the pitch for adjacent 

MID cells is 102.5 mm. However, the area for address decoding in the register file has 
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not been accounted for. If width of total block is considered, the adder is 3.69 mm wide 

while four register files side by side is 3.88 mm wide without even considering wiring 

channels for the address lines.  

It is important to keep in mind that a datapath employing this adder is not physically 

realizable at present in the technology considered due to yield limitations. The adder 

along with four register files already exceeds the device count available on one chip. This 

could possibly be handled by slicing horizontally, creating a register file chip and an 
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Figure 4-13: Comparison of Adder and Register File Areas 
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ALU chip. The extra interchip crossing from register file to ALU is offset by three 

eliminated crossings in the carry chain, so there still should be a net gain in speed.  

4.7 Conclusions 

The carry select optimization developed here offers a carry delay that is O( n ). The 

simple method usually used with equal sized stages has a delay that is O(n), since the size 

of each stage is directly proportional to the total size. Although this does not match the 

performance of completely parallel carry generation, it gives performance gains for no 

more area and that the simple carry select. For example, carry look-ahead generation is 

O(log n) for delay but O(n log n) in area [HWAN79], while the optimized carry select is 

O( n ) for delay but O(n) in area: a carry select will use up less that twice the area of 

plain ripple carry addition. Furthermore, the layout utilizes only four different cells, 

allowing adders of arbitrary size to be quickly assembled. 

When compared to the F-RISC/G datapath, which originally prompted the adder 

analysis, a direct implementation is not forthcoming due to design considerations make in 

light of yield limitation of the process used. This underscores how �optimality� can be a 

shifting quality. A bit-slice datapath design necessitates either equal stage sizes or an 

unreasonable number of different chips. Using optimized stage sizes would likely mean 

building the ALU as a monolithic circuit, which implies separating the ALU and the 

register file. Thus, the information needed for a useful �optimization� expands as the 

extremes of performance are reached and models of operation become more and more 

specific. 
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Chapter 5:  The Pseudo-Carry Look-Ahead Adder 

5.1 Goals and objectives 

5.1.1 Previous work: FRISC-G 

The FRISC-G GaAs/AlGaAs RISC processor [CARL00] utilized a four-block carry-

select adder in its 1 nanosecond execute stage. The datapath is comprised of four chips of 

identical construction, differentiated only by their connections. Each chip handles eight 

bits out of the 32-bit path. Contributing to the overall delay of the 32-bit addition are one 

chip with eight bits of ripple carry on the critical, three chips that have selection 

multiplexers on the critical path, and three MCM traces to pass the partial carry signal 

between the four chips. The delay of the adder with all of these contributions was 

approximately 900 ps. 

5.1.2 The next FRISC 

With the completion of the FRISC-H, projected goals were developed to include in 

proposals for future work. For a new research design to be competitive in the realm of 

high-speed computation, it was determined that the pipeline would have to be clocked at 

a minimum of 8 GHz with a 32-bit datapath width.  
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5.1.3 SiGe 

This period also saw the transition from Rockwell�s AlGaAs/GaAs HBT process to 

IBM�s SiGe BiCMOS process. The silicon lithography proves greatly improved yields 

and much smaller feature sizes, which would removed the need for signals within the 

adder to leave a chip and travels along MCM traces. The graded-germanium base 

provides an improved fT of 50 GHz. 

5.1.4 Pseudo-carry Look-ahead 

With the 50 GHz SiGe device, delays for reasonably loaded gates would be around 20 

picoseconds. Our 8 GHz goal allows for a cycle time of 125 picoseconds. Allowing some 

margin for interconnect delays and other parasitics, the path through the adder can only 

be five gate delays deep. The carry-select adder from FRISC-G would no longer be 

suitable; the 380 picosecond delay of the 8-bit ripple carry section alone is more than 

twice the available delay. Even a binary carry look-ahead adder would take six gate 

delays once the sum was computed. Two methods were applied to the carry look-ahead to 

reduce the depth by one gate delay: the three-way look-ahead gate, and the pseudo-carry. 

5.2 Pseudo-carry Theory of Operation 

The pseudo-carry [LING66, LING81] is based on carry look-ahead addition. Carry 

look-ahead addition, sometimes referred to as "parallel addition", creates a carry for a bit 

by combining signals generated at each preceding bit. This can be performed by wide 

fan-in gates or by a tree-like structure where the look-ahead combines larger and larger 

blocks. The pseudo-carry improves on that by distinguishing limiting and non-limiting 

delay paths, and moving delay from the limiting paths to the non-limiting paths. 
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In the context of carry look-ahead, the computation of a carry out can be reformulated 

in term of the propagate (Pn) and generate (Gn) signals: 

Pn=An+Bn
1 

Gn=AnBn 

Cn=AnBn +( An+Bn)Cn-1=Gn+PnCn-1. 

The recursion on the Cn-1 term can be expanded:  

Cn= Gn+PnGn-1+ PnPn-1Gn-2+�+Pn�P0Cin. 

If in fact Pn is computed with an inclusive or, it is clear that the following identities 

exists: 

Gn=GnPn, and 

Pn=Gn+Pn.  

Thus, we can factor the Pn out of the equation for Cn: 

Cn=Pn(Gn+Gn-1+ Pn-1Gn-2+�).  

The remainder of the terms is known as the "pseudo-carry", Hn. The Pn term can then 

moved into the equation for Sn:  

Sn=An⊕Bn⊕Cn-1  

Sn=An⊕Bn⊕(Pn-1Hn-1).  

The An⊕Bn term, identified as Tn, can be computed in parallel with the Hn-1 term as 

well as the Pn-1 term resulting in the expression  

Sn=Tn⊕(Pn-1Hn-1) 

                                                 

1 In some formulations, the propagate signal is defined as excusive with respect to the generate: 

Pn=An⊕Bn. This will be referred to here as Tn. 
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The question remains, however, what has been gained by this manipulation? The key 

is the reduction in fan-in from Cn to Hn for a given block size to cover. Specifically in the 

case of the current-steering logic gates being considered, increasing complexity severely 

decreases the available fan in for a single gate. Furthermore, by inspection neither Tn nor 

Pn-1, since both are simple Boolean functions, will exceed the delay for Hn-1. Thus, delay 

on a critical path has been traded for delay on non-critical paths.  

The generalized equations for group pseudo-carry Hn
0 can be derived in the same 

manner as those for group generates Gn
0. Given the expression for carry in terms of 

propagates and generates  

Cn= Gn+PnGn-1+ PnPn-1Gn-2+�+Pn�P0Cin 

we can factor those lesser terms into group generates and propagates of the form 

Ggroup+PgroupCgroup by the following rules: 

1. Each term of Ggroup will contain exactly one subgroup generate. 

2. Each term of Ggroup will also contain every higher ordinal subgroup propagate 

than the subgroup generate for that term. The term with the highest ordinal 

subgroup will thus contain no subgroup propagates. 

3. Pgroup will contain only subgroup propagates, corresponding one for one with 

the subgroup generates in Ggroup. 

Signals that look-ahead over groups are represented by the symbology Tn
i, where: 

• T is the type of look-ahead signal, 

• n is the width of the group in bits, 

• i is starting bit position of the group. 
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The signals for a single bit represented by Ti map to T1
i in the group look-ahead 

notation.  

As an example of group look-ahead, consider the four-bit carry  

C3= G3+ P3 G2+ P3 P2 G1+ P3 P2 P1 G0+ P3 P2 P1 P0 Cin. 

Such a carry can be rewritten in terms of two-bit group look-ahead signals: 

C3= G2
2 + P2

2 G2
0 + P2

2 P2
0 Cin,  

where  

G2
2= G1

3+ P1
3 G1

2,  

G2
0= G1

1+ P1
1 G1

0,  

P2
2= P1

3 P1
2,  

and  

P2
0= P1

1 P1
0. 

In a similar manner, group pseudo-carries can be made by adding a rule to factor out 

a P1
n term . 

C3= P1
3(H2

2 + I2
1 H2

0 + I2
1 I1

0 Cin),  

where  

H2
2= G1

3+ G1
2,  

H2
0= G1

1+ G1
0, 

I2
1= P1

2 P1
1,  

and 

I2
0= P1

0.  
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One can compute higher-level Hn
i terms from those of sub-blocks in the same manner 

as for carry select. Note that due to the factoring which creates the pseudo-carry, the In
i 

terms are one bit position behind the corresponding Pn
i terms. 

5.2.1 Generalized pseudo-carry equations 

In general, the pseudo-carry look-ahead tree is expanded by: 

Hn+m
i= Hm

i+n+ Im
i+n-1 Hn

i,  

or 

H2
i= G1

i+1+ G1
i 

and in the case of a three-input look-ahead gate 

Hn+m+p
i= Hp

i+n+m+ Ip
i+n+m-1 Hm

i+n+ Ip
i+n+m-1Im

i+n-1 Hn
i. 

The carry-out of a 32-bit adder can thus be generated from the 32-bit pseudo-carry 

tree using four sets of group pseudo-carries such as these: 

1. H2
30= G1

31+ G1
30, H2

28= G1
29+ G1

28, H2
26= G1

27+ G1
26, H2

24= G1
25+ 

G1
24, H2

22= G1
23+ G1

22, H2
20= G1

21+ G1
20, H2

18= G1
19+ G1

18, H2
16= 

G1
17+ G1

16, H2
14= G1

15+ G1
14, H2

12= G1
13+ G1

12, H2
10= G1

11+ G1
10, 

H2
8= G1

9+ G1
8, H2

6= G1
7+ G1

6, H2
4= G1

5+ G1
4, H2

2= G1
3+ G1

2, H2
0= 

G1
1+ G1

0 

 

Figure 5-1: Prefix graph for the pseudo-carry look-ahead test structure on 

the DARPA02 reticle 
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2. H6
24= H2

28+ I2
27 H2

26+ I2
27I2

25 H2
24, H6

18= H2
22+ I2

21 H2
20+ I2

21I2
19 H2

18, 

H6
12= H2

16+ I2
15 H2

14+ I2
15I2

13 H2
12, H6

6= H2
10+ I2

9 H2
8+ I2

9I2
7 H2

6, 

H6
0= H2

4+ I2
3 H2

2+ I2
3I2

1 H2
0 

3. H14
18= H2

30+ I2
29 H6

24+ I2
29I6

23 H6
18, H18

0= H6
12+ I6

11 H6
6+ I6

11I6
5 H6

0 

4. H32
0= H14

18+ I14
17 H18

0 

 

5.3 The DARPA2 Reticle 

5.3.1 Logical structure of the carry tree and circuit implementation 

The three-way look-ahead gates which allow group pseudo-carries of the form 

Hn+m+p
i= Hp

i+n+m+ Ip
i+n+m-1 Hm

i+n+ Ip
i+n+m-1Im

i+n-1 Hn
i to be built up from three subgroup 

pseudo-carries in a single gate have already been discussed, as well as the equivalent 

two-way gate of the structure Hn+m
i= Hm

i+n+ Im
i+n-1 Hn

i. A look-ahead tree arrangement 

similar to the Han and Carlson variant of the Kogge-Stone tree is used, which generates 

only the odd positions [HAN87]. This would increase the depth of the circuit by one in 

the Han and Carlson case, however the pseudo-carry factorization in the sum-generation 

circuit allows both even and odd sums to be generated from only odd position carries. 

The first layer of the carry tree, driven directly by the operand bits, cannot utilize the 

three-way look-ahead gate due to the number of inputs and will cover groups of two bits, 

not three. This is where the smallest group pseudo-carries are generated from the 

operands. The expression given above  

H2
i= G1

i+1+ G1
i 

can be reduced to be directly expressed in the operand bits 
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H2
i= Ai+1Bi+1+ AiBi. 

The next three layers of the carry tree are built up with the two- and three-way look-

ahead gates. Where the first layer created groups of two bits, the next two layers using 

three-way look-ahead created groups of six and eighteen bits respectively. The final layer 

used a two-way look-ahead gate to produce the 32-bit pseudo-carry. 

The depth of the tree can be calculated as 1+log3(32/2) or 4 gates. This tree only 

produces the pseudo-carries however. One additional gate would be needed to produce 

the final sum computation and latching resulting in a five gate deep adder.  

5.3.2 Test structure 

A no-cost opportunity for fabrication of a partial pseudo-carry look-ahead carry tree 

test structure for 32-bit operands arose early in this research, and such a test structure was 

designed. This circuit generates the highest order pseudo-carry for 32-bit operands and 

feeds that back as an input, creating a ring oscillator. This circuit is intended as a proof of 

speed of the pseudo-carry circuit, and is designed to be as simple as possible to reduce 

the likelihood procedural difficulties that could prevent a measured result from being 

obtained.  
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Figure 5-2: Blocks arranged in a pseudo-carry look-ahead tree 
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A static �0� is applied to all bits of the B operand. A static �1� is applied to all but the 

least significant bit (LSB) of the A operand. The LSB of the A operand, as well as the 

carry-in, are connected to the two selectable feedback paths of the ring oscillator. The 

H32
0 output is inverted and fed into two AND gates which act in conjunction as a 

demultiplexer to drive the two feedback paths. A selection signal also drives these AND 

gates, with an inversion between. One of the feedback paths will carry the inverted H32
0 

output and the other will be held at a logic �0�. The H32
0 output will be high when one of 

the inputs is high, and low when both of the inputs are low. The inverted feedback will 

cause the H32
0 output to oscillate with a period of twice the delay through the oscillation 

path 

 

Figure 5-3: Carry tree test structure 
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The test structure is based around the carry tree that generates the 32nd carry 

extracted from a complete set of distribution trees for 32-bit addition. It contains 5-gate 

deep signal paths, comprising of 3 mixed-logic look-ahead gates, 1 single-ended input 

gate, and 1 differential gate. This corresponds to the paths that would exist in the carry 

distribution of the full adder.  

The third level group pseudo-carries cover a maximum of 18 bits. Since this does not 

subdivide the 32-bit operand width evenly, at last one group at this level will be only be 

partially used. Partial utilization of a group pseudo-carry does not affect the gate depth of 

the path to the output. However, the physical width of the circuitry used to produce a 

group pseudo-carry can affect the wiring delay on the next-higher level pseudo-carry, 

since pseudo-carries from lower-order subgroups must cross the width of higher-order 

logic blocks to reach the appropriate look-ahead gate. In this case, a full 18-bit group 
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Figure 5-4: Buffer delay vs. tail current for 9805A design kit 
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covers the less significant end of the operands, while a 14-bit group covers the most 

significant bits. This group pseudo-carry is produced by combining two 6-bit groups and 

a two-bit group instead of three 6-bit groups. 

The look-ahead gates were constructed with 1-micron emitter length transistors in the 

current tree, while the emitter-followers used 2-micron emitter lengths. The SiGeHP 

 

Figure 5-5: Layout of the PCLA test structure on the DARPA02 reticle 
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design kits of the day (up to 9805A) indicated a peak fT current of 0.6 mA for a 1-micron 

emitter length, and a maximum allowable current of 1.0 mA. HSpice simulations of 

buffer-chain ring oscillators were performed to estimate the gate delay for a range of tail 

currents. The results of these simulations, shown in Figure 5-4, showed that the minimum 

gate delay occurs at a tail current of approximately 0.9 mA for 1-micron emitter lengths. 

As this is below the maximum rated current for the device at the time, the current trees 

were biased for that tail current. 

HSpice simulation of the oscillation paths showed expected delays of x and x for the 

operand path and carry path respectively. However, there was not sufficient time before 

the tape-out deadline for the multi-user reticle to perform simulations with full 

interconnect RC parasitics. Only partial capacitance simulations were completed. 

 

Figure 5-6: HSpice simulation of DARPA02 test structure 
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The final layout of the PCLA test structure on the DARPA02 reticle is shown in 

Figure 5-5 The long dimension parallel to the row of bond pads is 1.5 millimeters (10 

pads by 150 micron pad pitch). Perpendicular to the pad row the test structure is 1.3 

microns deep. This circuit uses 1114 SiGe transistors and 861 resistors. 

5.3.3 Measurement and Analysis of DARPA2 Test Structure 

After fabrication of the multi-user reticle, RPI received one wafer for testing. Figure 

5-8 shows a microphotograph of a single pseudo-carry test structure location. 

Annotations have been added to identify the pads and various functional blocks.  

The wafer was places on a vacuum-chuck probe station, and the bond pads were probed 

with a GGB multi-channel RF wedge, which supplied power and the DC select signal as 

well as allowing measurement of the two output signals of the test structure. The probe 

was connected with micro-coaxial cables to a HP11801A to view the multi-gigahertz 

traces.  

 

Figure 5-7: Oscilloscope trace of the high-speed output 
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An oscilloscope trace of the high-speed output is shown in Figure 5-7. One cycle of 

the oscillating signal represents two passes through the ring oscillator, so the period 

shown in the trace is twice the delay of the carry tree.  

 

Figure 5-8: Annotated microphotograph of fabricated test 

structure 
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Since the period is measured to be 330 picoseconds, the delay through the carry tree 

is 165 picoseconds. This is in excess of the target delay by 40 picoseconds. The first step 

in enabling future designs to run at their anticipated speeds is to identify the sources of 

this additional delay. Once these delay sources are known, steps can be taken to reduce 

them, or if that is not possible to make allowances for them by improving delay of other 

parts of the design. 

5.3.3.1 Resistor model 

One day after the DARPA02 tape-out deadline, IBM released a new design kit to 

correct an error in the 9805A concerning resistor sizing. The formula for converting from 

resistance to physical dimensions was incorrect, resulting in significant deviation from 

designed resistance over a range of sizes that covered most of the resistors used in this 

Devices
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12%

Temperature

6%

Resistor model

11%
Total measured 
delay = 165 ps

 

Figure 5-9: Breakdown of measured delay by source 
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design. IBM would not release a fixed kit to RPI for eight months. The first notification 

of this error was on the errata sheet came with the wafer fabricated by IBM that was 

shipped to RPI.  

Lacking a corrected design kit, the HSpice model from the available kit was edited to 

reflect the relationship between physical dimensions and resistance given in the errata 

sheet. Table 5-1 shows the resistor values as intended when designing with the 9805A kit, 

along with the actual resistance based on the drawn size under the relation from the 199B 

design kit. This was applied to a SPICE deck extracted from the layout that would 

include the physical dimensions of each resistor as fabricated, in an attempt to simulate 

the effect of the incorrectly sized resistors. This was found to add 17 picoseconds to the 

total delay.  

5.3.3.2 Temperature 

During simulation, only a temperature of 25°C was used. Being the initial fabrication 

experience with this technology, no experience was available with the expected running 

temperature of the transistors. IBM supplied no information other than an apocryphal 

Table 5-1: Effects of erroneous resistor modeling in 9805A design 

kit 

 9805A 

Simulated 

1999B 

Based on drawn size 

Pull-up 444 Ohms 528 Ohms 

Tail 1000 1091 
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�hotter than you would think� regarding temperature. Cooling during testing using both 

the water cooling in the probe station�s vacuum chuck as well as a compressed gas 

cooling spray reduced the delay by 9 picoseconds. This result and subsequent fabrication 

seem to indicate a temperature of approximately 60°C, but no certain means have been 

available to determine the actual temperature that is reasonably separate from problems 

such as the resistor sizing/model. A conservative 75°C is now being used in simulations. 

5.3.3.3 Interconnect Parasitics 

Due to the time constraints involved with a multi-user reticle, only partial back-

annotation of interconnect parasitic values into simulation netlists was possible before 

tape out. Several factors contributed to the difficulty of obtaining parasitic back-

annotation, not the least of which was the fact that the netlist produced by CAD tool and 

the design kit during the process of back-annotation was in error and unsimulatable.  

Interconnect parasitics can be extracted as capacitance only or as RC networks. 

Capacitance for wires is computed by first identifying segments of parallel metal. Based 

on the lengths of these parallel segments, individual capacitance values are computed for 

any neighbors and to ground. For a capacitance-only extraction, each of these segment 

capacitances is added separately to the netlist. This is advantageous in situations where 

there are known dependencies between adjacent wires, such as in the differential wiring 

used in this work. A designer used to single-ended wiring would probably disdain the 

overhead of not lumping all of these segment capacitances into a single capacitance to 

ground for each wire. However, in adding these segment capacitances to the netlist, 

additional spurious capacitances were added leading to a large number of nodes with no 

AC path to ground. This results in a netlist for which HSpice cannot generate an 
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operating point and thus cannot simulate. The netlist had to be post-processed to remove 

these floating node conditions. Lacking any means of determined why these capacitances 

were generated, each floating node was given and initial ground condition which also 

negates the influence of the spurious capacitances on the transient behavior of the circuit. 

RC parasitic extraction can only be run on specifically marked nets. Global extraction 

is not possible. For the RC extraction, each net is divided into segments. The endpoints of 

the segments are identified by locations marked by hand, intersections and branches, and 

terminals of cells from the device library of the design kit. Resistance is calculated based 

on the length of metal between the endpoints of each RC segment. Capacitance is 

calculated the same way as in the previous extraction method, with the values being split 

or combined as necessary so that the correct portions may be applied to each segment. 

The capacitance for each segment is then lumped into a single capacitance to ground for 

the segment. These resistance and capacitance values are then applied to a pi network to 

model the RC parasitics of the wire segment in the simulation netlist. Since all inter-

metallization capacitance is lumped with the capacitance in relation to the ground plane, 

there is no accounting for the dependencies between the wires of a differential pair for 

any wire that is marked for RC parasitic extraction. It is not even possible to determine 

the value calculated internally for the capacitance between the wires to facilitate the 

addition by hand of the appropriate Miller capacitance.  

Due to these difficulties, it was often necessary to work with estimated capacitances 

or penalty factors on delays to a much greater degree than desired. The errors in 

simulated delay must be weighed against the consequences of failure to meet tape-out 

deadlines. The problems with parasitic extraction were much larger than what a few late 
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nights of work could solve, and as will be shown in this work successful parasitic 

extraction by these methods may not have improved the simulation accuracy as much as 

expected. It should be noted that at the wrap-up meeting of the DARP02 multi-user 

reticle, a number of the participants never gave much consideration to the interconnect 

parasitic extraction for simulation either before or after fabrication.  

5.3.3.4 Device models 

The contributions of various device parameters to overall device delay were discussed 

earlier in this work. If these parameters change, the performance of the circuit can be 

impacted greatly. Device models include specific values for these parameters. If a new 

model with different parameter values is substituted, the circuit that was designed around 

the previous model may not have the appropriate biasing, loading, or component values. 

The circuit will miss its desired operating point by an unknown margin. 

Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 show the trends of important device parameters through 

the progression of SiGeHP design kits made available to the F-RISC group. The design 

kit in effect during the design period and the fabrication period are highlighted. Most of 

the trends appear steady with one significant exception: base resistance. 
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As shown in [JOUP94], for gates of any significant fan-in the three greatest 

sensitivities of delay to device parameter variation are for CJC, CJS, and Rb. The trends of 

parameter values over the succession of design kits show a rather large jump in Rb from 

the kit that was used in the design to the kit that was in effect during fabrication. The 

possibility exists that the models used in the simulations during the design phase had an 

unrealistically low value for Rb. Subsequent simulation using the models from the 1999B 

design kit, as well as accounting for other factors mentioned here, has resulted in a 

simulated delay that is within 5 ps of the measured value. The apparent trend of 
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alternation between high and low values of Rb as new design kits come out suggests that 

some care must be taken with the supplied models. 

The trends also show a decrease in CJE between the two design kits in question. While 

this shift is in the direction to contribute to delay, it is not a large difference and the 

sensitivity of delay to variation in CJE is by far the least of all parameters. 

5.4 SMI December 2000 Reticle 

Once the results of the DARPA02 reticle had been analyzed, focus shifted to applying 

this analysis to correct the shortcomings of the previous design. The categories of 

improved design include: rebalancing the logical design of the prefix graph to eliminate 
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special cases; rebiasing the current switching trees in terms of both operating point and 

device size; and compacting layout. 

5.4.1 Carry-in to a PCLA 

The original pseudo-carry look-ahead design accepted carry-in via a modified 

HSTART cell which computed the function H=G1 + G0 + P0Cin. The level-3 input for the 

carry-in signal and taller current tree that would require for the carry added a penalty to 

the carry-in to carry-out timing over that of an operand input.  

The modified HSTART is not the only means of accounting for carry-in with a 

pseudo-carry look-ahead. Possible alternatives include: 

• HSTART with carry-in (original design) 

• 32-plus bit PCLA, arranged 32.c 

• Start grouping from high end 

• Carry-in at the bottom 

The 32-plus-bit solution takes advantage of the fact that the �natural size� of a five-

gate deep pseudo-carry look-ahead adder, or the maximum bit width that can be 

accommodated without making the carry tree deeper, is much larger than the 32-bit 

operands. The carry tree is actually constructed wider than the operands, and the carry-in 

is applied to both operand inputs of a dummy LSB whose sum output is ignored. The 

carry-in signal is introduced into the regular structure of pseudo-carry equations. This 

guarantees that the carry-in path is no longer than a path from an operand. It also reduces 

the degree of special connections and circuits needed only for carry-in handling. 

Rearranging the group takes advantage of the mismatch between the desired adder 

size and the natural sizes of the subgroups in the pseudo-carry look-ahead 
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implementation. The original design grouped bits starting at the LSB, leaving the MSB in 

an unfilled group. This often provides a path from the MSB that is one gate-delay shorter 

than for the rest of the PCLA. If the grouping were started at the MSB, this shorter path 

might be moved to the LSB. However, this has the side effect of increasing the 

interconnect length that the lower-order subgroups must drive, which may or may not 

affect the overall delay. 

Another rearrangement of the pseudo-carry equations can move the carry-in input to 

the last gate of the adder, after the carry tree where the actual sum is computed. If the 

carry-in is factored out of each sum first, rather than factored out of the LSB pseudo-

carry, this path is much shorter than any operand path. Having the carry-in as a factor in 

each sum introduces the difficulty of very high fan-out on this signal as well as high 

complexity for this gate that will already need to be complex. The sum for each and every 

bit would require this input, all at the same time. 

The current modification is a 32-plus type solution. The first two-bit start block is 

wired with the carry-in at it�s operand inputs, with the redundant current switches then 

removed. This creates a 16-bit block that is three gates deep in place of the previous 18-

bit block. The 14-bit block that held the most significant bits must then be expanded to 

 

Figure 5-12: Prefix graph for the pseudo-carry look-ahead test 

structure on the SMI reticle, employing the "32-plus" carry-in 

method 
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16-bits but still has the same gate depth. The overall depth of a 32-bit or 64-bit adder will 

not be increased by this change. Increases in depth will only occur around the �natural 

sizes of the blocking, i.e. 53-54 bits, 161-162 bits, etc., which may call for a different 

modification if the adder is to be employed in double-precision floating point operations. 

5.4.2 Observable paths in Test structure 

In the DARPA02 test structure, only two paths were exercised: the least significant 

operand bit and the carry-in. While the path from the least significant bit does cross all of 

the longest wires in the carry tree, the path from the most significant bit experiences 

higher fan-out on each segment. The path from the least significant bit only enters the 

lower order pseudo-carry input of a look-ahead gate, which drives only one transistor, 

while the most significant bit enters the highest order input driving up to three transistors.  

To allow observation of the fan-out loaded path as well as the interconnect loaded 

path, a third feedback path was added to connect the carry output to the most significant 

 

Figure 5-13: Extended test structure for the SMI reticle 
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operand bit. A second DC pad was added to allow selection between the three paths. No 

further paths were added due to concerns that the carry output might become excessively 

loaded and produce artificially low results. 

5.4.3 Expanded transistor sizes 

For the second design, the base transistor size used in the current trees was expanded 

to two microns from the minimal one-micron emitter lengths used in the DARPA02 

reticle. Interconnect loading will be relatively reduced in relation to the transistor driving 

ability. Furthermore, even the unloaded delay is less for the larger devices, with the knee 

around two microns.  

Hearsay from IBM claimed that the appropriate multiplier for emitter follower sizes 

should be 1.4. This was briefly considered for the second design. However, [KRAW00] 

indicated that the multiplier of 2 that was used in the DARPA02 design had the lower 

delay, so that result was used instead. For the 2-micron current trees, 4-micron emitter 

followers were used. 

5.4.4 Transistor bias point 

In the 9805A design kit used for the DARPA02, the current at peak fT for a 1-micron 

emitter length was listed as 0.600 mA and the maximum rated current of the devices as 

listed as 1.000 mA. Simulation placed the minimum delay at a 0.900 mA bias current. In 

the v2.3 design kit current for the second design, the peak fT current was changed to 

0.700 mA, however the maximum rated current was reduced to 0.780 mA. IBM still 

disclaims any simulation results from their models above the peak fT current and refuses 

to supply any data about the transistors in this regime. Performing an independent 
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analysis is prohibitive due to the difficulty and expense for an academic institution to 

obtain reticle space in this technology. All biasing was changed to use a current density 

figure no higher than the peak fT current. 

5.4.5 Interconnect changes due to design kit and fabrication 

options 

The SiGeHP v2.3 design kit introduced a number of updates to the information about 

metalization. The listed film thicknesses were changed from previous kits. Some of the 

values had previously not even been consistent with each other. Empirical analysis led to 

the increase of the dielectric constant of the insulating material between the metalization 

layers from 3.9 to 4.1. Not comment was made as to whether this update was the result of 

changes in the metalization process that might have occurred recently, or if it is indicative 

of the actual fabricated interconnect under previous design kits as well. If the latter is 

true, it is another source of underestimated wiring delays. 

The SiGeHP process provides a number of metalization options, which can be used to 

tailor the mask and processing expense to the needs of the reticle. A thin bottom layer for 

local interconnect, Metal 1, and a thick top layer, Last Metal (LM), can be combined with 

one to three levels of intermediate wiring that are identical in terms of thickness and 

spacing. (There is also an Analog Metal (AM) option available for inductors.) The 

DARPA02 was a strictly three-metal run (Metal 1, Metal 2, LM). Metal 2 was used for 

all connections of any length, while LM was used for power and ground. The SMI reticle 

was fabricated with a five-metal option. Due to the nature of the circuit, there is no clear 

need for additional metal layers in the carry-tree. The original usage of layers was 

retained, however contact to power and ground rails needed extra vies to reach up two 
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additional layers. Metal 3 and Metal 4 are currently reserved for implementation of a 

complete adder to allow routing of operand bits and intermediate terms to the actual 

summation gates. This will relieve the need for widening the carry tree to provide routing 

channels, which would serve to increase the interconnect parasitics in the layout. 

5.4.6 Simulation temperature 

All circuits for the second design are simulated at 75°C. The consensus among the 

other F-RISC designers is that 60°C is the best guess for the temperature on-die, but the 

lack of certainty calls for a conservative value to be used here until more data is 

available. 

5.4.7 Interconnect parasitic extraction 

For estimation of interconnect parasitics, the SiGeHP design kits utilize the 

parametric capacitance and resistance extractor in the Cadence �Virtuoso� layout tool. 

The parasitic capacitance for each net is computed from the length of parallel wire 

segments, the distance to each segment, and an empirically determined function for the 

capacitance to a parallel wire, combined with parameters for the area and perimeter 

capacitance to each metal layer and to the ground plane. The details of that function for 

determining the capacitance from the area and perimeter parameters are undisclosed. 

Capacitance for wires separated by five microns or more is discarded. Parasitic resistance 

is computed from the width of drawn metal and the length between wire junctions. 

Starting with the v2.3 design kit, IBM has used the COEFGEN coefficient generator 

to generate the parameters for the capacitance extractor. Capacitance values are extracted 

from a predetermined set of layouts by some other method and a curve-fitting method is 
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used to produce parameters for the capacitance extractor that would result in the same 

capacitance. The details of that other extraction method are undisclosed. 

The extracted interconnect parasitics can be made available by either PCAPs or 

RCNETs. PCAPs are the result of a capacitance-only extraction. For each segment of a 

wire, an ideal capacitance is inserted between that segment and each parallel segment 

(less than five microns away) as well as to ground. RCNETs are the result of combined 

capacitance and resistance extraction. For each specially marked net, segments are 

generated between each marked point, branch, and library cell terminal. The capacitances 

for each segment are lumped into a single capacitance to ground, and that lumped 

capacitance and the resistance computed from the length of the segment are applied to an 

RC ladder model with a small number of segments.  

Note that it is impossible to extract both the resistance on a wire and a capacitance 

between that wire and another at the same time. When differential wiring is used, 

whenever the resistive component of the interconnect parasitics becomes important the 

extraction cannot be done using the automated tools. 

QuickCAP is a three-dimensional capacitance extraction tool that uses random walks 

instead of establishing a mesh to solve for electric fields strengths. It is a fast, highly 

parallelizable algorithm with well-defined probabilistic certainty, which can be increased 

to almost any arbitrary level by simply extending the run time. QuickCAP can also 

perform a timing analysis on nets to identify which exceed critical thresholds where a 

full-blown RC net is required versus nets that do not impact the timing as greatly and 

whose parasitics may be simplified or ignored.  
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QuickCAP require that a technology file be written to identify layers in terms of their 

thicknesses and well as the relationships between layers that form devices. Layer 

thicknesses are obviously used to add the third dimension to the layout information. 

While thicknesses other than between metalization layers are not completely publicly 

specified, hopefully their impact on the interconnect parasitics is minimal. Identification 

of devices is necessary to determine the source and endpoints of RC nets. 

The documentation provided with IBM SiGeHP design kits includes tables of 

expected capacitance between various possible metalization layers. Three situations are 

considered in these tables: 

1. Wiring on all levels at the minimum allowable pitch for each level 

2. Wiring on all levels at a �sparse� pitch of 5 microns. 

3. Single conductor on the layer in question, wiring on other layers at minimum 

pitch. 

Parasitics for Metal-2 were extracted by these four methods to compare the accuracy 

of the in-tool methods, being relatively easy to insert into simulations, and the QuickCAP 

extraction, which produces value with more confidence but at present is nearly 

impossible to apply directly to the layouts under analysis. Artificial test layouts of 

crossing grids using three-level metalization at both the minimum and sparse pitches 

were generated to extract the PCAP and RCNET parastics from varying lengths of a pair 

of Metal-2 conductors. Equivalent test layouts were generated to extract the RC net via 

QuickCAP. The parameters from the design kit documentation were used to calculate 

parasitic values. The parasitic resistance and capacitance lumped values were applied to a 

ten-section RC ladder between buffers in a buffer tree to measure the gate plus 
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interconnect delay. When possible, the Miller capacitance of the differential pair was 

accounted for in the lumped value by doubling the capacitance between the wires of the 

pair. This could not be done with the RCNET extraction since it does not provide the 

component parasitic capacitances, however this accurately reflects the situation when 

using RCNET extractions in actual design. 
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Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 show the simulated delays for minimum pitch and sparse 

pitch respectively. Note that in both cases PCAP extraction (with Miller capacitance but 

not resistance) and RCNET extraction (with resistance but not Miller capacitance) 

produce similar results, with RCNET being slightly slower.  
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Figure 5-14: Delay for minimum pitch wiring using various methods of 

parasitic estimation 
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The most important difference, however, is the reversal of the relative order of the 

PCAP/RCNET extractions and the QuickCAP extraction. Increasing the separation 

between the wires of a differential pair slightly is an obvious design improvement for 

critical nets that are bound by capacitance delay. However, PCAP and RCNET 

extractions will greatly over-estimate the gains brought about by this layout adjustment.  

A design that depends on these timing improvements on a critical path will find that 

measured delays are consistently slower than simulated results with PCAP or RCNET 
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Figure 5-15: Delay for sparse pitch wiring using various methods of 

parasitic estimation. The horizontal axis is wire length in microns, 

while the vertical axis is delay in picoseconds, including intrinsic gate 

delay. 
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extracted parasitics. Delay on an interconnect-bound path could be underestimated by as 

much as one-fourth.  

5.4.8 Cell Layout for SMI00 Reticle 

There are a small number of major cells necessary for this pseudo-carry tree that 

account for almost all of the circuitry. The two- and three-way look-ahead gates have 

been heavily discussed.  

A two-bit pseudo-carry starting gate is used to transition from the operand bits to the 

pseudo-carry sequence. The pseudo-carry for s ingle bit is equivalent to the traditional 

carry generate for a single bit, so a two-bit pseudo carry can be generated from the carry 

generates of the two bit positions. DeMorgan�s Law is used to recast the relation in a 

 

Figure 5-16: Annotated layout of a two-way look-ahead gate with differential 

and single-ended switches identified 
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form that can be realized with two series-gated levels of single-ended current switches. 

In addition to these novel circuits, there were a number of basic logic gates used 

(AND, OR, master-slave latch, etc), as well as an emitter-follower with a particular long 

and thin layout designed to be compatible with alignment either along the wiring paths 

between each tier of pseudo-carry gates or transverse to them. 

 

 

Figure 5-17: Annotated layout of a three-way look-ahead gate with differential 

and single-ended switches identified 
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Figure 5-18: Layout of the "hstart" gate used to start the 

generation of pseudo-carries from the operand bits 

 

Figure 5-19: "Long and thin" layout of an emitter-follower, 

shifting a signal one to three levels down. 
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Figure 5-20: Layout for the PCLA test 

structure on the SMI00 reticle 
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5.4.9 Test Structure Layout for SMI00 Reticle 

The layout for the PCLA test structure included on the SMI00 reticle is shown in 

Figure 5-20. The long dimension of the test structure parallel to the pad row is 1.5 

millimeters (10 pads by 150 micron pad pitch), as it was for the DARPA02 reticle test 

structure. Note that this size is constrained by the pads, as the test structure proper is 

1.0millimeters wide. Perpendicular to the pad row, the test structure is 0.85 millimeters 

deep. This represents a significant saving in area, to go along with the other 

improvements made in this circuit. This test structure uses 1105 SiGe transistors and 585 

resistors. 

 

Figure 5-21: Simulation output of the PCLA test 

structure on the SMI00 reticle 
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The simulation output of this test structure is shown in Figure 5-21. The Select input 

pads were used to exercise each of the three feedback paths. The delay for each path is 

recorded in Table 5-3. This table shows three results for each delay path: 

1. ignoring all wiring parasitics 

2. with parasitic capacitance, but not parasitic resistance 

3. with both parasitic capacitance and parasitic resistance. 

Parasitics were extracted by running QuickCap on each individual wire identified by 

eye as being on the main oscillation path. The values were then inserted by hand into the 

simulation netlist.  

Table 5-2: Delay for each feedback path in the SMI00 test 

structure, at 75°C 

Feedback path w/o parasitics 
(ps) 

QuickCap parasitic 
capacitance 

(ps) 

QuickCap parasitic RC 
(ps) 

Cin 100 116 121 

A1 103 117 124 

A31 108 118 122 
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Figure 5-22: Quarter wafer carrying the SMI00 reticle 
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Figure 5-23: A closer view of the sites on 

the SMI00 reticle 
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Figure 5-24: Annotated microphotograph of the 

pseudo-carry look-ahead test structure on the 

SMI00 reticle 
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5.4.10 Measurement and Analysis of the Second Test Structure 

SMI provided the F-RISC group with a quarter wafer, shown in Figure 5-22 

providing test sites for the second pseudo-carry structure as well as an FPGA test 

structure. A microphotograph highlighting the test structure, including annotation, is 

shown in Figure 5-23. 

As with the previous test structure, the wafer was places on a vacuum-chuck probe 

station, and the bond pads were probed with a GGB multi-channel RF wedge. A simple 

manually operated switch box allowed for selection of the oscillation path by grounding 

 

Figure 5-25: Oscilloscope output 

of the SMI00 test structure 
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either of select pads or letting them float free. The probe was connected with micro-

coaxial cables to a Tektronix 11801C to view the multi-gigahertz traces. 

With the test structure in a ring-oscillator configuration with one inversion, the 

measured period of oscillation will be twice the delay through the circuit. The overall 

minimum delay was found to be 146 picoseconds. An oscilloscope trace of this output is 

shown in Figure 5-25. The dark trace is the high-speed output, while the lighter trace is 

the slow divide-by-8 output. Table 5-3 summarizes the minimum delay through each 

feedback path. 

Feedback path SEL1 SEL0 Delay (ps) 

A1 OPEN OPEN 150 

A31 GND OPEN 146 

Cin OPEN GND 152 

Table 5-3: Minimum measured delay from the SMI00 test structure 

Feedback 
path 

w/o 
parasitics 

(ps) 

QuickCap 
parasitic 

capacitance 
(ps) 

COEFGEN 
parasitic 

capacitance 
(ps) 

Raphael 
parasitic 

capacitance 
(ps) 

QuickCap 
parasitic 

RC 
(ps) 

Cin 100 121 128 131 135 

A1 103 123 130 129 137 

A31 108 127 129 132 141 

Table 5-4: Delay for various capacitance extraction methods 

for the SMI00 test structure, updated to IBM SiGe 5HP v2.5 

design kit 
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5.4.10.1 Continuing Parasitic Analysis 

As mentioned previously, finding accurate but practical means of parasitic extraction 

was still a concern at the time of fabrication. 

Just by applying data from a more recent design kit, the analysis of parasitics and 

their impact on circuit delays has improved greatly in relation to measured results. 

5.4.10.2 Continuing Temperature Concerns 

Although attempts at estimating operating temperature have been made, no good 

method has been found that can be put into practice yet. Therefore, there is still some 

question as to what the device temperatures are and thus what impact is being made on 

speeds. 

Suggestions for circuits to gauge actual operating temperature, such as output 

resistance of an emitter follower driving a pad, typically fail to take into account process 

variation as well. Problems that actually occurred and have been described elsewhere in 

this work would have invalidated the measurements. In addition, the devices involved in 

the measurement would have been at a significant distance from the core of the test 

structures, which is where the temperature is of concern. 

Feedback path 75°C 125°C 

Cin 121 138 

A1 123 141 

A31 127 138 

Table 5-5: Delay for various temperatures. 
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The most common exposure to temperature and circuits is how to design insensitivity 

into a circuit. This application calls for a circuit design that is moderately sensitive to 

temperature over a wide range and insensitive to other parameters, which is an analog 

regime thus far foreign to this groups research interests. 

It is not just the devices but the metalization as well that has temperature 

dependencies. The conducting thin-film temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) is 

0.37-0.42% per Celsius degree in the 5HP process. If the metalization is at 75 degrees C, 

the parasitic resistance for each wire could be 18% to 21% larger than otherwise 

estimated, 

5.5 Conclusions 

The use of the two- and three-way look-ahead gates has allowed a wider look-ahead 

group than usual in a current-steering logic. The use of the pseudo-carry allows for 

factoring a term out of the critical path. The combination of these two techniques results 

in a 32-bit carry tree that is four gates deep an implementable at bipolar speeds. 

Two iterations of this design were implemented in the IBM SiGe 5HP process. Ring 

oscillator test structures were used that matched the delay paths of a complete adder 

while keeping the test structure as simple as possible. A minimum delay of 146 ps, 150 

ps, and 153 ps has been measured for each of three possible delays through the circuit. 
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Chapter 6:  QuickCap Usage and Design Flow in the 

FRISC Group at RPI 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 QuickCap 3D capacitance extraction 

QuickCap is a capacitance analysis tool from Random Logic Corporation. Its core 

feature is the use of random walks for solving fields. Being an inherently statistical 

process, this provides the user almost arbitrary flexibility with regards to the speed versus 

precision trade off, as well as the ability to resume interrupted analyses and to parallelism 

task at will. 

The offering of both speed and precision and the ability to select any point on the 

spectrum between the two at any time make QuickCap a desirable tool in high-

performance VLSI research. However, QuickCap is agnostic with respect to physical 

CAD tools, so the user must develop a design flow and the requisite tools to provide a 

path for capacitance extraction and back annotation. 

6.1.2 Parasitic Extraction with Cadence Design System and the 

SiGe5HP Design Kit. 

Setting up a technology for parasitic extraction with the Assura products in Cadence 

Design System is a two-stage process, involving: 
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• Generation of capacitance extraction coefficients with COEFFGEN, the 

Assura Coefficient Generator. 

• Writing rule files for verification tools (the tool of immediate interest 

being the Assura Diva interactive verification product) that take the 

generated coefficients as input. 

COEFGEN applies the physical parameters of the technology to a number of sample 

geometries and employs numeric solvers to extract capacitance information. Curve fitting 

algorithms are then used to generate coefficients for the polynomials used in the Assura 

rule files to extract capacitances via interpolation. The limited accuracy of this method is 

obvious, and the regime in which FRISC group designs exposes the weakness of this 

over-simplified capacitance model. 

Recent versions of the SiGe5HP design kit include a second set of coefficients 

generated from the results of the Raphael 3D field solver. These coefficients provide 

more accurate parameters for sparse wiring, but still depend on the simplified polynomial 

function of separation model of capacitance. This also introduces the need make an 

artificial distinction between dense interconnect and sparse interconnect that may in fact 

both be present in the same circuit. This again is a source of error that the FRISC group 

cannot tolerate in its design regime. 

6.1.3 Using CDS and QuickCap on SiGe5HP Designs 

Currently, each tool can be made to work independently. It is possible to run 

QuickCap on a physical design streamed out of CDS and extract capacitance information 

by hand into a simulation. While not practical for complete parasitics of a large design, it 

can be used for small layouts where the set of important wires is known a priori and is 

strictly limited. QuickCap numbers for specific interconnect could be combined with 
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Cadence PCAP numbers for the bulk of the wiring to create a time-effective estimate of 

parasitics across the layout, although the method of editing the PCAP values after Diva 

extraction, to update the nodes that have been extracted with QuickCap, is not known at 

this time This is most effective for long interconnect at the top level of the layout, since 

maintaining hierarchy in QuickCap throughout the extraction and recovering that 

hierarchy at the end has not yet been completely examined. The �extract� declaration in 

the QuickCap deck can be used to limit the extraction to the nodes in question, to cut 

down on run time as well as simplifying the output matrix. 

6.2 Design Tool Integration 

6.2.1 CDS/QuickCap Theoretical Design Flow 

As stated above, each tools is working independently, but as yet there is no integrated 

design flow. This method is not practical for an analysis of more than a few wires. An 

integrated design flow that provides for transfer of the parasitic information back into 

Cadence is required. This section is focused on the development of such a design flow for 

the benefit of researchers working on design tool integration, and is written in a manner 

to allow it to be presented to them independently of the rest of the QuickCap information 

is desired. 

Within the Cadence Design System, a schematic view can used to generate a netlist 

for simulation. Once that has been accomplished, a layout view can be used to extract 

parasitic capacitance and then back-annotate a netlist. Our goal is to insert QuickCap into 

this design flow, so that a netlist that has been back-annotated with QuickCap extracted 

capacitances can be simulated. 
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The suite of QuickCap tools can operate on SPICE decks, e.g. outputting the 

extracted capacitances as a SPICE deck, or reading a SPICE deck for node names. 

However, the IBM SiGeHP design kits use Spectre as their preferred simulation 

environment. Model development is concentrated on the VBIC model available in 

Spectre. Therefore, our design flow needs to extract data from Cadence in SPICE format 

and then merge result back into Spectre. 

 

Figure 6-1: Proposed RPI CDS/QuickCap design flow 
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Figure 6-1 shows the current state of the design flow under development. It can be 

seen that both the schematic and the physical layout are sources for analyses, and that the 

results of these analyses are combined in different ways. 

The process starts with a cell whose electrical connectivity is in a schematic cellview 

and physical description is in a layout view. The schematic is extracted into an HSpice 

netlist while the layout is extracted into a GDSII stream. Gds2spice generates a QuickCap 

deck from the GDSI stream and also derives the device and circuit topology. SvS is used 

to compare the gds2spice netlist with the Affirma netlist to generate node name mapping. 

This mapping is combined with the QuickCap deck to perform the actual QuickCap 

analysis, which produces a fragment of a SPICE deck containing cards for all of the 

parasitic capacitances. This SPICE deck fragment is included in the Spectre netlist for the 

circuit (Spectre can automatically translate many SPICE statements into their Spectre 

equivalents) and then a Spectre simulation may be performed with parasitic capacitances. 

Note the marked HSpice input to the SvS analysis. It has recently been confirmed by 

Cadence that socket netlisters, such as for HSpice, cannot produce both proper cell names 

and subcircuit netlists in the same at the same time. This HSpice input is needed to map 

the node names in QuickCap to the names in Cadence. Therefore, we cannot currently 

produce QuickCap output with the desired names and will have to alter the design flow. 

6.2.2 CDS/QuickCap/SmartSpice Theoretical Design Flow 

A second path for simulation with parasitics is to continue out of QuickCap into Spice 

for simulation. An associated research area of the group is parallelization of simulations 

to cope with the high cost of fabrication. While the only advantage that parallel processes 

brings to Spectre seems to be multiple points in a parameter sweep, SmartSpice shows 
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single simulation improvements for up to eight processors per analysis. In addition, the 

SPICE decks produced by the QuickCap tools can be directly simulated instead of 

deriving fragments and attaching them to other netlists. 

The disadvantages include the lack of SPICE-format device models. In early SiGeHP 

kits IBM provided HSpice models as well as Spectre, but discontinued this offering due 

to the claim that HSpice would not support the VBIC model that the device modeling 

group was going to use for the HBT. SmartSpice is know to support the VBIC model, but 

will have to have models written in the proper format. 

6.2.3 Manual Method 

Thus far, a manual method has been used for including QuickCap derived capacitance 

values in Cadence Spectre simulations of SiGe 5HP designs. This involves: manually 

specifying label coordinate for the wire of interest and writing them into a text file, 

running gds2cap and qcap to generate a capacitance matrix for the wires of note, 

optionally measuring the wires by hand to estimate resistance, and then entering the 

parasitic data by hand into the schematic for the circuit.  

There are several major limitations of this method. The largest is the requirement to 

specify each wire to analyze by hand and then to enter the data by hand into the 

schematic. This places a practical bound on how many wires can be included in one 

analysis. 

Due to the difficulty of handling large numbers of nodes by this method, we are 

forced to map any unspecified nodes to ground. On average, this tends to be a safe 

simplification, but if there are any special data dependencies between nodes this could 

underestimate their effects. However, unlike with extraction methods internal to Cadence 
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we can still maintain the coupling between nodes that we do specify when performing an 

RC simulation. For the Cadence methods, RC extraction always maps the capacitance of 

RC nets to ground.  

6.2.4 Component Status 

6.2.4.1 Schematic to Spectre netlist, via Affirma netlister 

Nominal. Insertion of parasitics not yet testable. 

6.2.4.2 Schematic to HSpice netlist, via Affirma netlister 

Produces netlist. However, all netlisting of simulators �in the socket�, e.g. hspiceS, 

produces mangled .SUBCKT lines with a _G<number> appended to the cell name. 

Possibly filtering with sed and a regexp can bring cell names into line. 

6.2.4.3 Layout to GDSII stream, via PIPO 

Nominal. The addition of various attributes has been attempted as described in 

Section 6.4.1, but to no great effect. These attributes may be revisited. 

6.2.4.4 GDSII stream to CAP and SPICE, via gds2cap 

Nominal for a flat file. Recognizes no cells in a hierarchal design. Devices currently 

recognized: npn, npnhb, nfet, pbdtres, subc, sbd, var, mim. 

6.2.4.5 HSpice and SPICE to SPICE and rename, via SvS 

Nominal for flat file. Hierarchal not yet testable, due to 6.2.4.2 and 6.2.4.4. 
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6.2.4.6 CAP and rename to SPICE fragment, via QuickCap 

Nominal for flat file. Hierarchal not yet testable, due to 6.2.4.4and 6.2.4.5. 

6.2.4.7 Spectre and SPICE fragment, via Spectre simulator 

Not yet tested. Development method for automatically including SPICE fragment on 

hold pending resolution of hierarchy issues. Inclusion method may depend on hierarchy 

solution. 

6.2.5 Pending Tasks and Experiments 

6.2.5.1 _G<number> filter for hspiceS netlister 

A short filter would be able to remove the _G<number> from the cell name on 

.SUBCKT cards that the Cadence HSpice netlister produces. In and of itself Cadence 

produces well-formed and simulatible HSpice file, but there are some issues that arise 

when we use it for information interchange between Cadence and HSpice.  

When Affirma extracts an Hspice netlist, a .SUBCKT card is generated for each cell 

in the hierarchy, with the name for the subcircuit being set to CELLNAME_G# where # 

is some integer. This destroys the cell name mapping, so when run on a hierarchal cell the 

combination of gds2spice and SvS produces no output. It has now been confirmed by 

Cadence that for any �socket� netlister (such as hspiceS which is used here) it is not 

possible to obtain both the subcircuit�s netlist and the correct cell name at the same time. 

In addition, SvS currently does not accept any text on an .ENDS card. HSpice calls 

for the subcircuit name, matching the name on the .SUBCKT card, to be included on the 

.ENDS card. This issue may change in the future, as this particular HSpice-ism has not 
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been discussed with Ralph Iverson. This calls for a small filter that will look at the text of 

an HSpice file and do the following: 

• For each .SUBCKT card, find the cellname and remove the _G<number> 

suffix.  

• For matching X (instance) cards that refer to such a subcircuit, change the 

reference to use the same name as the changed SUBCKT card.  

• For each .ENDS card, remove the cell name for the present. However, we also 

want the facility to keep the cell name and to change the cell name if the 

ENDS card matches a SUBCKT card that we also changed. 

6.2.5.2 GDSII rewriting attributes 

The interchange format for physical data is a binary GDSII stream. At some point in 

this project, it may become necessary to filter this binary stream to change properties 

from a form that Cadence produces to a form that gds2xxx accepts. To that end, it would 

be good to start now looking for resources, such as documentation on the format, libraries 

for writing scripts or programs to manipulate the files, etc. 

Also useful to find would be any existing utilities for viewing GDSI more as data in a 

file than as physical layout. QuickCap looks for certain information in certain places, and 

it's not always obvious how the specifics of the physical layout relate to the properties of 

GDSII structures 

Programmatic resources would include a library for editing GDSII streams in some 

relevant language, to filter attributes to solve problem mentioned in 4.1.1. Cadences own 

SKILL language might even be able to fulfill this need. (This of course would result in a 

change in the design flow and might invalidate anything previously included in this list.) 
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With the help of Cadence support, this may have been worked around by solving the 

property-map file problem in Section 6.4.1.2. It remains to be seen how the pins coming 

up through the cell hierarchy will be handled. QuickCap hierarchy handling in general is 

still a pending issue.  

6.2.5.3 Pin Conversion on Stream Out 

Also related to the GDSII manipulation issue is the pin conversion issue. Being able 

to manipulate the GDSII file may allow a work around by deferring the conversion and 

then creating both a geometry and a text version of the pin. The Stream Out facility can 

convert pins to geometry, to text, or to nothing. Converting pin to text could supply node 

names to gds2xxx via the layer property �label�. 

An alternative is to convert the pin label to the same layer metal purpose pin as the 

attached pin. Purposes drawing and pin for the metal layers are mapped to different data 

types of the GDSII layer number for the metal layer. By making all references to these 

GDSII layers explicit in terms of data type in the technology file, the pin label may be 

referenced via the �labelLayer� property of a layer declaration. 

6.2.5.4 Make gds2cap understand the hierarchy of our GDSII streams.  

Currently, gds2cap is finding the cells, but then throws everything away. Ralph 

Iverson's response is mostly "RTFM". Note that flat cell, i.e. containing only library 

devices and metalization, is interpreted just fine by gds2cap. There is something working. 

There is no depth preference for pin names. A pin name is assigned as the name of a 

node based on the order encountered while parsing the GDSII stream, which destroys the 

intended hierarchy. 
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If pins could be transformed into their own layers, one extra layer per metalization 

layer, the gds2xxx �pin layer� declaration would come into play. However, prior to 

v4.0.9 pin layers always take precedence over label layers for the purpose of naming 

nodes, and from v4.0.9 on pin layers no longer play a role in naming nodes and only 

specify I/O characteristics. 

6.2.5.5 Make Affirma include the SPICE fragment from QuickCap.  

The design flow as it currently stands would produce a fragment of a SPICE deck 

containing just the parasitic capacitances. The Spectre netlist reader can parse a subset of 

SPICE and translate, but you can't just generate the netlist, stop, paste in the SPICE bit 

and start again because the restart then regenerates the netlist. This probably involves 

some OCEAN.. 

6.2.5.6 Keep technology files up to date with current design kit.  

Each design kit may include changes in any part of the vertical process information, 

although unlikely to be large changes within any single process. Each 5HP design kit has 

numerous wiring level options that require their own technology file, as well as the 

analog metal (AM) option for each of these level options.  

As the new process become available, and even greater number of changes need to be 

managed. 7HP and 8T kits have different metalization requirements, due to the presence 

of copper layers. The available resistors have also been noted as varying from 5hP. Other 

devices may be different as well. 
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6.2.5.7 Understanding QuickCap parameters 

QuickCap provides a wide variety of parameters for controlling just what sort of 

result you get. Sensitivity to variations, equivalent RC nets, and other features are 

available, but can only be understood once a simple design flow has been discovered. 

This task cannot even be started until that time. 

6.2.5.8 Migration to Parallel Processing Facilities 

The FRISC group has been acquiring a number of multiprocessor machines: SunFire 

280R dual-processor SMP machines connected in sets of four with SCI Message passing 

Interface cards, and SunFire v880 quad-processor (8-way capable) machines. QuickCap 

takes advantage of multiple processors with the �MPP flag, forking a process for each 

processor on the current machine, and the �NOW flag, starting processes remotely on 

listed machines. These methods look to be readily available, with the only question being 

how the NOW mode contacts other machines. 

6.2.5.9 Break up FEOL and BEOL layers into separate technology files 

To facilitate 6.2.5.6, separate the FEOL layers used in device recognition from the 

BEOL layers used in interconnect extraction. As these are likely not to interact, 

encapsulation will help updating technology files with design kit revisions since each will 

change separately. Reasonable �Conn� layers to abstract the device terminals should be 

defined so that the BEOL files don�t need to know too much about the devices 
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6.2.5.10 Identify SmartSpice-isms 

In a number of cases it was found that features particular to HSpice required changes 

to various QuickCap tools, either in parsing or in generating Spice decks. With new work 

heading to SmartSpice, investigation is needed into the special requirements. 

In addition, device models will be needed in a form that SmartSpice can use. The 

Spectre models have all of the parameters, but nothing is supplied in a format compatible 

with Spice.  

(While not strictly a QuickCap issue, this is material to the design flow, which is the 

actual goal.) 

6.2.5.11 Handle losses in substrate 

Currently the substrate is treated a lossless dielectric. Another research area of the 

group, however, is investigation of return paths, losses in the substrate, and slow-wave 

effects. A means of representing the silicon as conductive for the return paths and lossy 

for the slow-wave needs to be inserted in the technology file. A more suitable location for 

the ground plane needs to be found as well. 

6.3 Tool Procedure 

Warning: most of these procedures are still under development and are unlikely to 

provide the expected results. 
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6.3.1 GDSII Stream out 

The GDSII stream out of the layout needs to be prepared for use by the QuickCap 

tools. The complete set of options can be saved as a template using the �Template File� 

controls at the top of the stream out dialog box. 

6.3.2 gds2xxx 

6.3.2.1 Technology File 

The gds2xxx suite of programs requires a technology file to describe the vertical 

characteristics of the process. Sources of this information for SiGe 5HP v2.4 include 

Coefficient Generator Table, User’s Guide to the A&MS Design System-SiGeHP 

V2.4.0.0, section 9.4.2, page 91 

Table 47. Wiring Capacitance Model Parameters, SiGeHP (BiCMOS 5HP) Design 

Manual, Section 4.11.2, page 201 

Table 44. Conducting Thin Film Thicknesses and Sheet Resistances at 25C, SiGeHP 

(BiCMOS 5HP) Design Manual, Section 4.10.3, page 198 

Table 46. Dielectric Thin Film Thicknesses between Conducting Films, SiGeHP 

(BiCMOS 5HP) Design Manual, Section 4.11.1, page 200 

The knowledge of the details of the technology file is not prerequisite to using 

gds2xxx. However, it should be noted that there are different technology files for the 

three-, four-, and five- metal options since the heights for LM depends on the number of 

metalization layers below it. In addition, the analog metal (AM) option will require a 

variation. Be sure to specify the technology file that is appropriate for the metalization 

option being used. 
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6.3.2.2 Command Line 

The basic gds2spice command line is: 

• gds2cap –spice <tech file> <rootname>, or 

• gds2rc <tech file> <rootname> 

The basic gds2rc command line, is: 

• gds2cap –rc <tech file> <rootname>, or 

• gds2rc <tech file> <rootname> 

The arguments for this basic invocation are: 

• -spice, -rc: Run gds2cap in SPICE or RC mode. There are actually three 

modes for the program: gds2cap mode which produces only the QuickCap 

deck; gds2spice which produces a SPICE deck as well as a QuickCap deck, to 

back-annotate the capacitances in a simulation; and gds2rc which produces an 

equivalent RC network instead of just capacitances. The program takes its 

default behavior from the name by which it was invoked, e.g. a link to 

gds2cap named �gds2rc� allows you to invoke the program without the extra 

option. The �-spice� option can be used instead to generate a SPICE deck with 

capacitance instead of RC information. 

• <tech file>: the name of the technology file that supplies the vertical 

dimensions and logical contact information for the process in use. 

• <rootname>: the name of the structure to analyze. The program will 

automatically try to load the largest cell from a file named <rootname>.gds. 

Output files from this run will be given the <rootname> prefix along with a 

suffix that identifies the function of each particular file. If a different cell is 
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desired, its name can be specified after <rootname>. In this case, the prefix for 

output files will be <rootname>.<cellname>. 

Other useful options include: 

• -pos: generate a position file showing the physical location of each identified 

structure. 

• -gds: specifies the full name of the GDSII stream. By default, gds2rc will load 

<rootname>.gds or <rootname>.gds??. If the file name does not match one of 

these patterns, this option may be used to specify the complete name. 

• -redo: repeat a run on a particular layout with the same options. The command 

lines used for a gds2xxx run are saved in the log file and other locations. If 

gds2xx is invoked as �gds2cap �redo <rootname>� it will read that command 

line and set the same options for the current invocation. 

• -labels <labelfile>: specifies a file with label names to apply at the given 

position and layer. If there is a polygon on the specified layer at the specified 

location, the node that the polygon represents if given the name in the file. 

The format is the same as the output of the �-pos� option. 

6.3.3 SvS 

SvS is a �schematic versus schematic� program. It performs topological comparison 

between a gds2spice generated SPICE deck and a reference deck. This allows renaming 

of nodes in the generated SPICE and/or QuickCap decks to ensure consistency with the 

reference decks naming. 
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6.3.3.1 Definitions File 

SvS requires definitions for pin equivalence, parameter matching, and other aspects 

of operation. By default, SvS looks for definitions in �.SvSdefs� in the current directory. 

Lines starting with �#� control various settings for SvS operation. Typically the 

directive 

 #instance X 

needs to be included in the definitions file. This sets �X� as the SPICE card 

recognized as an instance of the subcircuit. SvS handles devices and subcircuits 

differently. (The default value is supposed to be �X�, but SvS seems responds poorly to 

instance templates if not proceeded with this line.) 

Other lines are device and instance templates. The first letter identifies the device 

card that the template applies or identifies the line as an instance template if it matches 

the value of �#instance�. For both device and instance templates, after the card identifier 

are pin identifiers. A name is supplied for each pin. For any pins with the same name, 

they are considered topologically equivalent, so that matching is not dependent on order, 

e.g. the terminals of a resistor. For instance templates, the last identifier is the subcircuit 

name. For device templates, the pin identifiers may be followed by a �+� and parameter 

constraints which set the tolerances for parameter matching.  

6.3.3.2 Command Line 

A basic SVS command line would be: 

SvS4.0 –quickcap –spice <rootname> <reference> 

The arguments are: 
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• -quickcap: rename the nodes in the QuickCap deck <rootname>.cap. The 

QuickCap deck itself is not edited. Renaming in performed in the 

<rootname>.rename file. A head file <rootname>.cap.hdr is created which 

uses �#include� statements to refer to both the QuickCap deck and the rename 

file. 

• -spice: renames the nodes in the SPICE deck <rootname>.spice. The SPICE 

deck is edited directly. 

• <rootname>: SvS looks for the gds2spice generated netlist <rootname>.spice 

• <reference>: the file name for the reference deck. 

6.3.4 QuickCap 

6.3.4.1 Command Line 

qcap –spice –0 –matrix –groundMisc <rootname>.cap 

• -spice: creates a SPICE deck with the capacitances for each analyzed wire. 

• -0: ignores any saved state information. QuickCap saves any information it 

generates as it goes, and an analysis can be restarted from the point where it 

left off. This is useful for extending the precision of a previous run, but if the 

layout has been adjusted since the last QuickCap run, the state information 

should be discarded. 

• -matrix: Produce the capacitance matrix as output. By default, QuickCap will 

generate the Miller equivalent capacitances to ground for each net. This option 

prevents the calculation of these equivalents and writes out the capacitances 

between every pair of nets. This is especially important for differential wiring, 
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and any other situation where wires carrying signals with dependencies are in 

close proximity. 

• -groundMisc: capacitance between an extracted net and a net that is not being 

extracted is lumped with the capacitance to ground. 

Other useful options include: 

• -nodes: report individual node capacitances for an RC network. When a single 

net is broken into several nodes when producing an RC network, the summary 

file and standard output show a combined capacitance for that net. This option 

displays the contribution of each node separately. The spice output file always 

separates each node. . 

• -goal <goal spec>: specify a goal condition. The QuickCap algorithm is 

inherently statistical; as such, an uncertainty goal can be specified to bound 

the run time. The goal specification may be an absolute uncertainty, e.g. 0.1fF, 

or a relative uncertainty, e.g. 10%. If both are specified, each capacitance 

must meet one or the other. Other goal specification formats are possible. 

• -hour <time>, -min <time>, -sec <time>: place a time bound on a QuickCap 

run. When run interactively, the program asks for run times repeatedly until a 

time of 0 is specified. No-interactively, the program runs until the goal 

specifications are fulfilled. Using these time specifications, a time limit may 

be set on a QuickCap run. Execution will stop at this time regardless of the 

goal specification. 

• -numeric: Produce output in a numeric format. This format could be used as 

input to another program to filter and parse the capacitance data. 
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6.3.5 QuickPrint 

QuickPrint is a QuickCap utility that among other things can convert a QuickCap 

deck into a POV-Ray deck, to generate three-dimensional renderings of circuits. 

Prior to using QuickPrint, gds2cap must be run with the �pre3.0 flag to produce a 

QuickCap deck that is compatible with v2.2 of QuickPrint. A unique technology file is 

also required to see certain layers within devices that need to be ignored for the deck that 

is run through  

• gds2cap –pre3.0 <techfile> <rootname> 

QuickPrint is then used to convert it to a POV-Ray deck 

 

Figure 6-2: 3D rendering of a SiGeHP NPN via QuickPrint and POVRay 
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• quickprint2.2.solx –povray <rootname>.cap 

This produces a POVRay deck <rootname>.cap.pov that describes the object 

geometry to render. It also produces <rootname>.cap.inc that contains texture and color 

definitions for each layer encountered in the object geometry. A set of texture and color 

definitions �sigehp.inc� has already been created to provide a consistent look. Prior to 

using POVRay, the initialization file needs to be copied from 

�/usr/local/lib/povray3/povray.ini� (or wherever is appropriate on your system) to 

povray.ini. Add a �Library_Path� statement to this file to point to the location of 

sigehp.inc� is it is not already there. To reference this file from the POVRay deck 

generated by QuickPrint, change the include statement at the beginning from 

• #include “<rootname>.cap.inc” 

to 

• #include “sigehp.inc” 

This include file in turn references a camera file, which specifies the light sources as 

well as the point of view from which to render the scene. Copy the �myCamera.inc� file 

to the current directory and edit the point of view information to generate the desired 

view. 

Finally, render the POV-Ray deck: 

• x-povray +I<rootname>.cap.pov 

This will open a window and draw the scene as it is rendered. 

6.3.6 Error Messages 

This is a collection of frequently encountered error messages and ways to identify and 

correct the associated problems. 
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6.3.6.1 Gds2xx 

6.3.6.2 PROGRAM ERROR IN EstimateResistance() 

Known to occur when using �Keep pin information as attribute number�. Possibly 

due to malformed node names. 

6.4 Problems and Shortcomings 

Section 6.2.1 described the proposed design flow for back-annotating a Cadence 

design with QuickCap parasitics. As of yet, this proposal has not yet been realized. Here 

the current impediments to this process will be described along with possible work-

arounds. Note that is not an exhaustive list. This section is primarily to keep track of the 

most current problems. 

6.4.1 Name mapping alternatives in the Cadence Design System to 

QuickCap transition 

6.4.1.1 Keep pin information as attribute number 

If the option �Keep pin information as attribute number� is set to a non-zero number 

in the �User-Defined Data� section of the Cadence Stream Out dialog box, pin 

information will be attached to the pin object in the output stream as an attribute. Setting 

�gdsAttribute node� in the Quickcap technology file to the same attribute number will 

cause gds2xx to pick up this information and use it as the node name. 

The difficulty with this procedure is that the pin information that Cadence writes 

consists of more than just the pin name. The information sequence is: 
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 access_dir pinName terminalName direction  

This results in a malformed node name in QuickCap. 

Post-processing of the GDSII may allow re-writing of attributes into a more friendly 

form. 

6.4.1.2 User-Defined Property Mapping File 

A file can be specified to map object properties to attribute numbers in the output 

stream. This produces errors in the stream out log file and gds2xx fails to recognize any 

structures. 

Cadence Support reports that the errors in the log file are due to a bug that is 

corrected in newer builds of the tool. Furthermore, an alternative property-mapping file 

has been provided, which does write the terminal names out as attributes of pins. 

6.4.1.3 Convert Pin to 

The �Convert Pin to� option in the User-Defined Data section can be used to convert 

the pins from geometry to text. This passes the names on to QuickCap successfully. 

However, a side effect is that the M1 on the device contacts disappears, so that the 

interconnect may not be making contact with the devices in many cases. 

Apparently, the device cells in the sigehp library have the pins defined with layer M1 

purpose drawing, using the same shape used for intracell metalization. A more 

appropriate method would be to draw the intracell metalization on layer M1 purpose 

drawing and then create the pin as a separate shape of layer M1 purpose pin.  

Currently there is a long, drawn out, three-way discussion occurring with IBM and 

Cadence Support. IBM A&MS claims that only top layer pins are converted to text; 
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Cadence claims that all layers have their pins converted; our examples show that the top 

TWO layers have their pins converted. The Cadence support case was elevated all the 

way to the Development Team, who reported that not only would the tool not do what 

IBM A&MS claims by default, it cannot do it at all. 

It is not yet known if this GDSII stream would pass DRC when streamed back in. 

This would depend on the exact nature of this pin conversion; it may create actual metal 

instances that would be under-width. It is suggested that a separate stream out be done 

when taping out a design. 

6.4.1.4 Convert Pin Label Layer to Pin Layer 

It was mentioned in Error! Reference source not found. that converting the pin 

labels from alltext alpha to the pin�s layer would allow referring to text of the label via 

the data type as well as the layer number. This would require editing every pin in a layout 

to be analyzed to change the pin labels. For new layouts, it is possible set a variable that 

controls the default layer of labels to match the attached pin.  

This would likely cause DRC to fail, if not before stream out then definitely when 

streaming back in to check the GDSII file and to perform the XOR check. This is a 

problem we experienced with early 5HP kits, when the default label layers was the pin�s 

layer instead of the current layer alltext purpose alpha. The A&MS Menu provides an 

interface to the Stream Out facility that sports an option to convert pin labels back to 

alltext alpha, but this interfaces causes up other problems with GDSII stream production. 
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6.4.1.5 Scripted label file generator 

The internal scripting language of Cadence Design System, SKILL, can be used to 

write a procedure to identify the location of all pins. The documentation fails to describe 

the layout database object structure well, but Cadence customer support provided a 

routine to find pins. Filter out the null objects results in a list of named pins, their layers 

and their locations. These are then written out as text into a gds2xxx label file. Gds2xxx 

is run with the �label option and the names are then associated with metal polygons at the 

indicated positions. Interconnect without named pins still will not have the same names. 

6.4.1.6 SvS (Schematic versus Schematic 

The QuickCap suite now comes with SvS (Schematic versus Schematic), a program 

to compare two spice decks and reconcile the remaining net names.  

6.4.2 Back-annotation in the QuickCap to Cadence transition 

The primary difficulty in the back-annotation stage is the divergence of netlist 

formats. The most recent SiGeHP design kits are moving to the use of Spectre as the 

analog simulation format of choice, and the HSPICE models are not kept as up to date.  

6.4.2.1 Intermediate SPICE to Spectre parsing script 

Not needed as of yet 

6.4.2.2 Intermediate numeric to Spectre parsing script 

Not needed as of yet 
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6.4.2.3 Cadence SPICE reader for Spectre netlister 

Cadence may possibly accept an include file in SPICE format during a Spectre run.  

The SPICE reader is enabled with the +spp option on the Spectre command line or 

with the SPICE Netlist Reader (spp) option on the Setup->Environment dialog box. The 

latter requires simulator to be set to Spectre and not SpectreS in the Setup-

>Simulator/Directory/Host dialog. The SPICE reader can be invoked directly to translate 

but not run the SPICE netlist, via the �spp �convert� command. 

It is not know if this reader would accept the entire gds2xxx extracted SPICE netlist, 

even if it the technology file were up to the task of a complete extraction. This process 

would there fore depend on generating SPICE output from QuickCap containing only the 

parasitic RC values and being able to specify an include file in the Spectre simulated 

schematic netlist. 

6.4.2.4 cap+spef and SPEF interchange format 

Another auxiliary tool that accompanies QuickCap is cap+spef. This tool scales the 

values in a SPEF (Standard Parasitic Extended Format) file so that total capacitance for 

each node will match QuickCap results. SPEF is a Cadence format, however a search for 

�SPEF� in the Cadence documentation resulted in zero matches. All mentions of SPEF in 

web search are in relation to place-and-route, floorplanning, SOC estimations, etc., so it 

is not clear if this would apply to circuit of physical layer designs. 
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6.4.3 Cell Hierarchy in Extraction 

6.4.3.1 Cell Name Mapping 

Related to the mapping of node names between Cadence and QuickCap is the 

mapping of cell names between netlist formats. When Affirma extracts an HSpice netlist, 

a .SUBCKT card is generated for each cell in the hierarchy, with the name for the 

subcircuit being set to CELLNAME_G# where # is some integer. This destroys the cell 

name mapping, so when run on a hierarchal cell the combination of gds2spice and SvS 

produces no output. 

It has now been confirmed by Cadence that for any �socket� netlister (such as hspiceS 

which is used here) it is not possible to obtain both the subcircuit�s netlist and the correct 

cell name at the same time.  

In addition, SvS currently does not accept any text on an .ENDS card. HSpice calls 

for the subcircuit name, matching the name on the .SUBCKT card, to be included on the 

.ENDS card. 

6.4.3.2 Exporting Hierarchies 

The �-export� flag on various QuickCap utilities is used in the analysis of hierarchal 

cells. The tools will analyze the cell hierarchy and act on one cell that has not yet been 

processed. Currently the HSpice cell name mapping has prevented determining the proper 

way to use �-export� for the current exercise. 
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6.4.3.3 Insertion in Spectre Netlist 

For a flat netlist of a single cell, it is quite simple to add an include statement pointing 

to the SPICE fragment with the QuickCap parasitics, or even paste them directly into the 

netlist, and run Spectre on the edited netlist by hand. However, for a netlist of any 

complexity there needs to be a method of pointing each cell in the hierarchy at the 

parasitics that belong in it: 

• Add include statements in each subcell that point at the appropriate parasitics, 

or 

• Map the parasitics to hierarchal node names and include all of the parasitics at 

the top level. 

It also should be noted that if Affirma is used to generate a netlist that is edited before 

Affirma is used to simulate that netlist, the netlist seems to be regenerated and the 

changes lost. Use of the OCEAN simulation scripting facility may be necessary, but the 

use of OCEAN has not yet been studied. 

6.4.4 RC Extraction 

An RC extraction would require yet another topological mapping between netlists, 

since it would involve nodes that do not exist in the Cadence generated netlists. This 

would likely require generating our own netlist and running it through our own additional 

translator, since QuickCap generates only SPICE while the best device models from IBM 

come only for Spectre.  
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Chapter 7:  State of the Art and Future Directions 

7.1 Introduction 

Two final questions are of interest in concluding the examination of the described 

work. First is identifying the place of the current results in the state of the art. 

Comparisons between the current work and other publish results are needed, to measure 

the significance of this research to the field. 

The second of these is given the results of this work to identify further lines of 

inquiry. Most of the possibilities can be categorized as either incremental improvements 

on the present adder design, or evolutionary steps towards a new design. 

7.2 The State of the Art 

An obvious source of adder data is the published figures for general-purpose 

processors. The publications concerning such processors might be less than likely to 

break out the adder delay as a separate result, but as stated previously the adder delay can 

be closely related to the clock speed of the processor.  
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Possibly the most publicized example is the �double-pumped� adder of the Intel 

Pentium 4 processor [HINT01]. The promoted feature of this adder is that it is clocked at 

twice the general clock frequency of the rest of the chip. However, this fact needs to be 

read in light of the true nature of this adder. The 32-bit addition is performed in two 

pipelined 16-bit stages, with a third stage generating result flags. The doubled clock 

frequency does not result in a halved addition delay. The published figure of a 4 GHz 

clock frequency [SAGE01] translates into an adder delay that is still in excess of 250 ps 

and approaching the 500 ps range. The description used in various publications by Intel 

of this adder as �low-latency� is erroneous in light of the pipelined nature of the adder. 

 

Figure 7-1: Schematic of the Intel Pentium 4 "double-

pumped" adder, from [HINT01] 
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Intel has published results placing a stand-alone 64b adder with a 482-picosecond 

delay [MATH01]. IBM has also published a 440-picosecond 64-b adder in SOI 

[STAS01]. 

7.3 Exploitation of the idempotency of the prefix operation 

In defining the concept of the prefix operation, mention was made of the associativity 

of prefix operations. The result of applying a prefix operator is the same regardless of the 

order that the operands are applied. Prefix operations also possess the property of 

idempotency. It is possible to construct a larger prefix from partial prefixes that overlap. 

The result is the same as for partial prefixes that are contiguous but not overlapping. 

Reference Type Size  Gate Delays Time 

ZIMM96 Carry 32 5 - 

STEL96 Adder 64(32) 12.5(12?) - 

WANG97 Adder 32 3 2.7ns 

CHAN98 Adder 64(32) 27(19.5) - 

SILB98 Fixed-point 64 - 550 ps 

AIPP99 Adder 64 - 660 ps 

SAGE01 Adder 32[16x2 stages] - <500ps 

MATH01 Adder 64 - 482 ps 

STAS01 Adder 64 - 440 ps 

LEE02 Adder 64  900 ps 

VANA02 ALU 32 8 <200 ps 

Table 7-1: Published adder/carry data 
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The Kogge-Stone and similar prefix graph is said to use idempotency, but only in the 

sense that the redundancy of the parallel structure produces partial prefixes with 

overlapping ranges. No prefix operation actually uses overlapping operands. Employing 

idempotency in the general sense would involve increasing the fan-out of the operation 

nodes. This fan-out is strictly minimized in the Kogge-Stone prefix graph. The spanning 

tree carry look-ahead [LYNC92] makes use of both associativity and idempotency, with 

the specific intent of using them with multi-way carry look-ahead. However, as it is 

dependent on Manchester-carry circuits that can be implemented solely in CMOS, the 

spanning tree cannot be directly applied to the current work. 

Exploiting idempotency would certainly be useful in reducing the power consumed 

by the carry tree. The Kogge-Stone graph uses a very large number of operation nodes for 

its highly redundant partial prefix generation. However, this particular prefix graph 

represents only one of the set of graphs of minimal depth [KNOW99]. The members of 

the entire set are differentiated by the trade-off of fan-out for wiring flux. Each possible 

graph can be identified by the fan-out at each level. Reducing the number of operation 

nodes would also serve to reduce the interconnect flux, or the density of transverse wiring 

needed, which in turn could be used to reduce the wiring parasitics. It is unknown, 

however, whether the reduction in parasitics could offset an increase in fan-out. The 

particulars of the trade-off used would have to be closely tied to the wiring characteristics 

of the layout. 

7.4 Full Arithmetic-Logic Unit 

All of the work discussed so far has been concerned solely with carry trees. The 

primary goal has been one of circuit speed, and the carry tree is the primary source of 
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delay, containing as it does all of the high fan-in logic. Reducing the scope of the circuit 

also reduced the circuit size and the design time needed to produce a testable result. To 

go beyond that to functional goals and practical processor components a complete adder 

needs to be designed, with a suitable test structure. 

Each sum bit is the exclusive or of the operands and the carry in, e.g.: 

Si=Ai⊕ Bi⊕ Ci-1. 

Since the pseudo-carry is defined as a carry with the highest-order propagate factored 

out, that can be rewritten as 

Si=Ai⊕ Bi⊕ (P1
i-1 Hi-1

0).  

The two terms Ai⊕ Bi and P1
i-1 can be calculated in parallel to the pseudo-carries. 

Since they are simple functions and their operands to not span long distances, they do not 

lie on the critical path. Calculating them in parallel frees up logic in the sum generation 

circuit, which does involve the critical path. 

 

Figure 7-2: Completing the sum with parallel term 
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One use of that logic is to reduce the size of the pseudo-carry tree by using even-odd 

carries. If only half of the pseudo-carries are actually produced, both the number of 

operation nodes and wiring flux can be greatly reduced. Half of the sum bits can still be 

produced directly from those pseudo-carries by the original equation. The other half may 

be generated by continuing to factor out the carry term until it depends on a pseudo-carry 

that is produced, as in 

Si=Ai⊕ Bi⊕ (G1
i-1+P1

i-1 Ci-2), or 

Si=Ai⊕ Bi⊕ (G1
i-1+P1

i-1(P1
i-2 Hi-2

0)). 

This involves some additional propagate and generate terms, but again these are 

simple functions that can be generated in parallel to the pseudo-carry tree and do not 

affect its computation time. If the final row of look-ahead gates perform only two-way 

 

Figure 7-3: Clearing the carry for logic operations 
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look-ahead (as is the case for a 32-bit adder), it is even possible to fold the sum 

generation in to the final look-ahead circuitry. 

An ALU needs to perform logical operations as well as arithmetic operations. 

Operations belong to one of these categories on the basis of their dependence or non-

dependence on a carry. Again, the basic operations can be performed and the desired 

result selected in parallel to the carry tree. (In fact, exclusive OR would already been 

generation in order to produce a sum.) Selection between including the carry for 

arithmetic operations and clearing the carry for logical operations could be performed via 

an addition carry clearing circuit, but that would result in an additional gate delay. The 

selection can actually be done off the critical path by changing the final gate from an 

exclusive OR of a partial result with the carry term to a selection between two partial 

terms based on the carry term. Instead of a single partial result, the parallel logic 

produces two partial results. One partial result is the same as the single partial term used 

previously. The second partial term is equal to the first if a logical operation is desired, 

and is the inversion of the first if an arithmetic operation is desired. In the case of a 

 

Figure 7-4: Moving the carry-clearing  circuitry off the 

critical path 
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logical operation, the carry term will select between two identical inputs and the final 

result will not actually depend on the particular value of the carry term. When an 

arithmetic operation is called for, the carry term selects between two opposite values, in 

effect replicating an exclusive OR. 

7.5 Increasing depth of series-gating in look-ahead gates 

The voltage supply for current-steering logic based on bipolar transistors is 

constrained by the number of series-gated level included in the current tree. If one is will 

to accept the increased supply voltage, and thus the increased power consumption, a four-

way look-ahead gate could be constructed. Using such a gate, the depth of the carry 

generation tree could be reduced by one gate. That 20% reduction in depth would require 
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Figure 7-5: Increasing height of decision tree and variation of delay 

as a function of input level 
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a 20% increase in the power supply. Four-way gates would increase the transverse wiring 

flux between levels and the longest wire would increase slightly, so the overall reduction 

in delay would be somewhat less than 20%. 

The delay of a series-gated circuit is a function of the input level of the signal of 

interest. Each lower input level switches the current through more current switches above 

it, each of which being the equivalent of a common-base amplifier. Therefore, the signal 

path becomes lengthened by multiple amplifiers. Figure 7-5 shows the variation in delay 

through a look-ahead type of gate as the input level descends the tree. Level 2 is the 

special single-ended �H� signals. Below that are the increasing levels of �I� propagate 

signals for wider look-ahead. Level 3 is the lowest I for two-way look-ahead, while level 

4 is the lowest level for three-way look-ahead. In addition, a netlist for a four-way look-

ahead gate was simulated, and the delay measured for the level 5 input. The increase in 

delay for the deeper trees is no more that approximately ten percent, which can be 

acceptable if a wider gate results in a shorter path through the whole carry circuit. 

7.6 Dotted-emitter/dotted-collector circuitry 

The current switch logic used thus far employs emitter-followers for level-shifting 

and load driving capability. It is also possible to use these connections to produce logical 

functions [EICH91, WEIN91]. These additional logical functions of the circuit come 

about as a side effect of making multiple connections where previously only one was 

made. Such connections are known as �dotted� logic since they are represented on a 

schematic solely by a solder dot connecting emitters or collectors in the appropriate 

place.  
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Dotted-emitter, or dotted-OR, connections consist of two or more emitter-followers 

with their emitters tied together sharing a single current source. The output at the 

common emitter will be low only when both base connections are low and high when 

either input goes high, hence the �OR� in dotted-OR. Dotted-collector, or dotted-AND, 

connections consist of two or more collectors at the tops of separate current trees with a 

single pull-up. The output at the common collector node will be high only when both of 

the separate outputs would have been high (neither of the current trees conducting 

through that path) and low if either of the separate collector nodes would be low, 

 

Figure 7-6: Dotted-emitter 

(dotted-OR) 

 

 

Figure 7-7: Dotted-

collector (dotted-AND) 
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explaining the �AND� in dotted-AND. Note that if both current trees are conducting 

through the path to the common collector node, the output will experience twice the 

normal voltage drop. This can be clamped at the emitter follower by emitter-dotting with 

a fixed logic �0� voltage as shown in Figure 7-8 

A dotted-emitter or dotted-collector used alone would produce a single ended output. 

Such single-ended look-ahead gates were used in [BEWI88], with single-ended inputs as 

well, to produce special AND gates with one input inverted with respect to the others. 

However, De Morgan�s Theorem shows that the inversion of a Boolean OR [AND] can 

be produced from a Boolean AND [OR] with inverted operands. Since the differential 

switching of the current trees already provide the inverted operands, using dotted-emitters 

and dotted-collectors in pairs can produce fully differential outputs. 

 

Figure 7-8: Limiting the low-level output of the "dotted-and" 
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Due to the possibly doubled voltage drop on the internal common collector node, the 

worst case switching delay is comparable to that of the single-ended inputs, which have 

to driven both above and below a reference voltage. However, using the dotted output 

stage does offer some advantages. Since the area of single-ended signals extends only 

between the current trees and the emitters-followers, instead of from the emitter-

followers all of the way down the long interconnect to the single-ended inputs of the next 

gate, and the lengthy portion of the interconnect would again be fully differential, the 

vulnerability to noise is lessened and the possibility arises of a reduced voltage swing. 

Dotted-outputs could also allow a reduction in the supply voltage. The single-ended 

inputs exist in the current tree, consuming a series-gated level. The maximum number of 

series-gated levels defines the necessary supply voltage. The dotted-outputs, on the other 

hand, occur in the emitter-followers and place no constraints on the supply voltage 

beyond what would be needed for a minimal current tree anyway. The look-ahead gates, 

redesigned to take advantage of dotted-outputs, could possibly be implemented in fewer 

 

Figure 7-9: Proposed dotted and/or implementation of three-way look-

ahead function 
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series-gated levels allowing for a reduction in power consumed.  Addition of inputs 

causes this gate to get �wider� but not �taller�. The main constraint becomes the 

accumulated collector capacitance on the inverting output.  A single cascoded device can 

decouple this capacitance from the output, since the common-base configuration used the 

emitter as an input and the collector as the output with no direct capacitive coupling 

between the two. 

Current simulations have show the dotted and/or can be used effectively implement 

an eight-way look-ahead gate, with a four-way start gate. This would reduce the depth of 

a 32-bit adder to three gates. 

7.7 Increased operand width 

This work has solely been concerned with 32-bit operands. Many commercially 

available processors, however, are moving to 64-bit operands. Another use for wider 

operands is in floating-point arithmetic. Double-precision floating-point numbers 

[IEEE85] call for a 52-bit significand and the double-extended format for internal 

representation calls for a 64-bit significand. 

Using the manufactured look-ahead gates, with the three-way look-ahead and the 

two-way start, a 64-bit adder could be realized in a 6 gate deep tree. With the eight-way 

gate proposed in the previous section, a 64-bit adder would be four gates deep. An 

increasingly important consideration in the physical dimensions of this wider adder is the 

wiring. While the logical structure would be a relatively simple projection from a 32-bit 

adder, both interconnect density and interconnect flux in the final stage of the carry tree 

will increase dramatically. However, in both cases the operand width is much smaller 

than the natural size for the gate depth. That provides the design with some flexibility in 
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the layout, with the option of trading off between a narrower look-ahead/longer 

interconnect and a wider look-ahead/increased interconnect flux. 

7.8 Other emitter-follower enhancements 

It was mentioned above in passing that emitter-followers do not place the large 

constraints on the minimum supply voltage that current trees do. A level-2 emitter-

follower requires only one VBE, on drop plus the overhead for the current source for a 

minimal supply voltage. This is less than half of the voltage supply currently required by 

the four-level current trees. Each emitter-follower, and the current drawn by each, is 

already sized by a factor of two over the current tree transistors, so that 80% of a gate�s 

power is consumed by the emitter followers. If a secondary power rail could be 

introduced specifically for emitter-followers, up 40% of the power of the carry tree could 

be eliminated. 
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The speed of emitter-followers could be improved with the addition of pull-down 

transistors [CHUA95]. With a single-transistor emitter follower, the current through that 

transistor is always the combination of the supply current and the drive current needed to 

pull up the output interconnect. When using a passive current source, the supply current 

is actually higher when the output line is low, slowing the transistor�s ability to pull up 

the output line. A pull-down transistor placed between the output line and the passive 

 

 

Figure 7-10: Typical emitter-

follower with passive current 

sources 

 

 

Figure 7-11: Emitter-follower 

with cross-coupled active pull-

downs 
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current source could be driven by the opposite line of the differential pair to reduce the 

supply current when the output needs to be pulled up and to increase the supply current 

when the output needs to be pulled down. When area permits (possibly via a FET or a 

parasitic structure) a capacitor could be added across each current source resistor, 

forming an RC peaking circuit which would further improve the speed of the emitter-

follower. This emitter-follower design might introduce unacceptable amounts of current 

transients, which might call for a dedicated VCC rail as well as a dedicated VEE rail.  

7.9 Micropipelining 

One of the side effects of a Kogge-Stone prefix graph is that practically every path 

through the graph has the same gate depth. Every path could be balanced with the 

addition of a small number of buffers on the outputs of the low-order bits, with very low 

overhead in terms of both area and power in relation to the rest of the circuit. Given such 

balanced paths, the opportunity arises for micropipelining.  

Pipelining a processor involves identifying logical units along the path of data flow 

that consume approximately equal amounts of delay, and placing latches between them. 

New data is introduced at a rate based on the delay between the latches rather than the 

delay through the entire path for the data. The latency for each particular piece of data is 

not shortened (in fact it becomes slightly longer due to the overhead of the latches) but 

the throughput is greatly increased. Each stage of the pipeline operates in parallel. 

Micropipelining carries that idea of parallel operation into the logical units 

themselves. Latching can be applied to points of equal delay on the signal paths that cross 

the unit. The circuitry on each side of the latch works independently in parallel, and then 

passes its partial result through the latch to the next section. If every path in the prefix 
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graph contains the same number of gates, it would be theoretically possible to 

micropipeline down to the gate level, where the cycle time would be a single gate delay. 

Latching may be added to a current-steering logic gate in a trivial way with an 

additional series-gated level. The current switch at the lowest level would be driven by 

the latch clock to select between the logic portion of the gate and a cross-coupled 

differential pair. This transistor pair, tied collector to base, will hold the output levels 

when it is selected. The gate as a whole would be somewhat slowed, and the additional 

series-gated level would require an increase in supply voltage. 

Alternatively, there are latch constructions that eliminate the need for an additional 

series-gates level by placing the logic and the holding pair in separate current trees. The 

two current trees share one set of pull-up resistors. The clock inputs are set at a half-level 

above the lowest input in each tree and drive a transistor in each tree, which would allow 

the current to bypass that tree and the pull-up resistors. For the line of the differential 

clock pair that is high, the transistor that it is connected to will draw the current for that 

tree, for its base must be at a higher potential than either of the transistors of the regular 

current switch it is tied to. The line that is low will necessarily be at a lower potential 

than one or the other of the inputs lines of the current switch that it is connected to, and 

that current switch will operate as usual. By this means, only one of the current trees will 

 Look-ahead  

gate delay (ps) 

Latched look-ahead  

gate delay (ps) 

2-way look-ahead 30.5 34.9 

3-way look-ahead 31.4 40.0 

Table 7-2: Delays for latched look-ahead gate 
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actually pull current through the pull-up resistors at a time. While this method does 

require two current trees for each latched gate, no additional emitter-followers are used 

and the power supply does not need to be increased. In addition, the current tree for the 

holding pair does not need to be designed for the same current as the current tree for the 

logic. Asymmetric devices for the clock inputs could also be used to reduce the impact of 

the latching on the overall gate delay. 

Some competing proposals for high-speed processors have promoted Josephson 

junctions rather than room temperature technologies such as the heterojuction bipolar 

transistors discussed here. Due to the timed nature of Josephson junction-based gates, 

such a design is inherently micro-pipelined if each path is strictly equal in length. The 

designers that use Josephson junctions often quite the micro-pipeline clock frequency as a 

figure of merit in their publications, even though it is a property of the device and not a 

property of the processor design [HARA94]. Even if a micro-pipelined design is not 

seriously pursued, performance characteristics should be estimated for proper comparison 

with competing designs. 

7.10 Utilization of BiCMOS circuit designs 

As mentioned when introducing the silicon germanium graded-base HBT technology 

used in this work, the SiGeHP processes are inherently BiCMOS. Both bipolar and FET 

devices are available on the same die at high yields. However, up to this point no use has 

been made of the availability of FETs. There a number of areas where combining the two 

device types are possible. 

Full-swing BiCMOS gates add bipolar line-driving devices to the controlling outputs 

of CMOS logic [KUO93]. The familiar logic portion is retained. A pair of bipolar devices 
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in a �totem pole� is then driven by the CMOS logic to pull the output line up or down. 

The sensitivity of gate delay to fan-out or interconnect loading is reduced. Bipolar 

devices can also be used in pre-charge circuits for dynamic logic in a similar manner. 

This technique is mainly suited for adapting pre-existing CMOS block for use in single-

die solutions, since the highest-speed circuits are based on small-swing bipolar logic. 

There are other types of BiCMOS circuits that are applicable to a small-swing 

environment [JOUP94]. The simplest application is for active pull-downs. Both the 

current-steering tree and the emitter followers require a current source. If an active source 

is used, constructing it with a FET can reduce the impact on the supply voltage necessary 

to correctly bias the transistor as compared to the voltage needed to support a bipolar 

current source. Using FETs also eliminates the current flowing from the current source 

voltage reference cell to each gate. FETs (or possibly the gated lateral PNP transistors 

provided by the process) can also be used to replace the resistor pull-ups in the current 

trees. The combination of CMOS pull-ups and pull-downs allows a continuously variable 

current-tree power level. In power sensitive applications, the current level could be 

adjusted on the fly whenever reduced circuit speed is permissible. [EMBA94] 

In both cases, high-density CMOS memory cells can be included on the same die 

where the power consumption of bipolar memories would be prohibitive. Interfacing the 

memory cells with bipolar circuits in sense amps and decoders, for example, can reduce 

the impact on speed of using the CMOS devices. 

7.11 SiGe 7HP, 8T and Further Processes 

It is anticipated that future work would entail access to the next generation SiGeHP 

process [FREE99]. Among other improvements, the rather modest 0.5-micron emitter 
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stripe width of the 5HP process is reduced to 0.18 microns in 7HP and 0.12 in 8T 

[JAGA02]. A combination of horizontal and vertical scaling raises fT and fMAX while still 

reducing the base resistance. This process also includes copper metalization on some 

layers, which reduces electromigration problems at the emitter contacts due to high 

current densities. 

A section of the fT versus IC for a device in the 8T process is show in Figure 7-12. 

This shows the biasing for the peak fT. Note that while the peak of the curve is at 

approximately 1.25 mA, biasing at 1.0 mA results in only slightly more than 1% drop in 
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Figure 7-12: Peak of the fT curve for a 0.12 by 0.8 micron device in 

the 8T process 
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fT while saving about 20% of the power as compared to the device biased at the very peak 

of the curve.  

One significant difference between the current 5HP and the future 7HP and 8T that 

may impact circuit design is the scaling of breakdown voltage versus base-emitter 

voltage. The NPN devices in both the 7HP and 8T kits are listed as having a BVCEO down 

to 1.8 volts. Considering that when biased at peak fT collector current the base-emitter 

voltage is in the vicinity of 0.9 volts, it is conceivable that a device could be put into a 

breakdown situation in a series-gated structure. However, this is not an insurmountable 
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design criterion. That 1.8 volts cited is for an open base; in the presence of a modest base 

current the breakdown voltage increases. Further data from IBM on breakdown of a 

device biased as we do is still forthcoming but it could be as high as 3 volts. This would 

allow series-gated switches to safely connect two levels away as well as to adjacent 

levels, but would not allow a three-level connection. Designing with the dotted 

emitter/collector look-ahead gate, and using the cascoded device, which is necessary to 

handle the accumulated collector capacitance anyway, the entire adder can be designed to 

require only two-level connections. 

New research from the FRISC group in 7HP is showing simulated results for a 32-bit 

PCLA without wiring parasitics in the area of 45 to 50 ps, as compared to the 100-110 ps 

results for the current work under the same conditions[BELE02]. There are also 

indications that the emitter-follower device sizing may be smaller for 7HP than for 5HP. 

Simulations of representative buffer gates in ring-oscillator structures have been 

performed to compare the gate delay of 5HP and 8T current-switching logic. This 

comparison is shown in . Note that these ring-oscillators did not include emitter-

followers. 

7.12 Adaptations for non-CPU applications 

In the introduction of this work, it was stated that there were a broad variety of 

devices that could benefit from a fast adder other than a general-purpose processor 

[SWAR97]. However, most of this work was undertaken with a microprocessor 

application in mind.  

One of the assumptions made when designing an arithmetic unit intended to be 

microprocessor-bound is the synchronized arrival of the operand bits. Each bit of each 
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operand is expected to be simultaneously available at the beginning of the adders 

computation time. There are also applications where the bit arrival times are not uniform 

across the operands but do arrive in a definite pattern. (This is in contrast to an arbitrary 

arrival time profile, which due to implementation details, data-dependencies, etc. cannot 

be anticipated and thus cannot be taken advantage of in the adder design.) Parallel 

multipliers are one such application, where the operand bits applied in a definite non-

uniform pattern to the final adder [STEL96].  

From the perspective of prefix computation, the non-uniform arrival times can be 

though of as adding �corners� to the prefix graphs [ZIMM96]. Since the period over 

which the operand bits have only partially arrived cannot be eliminated through the adder 

design, this time can be utilized for the construction of the partial prefixes of the partial 

operands that are available. With the availably of some of the partial prefixes before the 

final operand bits have arrived, the adder delay from the time that the operands are 

completely available to the time that the sum is completely available can be made less 

than the baseline adder delay from the first input to the last output. This is in essence a 

manifestation of bit-level parallelism of the final adder and the preceding logic of the 

parallel multiplier. 
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Chapter 8:  Research Conclusions 

This research has advances the state of binary adder implementation and 

demonstrated the viability of digital design with bipolar devices for such 

implementations. Specific new and novel contributions include: 

• A construction algorithm was derived to produce carry-select with optimized 

delay while also presenting a simple and rapid layout paradigm based on the 

arrangement of only three cells. The square-root delay of the carry-select 

adder is proven, a result that is frequently claimed without being shown. 

• A circuit design for an increased fan-in look-ahead gate by mixing single-

ended and differential inputs is shown and implemented in a Silicon 

Germanium HBT process. Improvements for this design to reduce the 

negative effects of single-ended signals are designed and already being 

applied in further research by other students. 

• The design for a carry tree based on pseudo-carry with a depth of only four 

gates is shown fabricated. Two iterations of a pseudo-carry test structure were 

fabricated. The test structure for the carry tree demonstrated the delay for a 

32-bit adder that would be five gates deep, as shallow as any other design and 

faster than any published delay. 

• A design flow to incorporate improved parasitic extraction via QuickCap into 

the Cadence simulation environment and the IBM analog and mixed signal 

design kits is outlined and the integration effort set under way. A manual 
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method had been used for select signals of the pseudo-carry test structure. 

This will allow estimation of parasitics delay within the absolute tolerances 

required by the extremely small delays of research-caliber high-speed circuits. 

The output signals in 7 GHz range, while short of the 8 GHz goal for advanced 

process components in the 5HP process, is still the fastest to date. Additional points of 

investigation have been outlined the end of not only meeting the goal for 5HP but to meet 

the special challenges of new processes. 
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Appendix B: DARPA02 TESTPCL Pseudo-carry Look-

ahead Test Structure Netlists and Schematics 

B.1 Testpcl 

# File name: pcla_testpcl_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: testpcl. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:28 2001. 
 
xi265 (net325) Vref_8mA_g15  
xi269 (selpad net325 net315 net314 sel31 sel30) PadReceiver_ESD_3o_1u_g16  
xc294 (vee\! vcc\! sub\!) mim c=6.93203e-12 l=140e-6 w=70e-6 ns=0 m=1 lm=3 & 
dtemp=0 mpmd1=mpmd1(0) mpmd2=mpmd2(0)  
xc295 (vee\! vcc\! sub\!) mim c=1.61102e-12 l=30e-6 w=75e-6 ns=0 m=1 lm=3 & 
dtemp=0 mpmd1=mpmd1(0) mpmd2=mpmd2(0)  
xc296 (vee\! vcc\! sub\!) mim c=1.61102e-12 l=30e-6 w=75e-6 ns=0 m=1 lm=3 & 
dtemp=0 mpmd1=mpmd1(0) mpmd2=mpmd2(0)  

 

Figure B-1: Schematic for toplevel cell “testpcl” 
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xc292 (vee\! vcc\! sub\!) mim c=330.435e-15 l=30e-6 w=15e-6 ns=0 m=1 lm=3 & 
dtemp=0 mpmd1=mpmd1(0) mpmd2=mpmd2(0)  
xc293 (vee\! vcc\! sub\!) mim c=330.435e-15 l=30e-6 w=15e-6 ns=0 m=1 lm=3 & 
dtemp=0 mpmd1=mpmd1(0) mpmd2=mpmd2(0)  
xi282 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi264 (fastpad net325 houtr0 houtr1) PadDriver_8m_1u_g17  
xi266 (slowpad net325 div810 div811) PadDriver_8m_1u_g17  
xi263 (vcc\! vee\! net333 net332 slowpad fastpad selpad net326) & 
Pads_10ch_Power_Straps_g18  
xi145 (cout21 cout20 sel31 sel30 a0q0 a0q1) orb2q_g19  
xi146 (cout21 cout20 sel30 sel31 cin10 cin11) orb2q_g19  
xi259 (cout20 cout21 net348 net347) buf2q_g20  
xi250 (net665 net666 houtr0 houtr1 net666 net665) latch_g21  
xi253 (net669 net670 div220 div221 net670 net669) latch_g21  
xi254 (div811 div810 div420 div421 div810 div811) latch_g21  
xi234 (net400 net401) staticq_g22  
xi229 (net429 net428) staticq_g22  
xi228 (net433 net432) staticq_g22  
xi219 (net461 net460) staticq_g22  
xi214 (net376 net377) staticq_g22  
xi213 (net378 net379) staticq_g22  
xi204 (net380 net381) staticq_g22  
xi199 (net382 net383) staticq_g22  
xi198 (net384 net385) staticq_g22  
xi189 (net386 net387) staticq_g22  
xi184 (net388 net389) staticq_g22  
xi183 (net390 net391) staticq_g22  
xi158 (net592 net593) staticq_g22  
xi160 (net632 net633) staticq_g22  
xi159 (net616 net617) staticq_g22  
xi161 (net398 net399) staticq_g22  
xi238 (net401 net400 net738 net742) bufq_g23  
xi237 (net400 net401 net740 net739) bufq_g23  
xi236 (net401 net400 net741 net743) bufq_g23  
xi235 (net400 net401 net745 net744) bufq_g23  
xi233 (net428 net429 net715 net736) bufq_g23  
xi232 (net429 net428 net717 net716) bufq_g23  
xi231 (net428 net429 net725 net735) bufq_g23  
xi230 (net429 net428 net719 net718) bufq_g23  
xi227 (net433 net432 net720 net721) bufq_g23  
xi226 (net432 net433 net724 net722) bufq_g23  
xi225 (net433 net432 net749 net726) bufq_g23  
xi224 (net432 net433 net728 net723) bufq_g23  
xi223 (net460 net461 net727 net732) bufq_g23  
xi222 (net461 net460 net730 net729) bufq_g23  
xi221 (net460 net461 net731 net733) bufq_g23  
xi220 (net461 net460 net737 net734) bufq_g23  
xi218 (net377 net376 net466 net467) bufq_g23  
xi217 (net376 net377 net470 net471) bufq_g23  
xi216 (net377 net376 net474 net475) bufq_g23  
xi215 (net376 net377 net478 net479) bufq_g23  
xi212 (net378 net379 net482 net483) bufq_g23  
xi211 (net379 net378 net486 net487) bufq_g23  
xi210 (net378 net379 net490 net491) bufq_g23  
xi209 (net379 net378 net494 net495) bufq_g23  
xi208 (net381 net380 net498 net499) bufq_g23  
xi207 (net380 net381 net502 net503) bufq_g23  
xi206 (net381 net380 net506 net507) bufq_g23  
xi205 (net380 net381 net510 net511) bufq_g23  
xi203 (net383 net382 net514 net515) bufq_g23  
xi202 (net382 net383 net518 net519) bufq_g23  
xi201 (net383 net382 net522 net523) bufq_g23  
xi200 (net382 net383 net526 net527) bufq_g23  
xi197 (net384 net385 net530 net531) bufq_g23  
xi196 (net385 net384 net534 net535) bufq_g23  
xi195 (net384 net385 net538 net539) bufq_g23  
xi194 (net385 net384 net542 net543) bufq_g23  
xi193 (net387 net386 net546 net547) bufq_g23  
xi192 (net386 net387 net550 net551) bufq_g23  
xi191 (net387 net386 net554 net555) bufq_g23  
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xi190 (net386 net387 net558 net559) bufq_g23  
xi188 (net388 net389 net562 net563) bufq_g23  
xi187 (net389 net388 net566 net567) bufq_g23  
xi186 (net388 net389 net570 net571) bufq_g23  
xi185 (net389 net388 net574 net575) bufq_g23  
xi182 (net391 net390 net578 net579) bufq_g23  
xi181 (net390 net391 net582 net583) bufq_g23  
xi180 (net391 net390 net586 net587) bufq_g23  
xi179 (net390 net391 net590 net591) bufq_g23  
xi147 (net593 net592 net764 net763) bufq_g23  
xi148 (net592 net593 net766 net765) bufq_g23  
xi149 (net593 net592 net768 net767) bufq_g23  
xi150 (net616 net617 net759 net753) bufq_g23  
xi151 (net617 net616 net755 net754) bufq_g23  
xi152 (net616 net617 net760 net756) bufq_g23  
xi153 (net617 net616 net758 net757) bufq_g23  
xi154 (net632 net633 net770 net769) bufq_g23  
xi155 (net633 net632 net772 net771) bufq_g23  
xi156 (net632 net633 net774 net773) bufq_g23  
xi157 (net633 net632 net776 net775) bufq_g23  
xi162 (net398 net399 net638 net639) bufq_g23  
xi163 (net399 net398 net642 net643) bufq_g23  
xi164 (net398 net399 net646 net647) bufq_g23  
xi165 (net399 net398 net650 net651) bufq_g23  
xi11 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi144 (i14x17x10 i14x17x11 i14x17x30 i14x17x31) ef3_g7  
xi249 (cin10 cin11 cin30 cin31) ef3_g7  
xi260 (net348 net347 houtr0 houtr1) ef2_g3  
xi257 (net666 net665 div220 div221) ef2_g3  
xi258 (net670 net669 div420 div421) ef2_g3  
xi12 (h32x0xq0 h32x0xq1 cout20 cout21) ef2_g3  
xi2 (h14x18xr1 h18x0xr1 h32x0xq0 h32x0xq1 i14x17x30 i14x17x31 vr2) & 
etree2_g24  
xi1 (net510 net511 net502 net503 net482 net483 net490 net491 net478 net479 & 
net470 net471 net737 net734 net730 net729 net720 net721 net749 net726 & 
net719 net718 net717 net716 net745 net744 net740 net739 net747 net748 & 
net506 net507 net498 net499 net486 net487 net494 net495 net474 net475 & 
net466 net467 net731 net733 net727 net732 net724 net722 net728 net723 & 
net725 net735 net715 net736 net741 net743 net738 net742 net746 net690 & 
net751 h14x18xr1 i14x17x10 i14x17x11) pcl14noc_g25  
xi0 (a0q0 a0q1 net766 net765 net759 net753 net760 net756 net770 net769 & 
net774 net773 net638 net639 net646 net647 net590 net591 net582 net583 & 
net562 net563 net570 net571 net558 net559 net550 net551 net530 net531 & 
net538 net539 net526 net527 net518 net519 net748 net764 net763 net768 & 
net767 net755 net754 net758 net757 net772 net771 net776 net775 net642 & 
net643 net650 net651 net586 net587 net578 net579 net566 net567 net574 & 
net575 net554 net555 net546 net547 net534 net535 net542 net543 net522 & 
net523 net514 net515 net690 cin30 cin31 net828 h18x0xr1) pcl18c_g26  
 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
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B.2 Vref_8mA 

# File name: pcla_Vref_8mA_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: Vref_8mA. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:20 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Vref_8 = vref_8 
subckt &1 vref_8  
xq1 (vcc\! net13 vref_8 sub\!) npn nel=3e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (net13 vref_8 net5 sub\!) npn nel=3e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xi10 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi11 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi6 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi12 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi13 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi14 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi15 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi16 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr5 (vcc\! net13 sub\!) pbdtres r=625.0 w=6e-6 l=18.5e-6 lrs=16.15e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  

 

Figure B-2: Schematic for cell “Vref_8mA” 
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xr2 (net5 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=100.0 w=6e-6 l=4.15e-6 lrs=1.8e-6 m=1 s=1 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.3 PadReceiver_ESD_3o_1u 

# File name: pcla_PadReceiver_ESD_3o_1u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: PadReceiver_ESD_3o_1u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:20 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Pad = pad 
#                   Vref_8mA = vref_8ma 
#                   z20 = z20 
#                   z21 = z21 
#                   z30 = z30 
#                   z31 = z31 
subckt &1 pad vref_8ma z20 z21 z30 z31  
xi50 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi51 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi35 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 

 

Figure B-3: Schematic for cell “PadReceiver_ESD_3o_1u” 
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mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi47 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi46 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi44 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi45 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi49 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi48 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xq4 (net9 vref_8ma net23 sub\!) npn nel=5e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq12 (net12 vref_8ma net29 sub\!) npn nel=5e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq16 (net32 vref_8ma net35 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq21 (z31 vref_8ma net37 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq24 (z30 vref_8ma net39 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xr5 (net23 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=120.0 w=10e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr9 (net42 vcc\! sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr10 (net45 vcc\! sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr32 (net29 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=120.0 w=10e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr15 (net35 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=12.375e-6 lrs=10.025e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr33 (net37 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=12.375e-6 lrs=10.025e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr34 (net39 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=12.375e-6 lrs=10.025e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq7 (net42 net9 net32 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (net45 net12 net32 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq18 (vcc\! net45 z20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq17 (vcc\! net42 z21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (pad pad net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=5e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq2 (vcc\! vcc\! pad sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=5e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (vcc\! vcc\! net12 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=5e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq19 (z21 z21 z31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq20 (z20 z20 z30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
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xd0 (pad vcc\! vee\! sub\!) esd dtemp=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.4 PadDriver_8m_1u 

# File name: pcla_PadDriver_8m_1u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: PadDriver_8m_1u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:21 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Pad = pad 
#                   Vref_8mA = vref_8ma 
#                   a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
subckt &1 pad vref_8ma a10 a11  
xi37 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi38 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi39 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi40 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi41 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi42 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  

 

Figure B-4: Schematic for cell “PadDriver_8m_1u” 
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xq4 (pad net6 net5 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 nstripes=2.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq3 (vcc\! net18 net5 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq25 (net31 vref_8ma net64 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (net6 vref_8ma net46 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net18 vref_8ma net15 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq20 (pad pad vcc\! sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq21 (net60 net60 pad sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq22 (vee\! vee\! net60 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq14 (vcc\! vcc\! pad sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (net5 vref_8ma net13 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xr26 (net64 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=12.375e-6 lrs=10.025e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr27 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=400.4 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr28 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=400.4 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr9 (net46 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=4e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr6 (net13 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=50.0 w=12e-6 l=4.125e-6 lrs=1.775e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr2 (net15 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=4e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq23 (z11 a10 net31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq24 (z10 a11 net31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (vcc\! z11 net6 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (vcc\! z10 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.5 orb2q 

# File name: pcla_orb2q_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: orb2q. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:22 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a20 = a20 
#                   a21 = a21 
#                   b30 = b30 
#                   b31 = b31 
#                   zq0 = zq0 
#                   zq1 = zq1 
subckt &1 a20 a21 b30 b31 zq0 zq1  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr8 (net56 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! zq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! zq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr19 (net27 net56 sub\!) pbdtres r=889.0 w=2e-6 l=9.575e-6 lrs=7.225e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  

 

Figure B-5: Schematic for cell 

“orb2q” 
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xq10 (zq1 a20 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (net16 b30 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (zq0 b31 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq11 (zq0 a21 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure B-6: Schematic for cell “buf2q” 
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B.6 buf2q 

# File name: pcla_buf2q_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: buf2q. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:22 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a20 = a20 
#                   a21 = a21 
#                   zq0 = zq0 
#                   zq1 = zq1 
subckt &1 a20 a21 zq0 zq1  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr8 (net22 net18 sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! zq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! zq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr19 (net27 net22 sub\!) pbdtres r=917.0 w=2e-6 l=9.825e-6 lrs=7.475e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq10 (zq1 a20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (zq0 a21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.7 latch 

# File name: pcla_latch_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: latch. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:22 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
#                   clk20 = clk20 
#                   clk21 = clk21 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 a10 a11 clk20 clk21 z10 z11  
xi58 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr39 (net23 net39 sub\!) pbdtres r=917.0 w=2e-6 l=9.825e-6 lrs=7.475e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr38 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 s=1 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr37 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 s=1 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr36 (net29 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  

 

Figure B-7: Schematic for cell “latch” 
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xr54 (net26 net33 sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xree (net33 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! net42 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! net60 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr55 (net39 net29 sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 net26 sub\!) pbdtres r=917.0 w=2e-6 l=9.825e-6 lrs=7.475e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq53 (z10 net42 net47 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq52 (net47 clk20 net23 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq51 (net50 clk21 net23 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq50 (z11 net60 net47 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq46 (z11 z10 net50 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (net60 net42 net68 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq34 (net42 net60 net68 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (net42 a10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (net68 clk20 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 clk21 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq47 (z10 z11 net50 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (net60 a11 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.8 staticq 

# File name: pcla_staticq_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: staticq. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:22 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=2.443e3 w=2e-6 l=23.825e-6 lrs=21.475e-& 
6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq0 (net27 net27 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (z11 z10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 net19 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (z10 vcc\! net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 

 

Figure B-8: Schematic for cell "staticq" 
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simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.9 bufq 

# File name: pcla_bufq_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: bufq. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:23 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 a10 a11 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=2.443e3 w=2e-6 l=23.825e-6 lrs=21.475e-& 
6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 

 

Figure B-9: Schematic for cell "bufq" 
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s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq0 (net27 net27 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (z11 a10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 net19 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (z10 a11 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure B-10: Schematic for cell "vref2" 
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B.10 vref2 

# File name: pcla_vref2_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: vref2. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:23 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xq8 (net16 net16 net20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net13 net13 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (net42 vcc\! net10 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq39 (net10 net10 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (vcc\! net42 vr2 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xrpu0 (vcc\! net42 sub\!) pbdtres r=222.0 w=2e-6 l=3.45e-6 lrs=1.1e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr13 (vr2 net32 sub\!) pbdtres r=700.0 w=4e-6 l=14.2e-6 lrs=11.85e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr7 (net20 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.111e3 w=2e-6 l=11.6e-6 lrs=9.25e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (net32 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.3e3 w=4e-6 l=25.15e-6 lrs=22.8e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.11 ef3 

# File name: pcla_ef3_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: ef3. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:23 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o30 = o30 
#                   o31 = o31 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o30 o31  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr8 (o30 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.458e3 w=4e-6 l=28.05e-6 lrs=25.7e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr9 (o31 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.458e3 w=4e-6 l=28.05e-6 lrs=25.7e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 net5 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  

 

Figure B-11: Schematic for cell "ef3" 
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xq6 (net8 net8 o31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 net8 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (net5 net5 o30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 

 

B.12 ef2 

# File name: pcla_ef2_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: ef2. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:24 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o20 = o20 
#                   o21 = o21 

 

Figure B-12: Schematic for cell "ef2" 
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subckt &1 i10 i11 o20 o21  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (o20 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=2e3 w=4e-6 l=37.95e-6 lrs=35.6e-6 m=1 s=1 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (o21 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=2e3 w=4e-6 l=37.95e-6 lrs=35.6e-6 m=1 s=1 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 o20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 o21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure B-13: Schematic for cell "etree2" 
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B.13 etree2 

# File name: pcla_etree2_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: etree2. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:24 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: har1 = har1 
#                   hbr1 = hbr1 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   ia30 = ia30 
#                   ia31 = ia31 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 har1 hbr1 houtq0 houtq1 ia30 ia31 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xiee (net13 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.889e3 w=2e-6 l=18.75e-6 lrs=16.4e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq3 (houtq0 hbr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq0 har1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq1 vr2 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (houtq1 vr2 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (houtq0 har1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net21 ia30 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net24 ia31 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.14 pcl14noc 

# File name: pcla_pcl14noc_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pcl14noc. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:26 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1q0 = a1q0 
#                   a1q1 = a1q1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3q0 = a3q0 

 

Figure B-14: Schematic for cell "pcl14noc" 
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#                   a3q1 = a3q1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5q0 = a5q0 
#                   a5q1 = a5q1 
#                   a6q0 = a6q0 
#                   a6q1 = a6q1 
#                   a7q0 = a7q0 
#                   a7q1 = a7q1 
#                   a8q0 = a8q0 
#                   a8q1 = a8q1 
#                   a9q0 = a9q0 
#                   a9q1 = a9q1 
#                   a10q0 = a10q0 
#                   a10q1 = a10q1 
#                   a11q0 = a11q0 
#                   a11q1 = a11q1 
#                   a12q0 = a12q0 
#                   a12q1 = a12q1 
#                   a13q0 = a13q0 
#                   a13q1 = a13q1 
#                   a13r1 = a13r1 
#                   axr1 = axr1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1q0 = b1q0 
#                   b1q1 = b1q1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3q0 = b3q0 
#                   b3q1 = b3q1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5q0 = b5q0 
#                   b5q1 = b5q1 
#                   b6q0 = b6q0 
#                   b6q1 = b6q1 
#                   b7q0 = b7q0 
#                   b7q1 = b7q1 
#                   b8q0 = b8q0 
#                   b8q1 = b8q1 
#                   b9q0 = b9q0 
#                   b9q1 = b9q1 
#                   b10q0 = b10q0 
#                   b10q1 = b10q1 
#                   b11q0 = b11q0 
#                   b11q1 = b11q1 
#                   b12q0 = b12q0 
#                   b12q1 = b12q1 
#                   b13q0 = b13q0 
#                   b13q1 = b13q1 
#                   b13r1 = b13r1 
#                   bxr1 = bxr1 
#                   h14x0xr0 = h14x0xr0 
#                   h14x0xr1 = h14x0xr1 
#                   i14x10 = i14x10 
#                   i14x11 = i14x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a6q0 & 
a6q1 a7q0 a7q1 a8q0 a8q1 a9q0 a9q1 a10q0 a10q1 a11q0 a11q1 a12q0 a12q1 & 
a13q0 a13q1 a13r1 axr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 & 
b5q0 b5q1 b6q0 b6q1 b7q0 b7q1 b8q0 b8q1 b9q0 b9q1 b10q0 b10q1 b11q0 b11q1 & 
b12q0 b12q1 b13q0 b13q1 b13r1 bxr1 h14x0xr0 h14x0xr1 i14x10 i14x11  
xi107 (i2x11x10 i2x11x11 i6x20 i6x21 i6x5x30 i6x5x31 i14x10 i14x11) & 
and3_g6  
xi2 (a11r1 a12q0 a12q1 a13q0 a13q1 a13r1 b11r1 b12q0 b12q1 b13q0 b13q1 & 
b13r1 h2x12xr0 h2x12xr1 i2x11x10 i2x11x11) pclsub2_g9  
xi34 (i2x11x10 i2x11x11 i2x11x40 i2x11x41) ef4_g8  
xi33 (i6x5x10 i6x5x11 i6x5x30 i6x5x31) ef3_g7  
xi5 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi116 (i6x10 i6x11 i6x20 i6x21) ef2_g3  
xi4 (h14x0xq0 h14x0xq1 h14x0xr0 h14x0xr1) ef2_g3  
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xi3 (h2x12xr1 h6x6xr1 h6x0xr1 h14x0xq0 h14x0xq1 i2x11x40 i2x11x41 i6x5x30 & 
i6x5x31 vr2) etree3_g10  
xi1 (a6q0 a6q1 a7q0 a7q1 a8q0 a8q1 a9q0 a9q1 a10q0 a10q1 a11q0 a11q1 a11r1 & 
a5r1 b6q0 b6q1 b7q0 b7q1 b8q0 b8q1 b9q0 b9q1 b10q0 b10q1 b11q0 b11q1 b11r1 & 
b5r1 h6x6xr0 h6x6xr1 net163 net164 net184 net185 net183 net182 i6x5x10 & 
i6x5x11) pcl6noc_g11  
xi0 (a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 axr1 & 
b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 bxr1 & 
h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 net203 net204 net222 net223 net127 net126 i6x10 i6x11) & 
pcl6noc_g11  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.15 pcl18c 

# File name: pcla_pcl18c_schematic.s. 

 

Figure B-15: Schematic for cell "pcl18c" 
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# Subcircuit for cell: pcl18c. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:27 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1q0 = a1q0 
#                   a1q1 = a1q1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3q0 = a3q0 
#                   a3q1 = a3q1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5q0 = a5q0 
#                   a5q1 = a5q1 
#                   a6q0 = a6q0 
#                   a6q1 = a6q1 
#                   a7q0 = a7q0 
#                   a7q1 = a7q1 
#                   a8q0 = a8q0 
#                   a8q1 = a8q1 
#                   a9q0 = a9q0 
#                   a9q1 = a9q1 
#                   a10q0 = a10q0 
#                   a10q1 = a10q1 
#                   a11q0 = a11q0 
#                   a11q1 = a11q1 
#                   a12q0 = a12q0 
#                   a12q1 = a12q1 
#                   a13q0 = a13q0 
#                   a13q1 = a13q1 
#                   a14q0 = a14q0 
#                   a14q1 = a14q1 
#                   a15q0 = a15q0 
#                   a15q1 = a15q1 
#                   a16q0 = a16q0 
#                   a16q1 = a16q1 
#                   a17q0 = a17q0 
#                   a17q1 = a17q1 
#                   a17r1 = a17r1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1q0 = b1q0 
#                   b1q1 = b1q1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3q0 = b3q0 
#                   b3q1 = b3q1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5q0 = b5q0 
#                   b5q1 = b5q1 
#                   b6q0 = b6q0 
#                   b6q1 = b6q1 
#                   b7q0 = b7q0 
#                   b7q1 = b7q1 
#                   b8q0 = b8q0 
#                   b8q1 = b8q1 
#                   b9q0 = b9q0 
#                   b9q1 = b9q1 
#                   b10q0 = b10q0 
#                   b10q1 = b10q1 
#                   b11q0 = b11q0 
#                   b11q1 = b11q1 
#                   b12q0 = b12q0 
#                   b12q1 = b12q1 
#                   b13q0 = b13q0 
#                   b13q1 = b13q1 
#                   b14q0 = b14q0 
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#                   b14q1 = b14q1 
#                   b15q0 = b15q0 
#                   b15q1 = b15q1 
#                   b16q0 = b16q0 
#                   b16q1 = b16q1 
#                   b17q0 = b17q0 
#                   b17q1 = b17q1 
#                   b17r1 = b17r1 
#                   cin30 = cin30 
#                   cin31 = cin31 
#                   h18x0xr0 = h18x0xr0 
#                   h18x0xr1 = h18x0xr1 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a6q0 & 
a6q1 a7q0 a7q1 a8q0 a8q1 a9q0 a9q1 a10q0 a10q1 a11q0 a11q1 a12q0 a12q1 & 
a13q0 a13q1 a14q0 a14q1 a15q0 a15q1 a16q0 a16q1 a17q0 a17q1 a17r1 b0q0 & 
b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b6q0 b6q1 b7q0 b7q1 & 
b8q0 b8q1 b9q0 b9q1 b10q0 b10q1 b11q0 b11q1 b12q0 b12q1 b13q0 b13q1 b14q0 & 
b14q1 b15q0 b15q1 b16q0 b16q1 b17q0 b17q1 b17r1 cin30 cin31 h18x0xr0 & 
h18x0xr1  
xi34 (i6x11x10 i6x11x11 i6x11x40 i6x11x41) ef4_g8  
xi33 (i6x5x10 i6x5x11 i6x5x30 i6x5x31) ef3_g7  
xi5 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi4 (h18x0xq0 h18x0xq1 h18x0xr0 h18x0xr1) ef2_g3  
xi3 (h6x12xr1 h6x6xr1 h6x0xr1 h18x0xq0 h18x0xq1 i6x11x40 i6x11x41 i6x5x30 & 
i6x5x31 vr2) etree3_g10  
xi2 (a12q0 a12q1 a13q0 a13q1 a14q0 a14q1 a15q0 a15q1 a16q0 a16q1 a17q0 & 
a17q1 a17r1 a11r1 b12q0 b12q1 b13q0 b13q1 b14q0 b14q1 b15q0 b15q1 b16q0 & 
b16q1 b17q0 b17q1 b17r1 b11r1 h6x12xr0 h6x12xr1 net151 net152 net172 & 
net173 net171 net170 i6x11x10 i6x11x11) pcl6noc_g11  
xi1 (a6q0 a6q1 a7q0 a7q1 a8q0 a8q1 a9q0 a9q1 a10q0 a10q1 a11q0 a11q1 a11r1 & 
a5r1 b6q0 b6q1 b7q0 b7q1 b8q0 b8q1 b9q0 b9q1 b10q0 b10q1 b11q0 b11q1 b11r1 & 
b5r1 h6x6xr0 h6x6xr1 net189 net190 net210 net211 net209 net208 i6x5x10 & 
i6x5x11) pcl6noc_g11  
xi0 (a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 b0q0 & 
b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 cin30 cin31 & 
h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 net225 net226 net244 net245) pcl6c_g14  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.16 and3 

# File name: pcla_and3_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: and3. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:24 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
#                   b20 = b20 
#                   b21 = b21 
#                   c30 = c30 
#                   c31 = c31 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 a10 a11 b20 b21 c30 c31 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xree (net26 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 net26 sub\!) pbdtres r=889.0 w=2e-6 l=9.575e-6 lrs=7.225e-6 & 

 

Figure B-16: Schematic for cell "and3" 
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m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq27 (net34 c30 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq28 (net27 c31 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq29 (z11 z11 net34 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (z11 a10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (z11 b20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq2 (net19 b21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (z10 a11 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.17 pclsub2 

# File name: pcla_pclsub2_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclsub2. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 

 

Figure B-17: Schematic for cell "pclsub2" 
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# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:25 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3q0 = a3q0 
#                   a3q1 = a3q1 
#                   a3r1 = a3r1 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3q0 = b3q0 
#                   b3q1 = b3q1 
#                   b3r1 = b3r1 
#                   h2x2xr0 = h2x2xr0 
#                   h2x2xr1 = h2x2xr1 
#                   i2x1x10 = i2x1x10 
#                   i2x1x11 = i2x1x11 
subckt &1 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a3r1 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b3r1 & 
h2x2xr0 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11  
xi16 (vr1) vref1_g1  
xi17 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi0 (b3q0 b3q1 b3r0 b3r1) ef2_g3  
xi137 (h2x2q0 h2x2xq1 h2x2xr0 h2x2xr1) ef2_g3  
xi135 (a3q0 a3q1 a3r0 a3r1) ef2_g3  
xh2x2 (a2q0 a3r0 b2q0 b3r0 h2x2q0 h2x2xq1 vr1 vr2) hstart_g4  
xi2x1 (a2q1 a1r1 b2q1 b1r1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11 vr1 vr2) istart_g5  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.18 ef4 

# File name: pcla_ef4_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: ef4. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:25 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o40 = o40 
#                   o41 = o41 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o40 o41  
xi11 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (o40 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=945.0 w=4e-6 l=18.675e-6 lrs=16.325e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xi43 (o41 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=945.0 w=4e-6 l=18.675e-6 lrs=16.325e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 net5 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (net8 net8 net25 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net22 net22 o40 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
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nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (net25 net25 o41 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 net8 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (net5 net5 net22 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.19 etree3 

# File name: pcla_etree3_schematic.s. 

 

Figure B-18: Schematic for cell "ef4" 
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# Subcircuit for cell: etree3. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:25 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: har1 = har1 
#                   hbr1 = hbr1 
#                   hcr1 = hcr1 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   ia40 = ia40 
#                   ia41 = ia41 
#                   ib30 = ib30 
#                   ib31 = ib31 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 har1 hbr1 hcr1 houtq0 houtq1 ia40 ia41 ib30 ib31 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (net16 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq39 (net24 ib31 net33 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq38 (net27 ib30 net33 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (houtq1 vr2 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq32 (houtq0 har1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq31 (houtq0 hbr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 

Figure B-19: Schematic for cell "A.19 etree3" 
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nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (houtq0 hbr1 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq0 har1 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq1 vr2 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (houtq1 vr2 net30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (houtq0 har1 net30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq35 (houtq0 hcr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net30 ia40 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net33 ia41 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.20 pcl6noc 

# File name: pcla_pcl6noc_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pcl6noc. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 

 

Figure B-20: Schematic for cell "pcl6noc" 
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# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:26 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1q0 = a1q0 
#                   a1q1 = a1q1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3q0 = a3q0 
#                   a3q1 = a3q1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5q0 = a5q0 
#                   a5q1 = a5q1 
#                   a5r1 = a5r1 
#                   axr1 = axr1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1q0 = b1q0 
#                   b1q1 = b1q1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3q0 = b3q0 
#                   b3q1 = b3q1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5q0 = b5q0 
#                   b5q1 = b5q1 
#                   b5r1 = b5r1 
#                   bxr1 = bxr1 
#                   h6x0xr0 = h6x0xr0 
#                   h6x0xr1 = h6x0xr1 
#                   i2x1x10 = i2x1x10 
#                   i2x1x11 = i2x1x11 
#                   i2x3x10 = i2x3x10 
#                   i2x3x11 = i2x3x11 
#                   i2x10 = i2x10 
#                   i2x11 = i2x11 
#                   i6x10 = i6x10 
#                   i6x11 = i6x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 & 
axr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 bxr1 & 
h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11 i2x3x10 i2x3x11 i2x10 i2x11 i6x10 i6x11  
xi27 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net256 net255 i2x1x30 i2x1x31 i6x10 i6x11) and3_g6  
xi142 (i2x1x10 i2x1x11 i2x1x30 i2x1x31) ef3_g7  
xi132 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi119 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 i2x3x40 i2x3x41) ef4_g8  
xi92 (axr1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 net105 bxr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 net103 & 
h2x0xr0 h2x0xr1 i2x10 i2x11) pclsub2_g9  
xi93 (net105 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 net89 net103 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 net87 & 
net217 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11) pclsub2_g9  
xi94 (net89 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 net87 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 & 
h2x4xr0 h2x4xr1 i2x3x10 i2x3x11) pclsub2_g9  
xh6x0 (h2x4xr1 h2x2xr1 h2x0xr1 h6x0xq0 h6x0xq1 i2x3x40 i2x3x41 i2x1x30 & 
i2x1x31 vr2) etree3_g10  
xi28 (i2x10 i2x11 net256 net255) ef2_g3  
xi248 (h6x0xq0 h6x0xq1 h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1) ef2_g3  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.21 pcl6c 

# File name: pcla_pcl6c_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pcl6c. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:27 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1q0 = a1q0 
#                   a1q1 = a1q1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 

 

Figure B-21: Schematic for cell "pcl6c" 
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#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3q0 = a3q0 
#                   a3q1 = a3q1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5q0 = a5q0 
#                   a5q1 = a5q1 
#                   a5r1 = a5r1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1q0 = b1q0 
#                   b1q1 = b1q1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3q0 = b3q0 
#                   b3q1 = b3q1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5q0 = b5q0 
#                   b5q1 = b5q1 
#                   b5r1 = b5r1 
#                   cin30 = cin30 
#                   cin31 = cin31 
#                   h6x0xr0 = h6x0xr0 
#                   h6x0xr1 = h6x0xr1 
#                   i2x1x10 = i2x1x10 
#                   i2x1x11 = i2x1x11 
#                   i2x3x10 = i2x3x10 
#                   i2x3x11 = i2x3x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 & 
b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 cin30 & 
cin31 h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11 i2x3x10 i2x3x11  
xi119 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 i2x3x40 i2x3x41) ef4_g8  
xi143 (a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 net105 b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 net103 cin30 cin31 & 
h2x0xr0 h2x0xr1) pclsub2c_g13  
xi132 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi118 (i2x1x10 i2x1x11 i2x1x30 i2x1x31) ef3_g7  
xi93 (net105 a2q0 a2q1 a3q0 a3q1 net89 net103 b2q0 b2q1 b3q0 b3q1 net87 & 
net217 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11) pclsub2_g9  
xi94 (net89 a4q0 a4q1 a5q0 a5q1 a5r1 net87 b4q0 b4q1 b5q0 b5q1 b5r1 & 
h2x4xr0 h2x4xr1 i2x3x10 i2x3x11) pclsub2_g9  
xh6x0 (h2x4xr1 h2x2xr1 h2x0xr1 h6x0xq0 h6x0xq1 i2x3x40 i2x3x41 i2x1x30 & 
i2x1x31 vr2) etree3_g10  
xi248 (h6x0xq0 h6x0xq1 h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1) ef2_g3  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.22 vref1 

# File name: pcla_vref1_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: vref1. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:24 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: vr1 = vr1 
subckt &1 vr1  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xq8 (net16 net16 net20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net13 net13 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (vr1 vcc\! net10 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq39 (net10 net10 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xrpu0 (vcc\! vr1 sub\!) pbdtres r=222.0 w=2e-6 l=3.45e-6 lrs=1.1e-6 m=1 & 

 

Figure B-22: Schematic for cell "vref1" 
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s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr7 (net20 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.23 hstart 

# File name: pcla_hstart_schematic.s. 

 

Figure B-23: Schematic for cell "hstart" 
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# Subcircuit for cell: hstart. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:24 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: aq0 = aq0 
#                   ar0 = ar0 
#                   bq0 = bq0 
#                   br0 = br0 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 aq0 ar0 bq0 br0 houtq0 houtq1 vr1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr8 (net27 net29 sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr19 (net9 net27 sub\!) pbdtres r=917.0 w=2e-6 l=9.825e-6 lrs=7.475e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xi43 (net29 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr11 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr14 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq2 (net21 ar0 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net21 br0 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (houtq0 vr2 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq0 vr1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq1 bq0 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (houtq1 aq0 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.24 istart 

# File name: pcla_istart_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: istart. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:25 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: aq1 = aq1 
#                   ar1 = ar1 
#                   bq1 = bq1 
#                   br1 = br1 
#                   i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 aq1 ar1 bq1 br1 i10 i11 vr1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr8 (net27 net29 sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr19 (net9 net27 sub\!) pbdtres r=917.0 w=2e-6 l=9.825e-6 lrs=7.475e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xi43 (net29 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1e3 w=2e-6 l=10.575e-6 lrs=8.225e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! i10 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 

 

Figure B-24: Schematic for cell "istart" 
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s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! i11 sub\!) pbdtres r=277.0 w=2e-6 l=3.95e-6 lrs=1.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq2 (net21 ar1 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net21 br1 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (i11 vr2 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq5 (i11 vr1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq4 (i10 bq1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
xq3 (i10 aq1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)& 
  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

B.25 pclsub2c 

# File name: pcla_pclsub2c_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclsub2c. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:26 2001. 
 

 

Figure B-25: Schematic for cell "pclsub2c" 
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simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1q0 = a1q0 
#                   a1q1 = a1q1 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1q0 = b1q0 
#                   b1q1 = b1q1 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   cin30 = cin30 
#                   cin31 = cin31 
#                   h2x0xr0 = h2x0xr0 
#                   h2x0xr1 = h2x0xr1 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1q0 a1q1 a1r1 b0q0 b0q1 b1q0 b1q1 b1r1 cin30 cin31 & 
h2x0xr0 h2x0xr1  
xh2x2 (a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 cin30 cin31 h2x0q0 h2x0xq1 vr1 vr2) & 
hsc1q_g12  
xi16 (vr1) vref1_g1  
xi17 (vr2) vref2_g2  
xi0 (b1q0 b1q1 b1r0 b1r1) ef2_g3  
xi137 (h2x0q0 h2x0xq1 h2x0xr0 h2x0xr1) ef2_g3  
xi135 (a1q0 a1q1 a1r0 a1r1) ef2_g3  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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B.26 hsc1q 

# File name: pcla_hsc1q_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: hsc1q. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Mar 30 23:20:26 2001. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   c30 = c30 
#                   c31 = c31 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 c30 c31 houtq0 houtq1 vr1 vr2  
xi28 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr31 (net10 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.889e3 w=2e-6 l=18.75e-6 lrs=16.4e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=444.0 w=2e-6 l=5.475e-6 lrs=3.125e-6 & 

 

Figure B-26: Schematic for cell "hsc1q" 
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m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq15 (houtq1 vr1 net87 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq14 (houtq0 vr2 net25 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq12 (net87 a1r0 net25 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq17 (houtq0 a0q1 net87 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq16 (houtq0 b0q1 net87 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq13 (net87 b1r0 net25 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net22 c30 net10 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net25 c31 net10 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net28 a1r0 net22 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net28 b1r0 net22 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (houtq0 vr2 net22 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq0 vr1 net28 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq1 b0q0 net28 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (houtq1 a0q0 net28 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0)& 
 mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Appendix C: SMI00 TESTPCLL2u Pseudo-carry Look-

ahead Test Structure Netlists and Schematics 

 

C.1 testpclL2u 

 

Figure C-1: Schematic for cell "testpclL2u" 

# File name: pcla_testpclL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: testpclL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov  6 16:26:31 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: fastpad = fastpad 
#                   sel0pad = sel0pad 
#                   sel1pad = sel1pad 
#                   slowpad = slowpad 
subckt &1 fastpad sel0pad sel1pad slowpad  
xi264 (fastpad net334 houtq0 houtq1) padd_RF_SE_g15  
xi266 (slowpad net334 div810 div811) padd_RF_SE_g15  
xi332 (sel0pad net334 sel021 sel020 net345 net344) & 
padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u_g16  
xi269 (sel1pad net334 net353 net352 sel131 sel130) & 
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padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u_g16  
xi263 (g4 g5 slowpad fastpad sel1pad sel0pad) 10pads_power_straps_g17  
xi328 (net716 net715 net662 net677 net521 net520 net522 net523) efL2u_g5  
xi320 (net795 net796 net674 net673 net529 net528 net530 net531) efL2u_g5  
xi323 (net714 net712 net683 net681 net537 net536 net538 net539) efL2u_g5  
xi316 (net789 net790 net670 net669 net545 net544 net546 net547) efL2u_g5  
xi319 (net799 net800 net664 net666 net553 net552 net554 net555) efL2u_g5  
xi324 (net705 net706 net680 net682 net561 net560 net562 net563) efL2u_g5  
xi327 (net704 net703 net686 net678 net569 net568 net570 net571) efL2u_g5  
xi330 (net658 net660 net659 net574 net577 net576 net578 net579) efL2u_g5  
xi306 (net807 net808 net583 net582 net585 net584 net586 net587) efL2u_g5  
xi309 (net809 net810 net591 net590 net593 net592 net594 net595) efL2u_g5  
xi310 (net791 net792 net599 net598 net601 net600 net602 net603) efL2u_g5  
xi313 (net811 net812 net753 net752 net609 net608 net610 net611) efL2u_g5  
xi304 (net763 net762 net733 net755 net617 net616 net618 net619) efL2u_g5  
xi301 (net766 net767 net737 net729 net625 net624 net626 net627) efL2u_g5  
xi302 (net757 net758 net730 net727 net633 net632 net634 net635) efL2u_g5  
xi314 (net819 net820 net750 net638 net641 net640 net642 net643) efL2u_g5  
xi265 (net334) Vref_8mA_45_5l_g18  
xi342 (cout21 cout20 path230 path231 a31q0 a31q1) and2bqL3u_g19  
xi145 (cout21 cout20 path030 path031 a1q0 a1q1) and2bqL3u_g19  
xi146 (cout21 cout20 path130 path131 cin10 cin11) and2bqL3u_g19  
xi2 (net382 h16x0xr1 h32x0xq0 h32x0xq1 net650 i16x15x31 vr2) etree2L2u_g6  
xi335 (sel021 sel020 sel131 sel130 path010 path011) and2bL2u_g7  
xi336 (sel020 sel021 sel131 sel130 path110 path111) and2bL2u_g7  
xi333 (sel021 sel020 sel130 sel131 path210 path211) and2bL2u_g7  
xi346 (a1q0 a1q1 a1r0 a1r1 net516 net300 net517 net518) efL6u_g20  
xi343 (a31q0 a31q1 a31r0 a31r1 net465 net464 net466 net467) efL6u_g20  
xi299 (net720 net721 net407 h16x0xr1 net409 net408 net410 net411) & 
efL6u_g20  
xi12 (h32x0xq0 h32x0xq1 cout20 cout21 net413 net412 net414 net415) & 
efL6u_g20  
xi300 (net420 net421 net423 net382 net425 net424 net426 net427) efL6u_g20  
xi249 (cin10 cin11 cinr0 cinr1 net434 net435 net430 net431) efL6u_g20  
xi11 (net436 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xi250 (net439 net438 net491 net490 net438 net439) mslatchL2u_g21  
xi253 (net445 net444 div220 div221 net444 net445) mslatchL2u_g21  
xi254 (div811 div810 div420 div421 div810 div811) mslatchL2u_g21  
xi259 (cout20 cout21 houtq0 houtq1) buf2qL2u_g22  
xi339 (path110 path111 net471 net470 path130 path131 net474 net475) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi340 (path010 path011 net479 net478 path030 path031 net482 net483) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi260 (houtq0 houtq1 net491 net490 net485 net484 net486 net487) efL4u_g12  
xi257 (net438 net439 div220 div221 net493 net492 net494 net495) efL4u_g12  
xi258 (net444 net445 div420 div421 net501 net500 net502 net503) efL4u_g12  
xi338 (path210 path211 net511 net510 path230 path231 net514 net515) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi144 (i16x15x10 i16x15x11 net645 net644 net650 i16x15x31 net646 net647) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi1 (net789 net790 net670 net669 net799 net800 net664 net666 net795 & 
net796 net674 net673 net714 net712 net683 net681 net705 net706 net680 & 
net682 net704 net703 net686 net678 net716 net715 net662 net677 net658 & 
net660 a31r0 net638 net790 net789 net669 net670 net800 net799 net666 & 
net664 net796 net795 net673 net674 net712 net714 net681 net683 net706 & 
net705 net682 net680 net703 net704 net678 net686 net715 net716 net677 & 
net662 net660 net658 net659 net750 net420 net421 i16x15x10 i16x15x11) & 
pclrosc16L2u_g23  
xi0 (net763 net762 a1r0 a1r1 net757 net758 net730 net727 net766 net767 & 
net737 net729 net807 net808 net583 net582 net809 net810 net591 net590 & 
net791 net792 net599 net598 net811 net812 net753 net752 net819 net820 & 
net750 net762 net763 net733 net755 net758 net757 net727 net730 net767 & 
net766 net729 net737 net808 net807 net582 net583 net810 net809 net590 & 
net591 net792 net791 net598 net599 net812 net811 net752 net753 net820 & 
net819 net638 cinr0 cinr1 net720 net721 net722 net723) pclrosc16cL2u_g24  
xi282 (g4 sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi317 (net789 net790) staticq_g25  
xi311 (net791 net792) staticq_g25  
xi329 (net716 net715) staticq_g25  
xi321 (net795 net796) staticq_g25  
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xi322 (net714 net712) staticq_g25  
xi318 (net799 net800) staticq_g25  
xi325 (net705 net706) staticq_g25  
xi326 (net704 net703) staticq_g25  
xi331 (net658 net660) staticq_g25  
xi307 (net807 net808) staticq_g25  
xi308 (net809 net810) staticq_g25  
xi312 (net811 net812) staticq_g25  
xi305 (net763 net762) staticq_g25  
xi158 (net766 net767) staticq_g25  
xi303 (net757 net758) staticq_g25  
xi315 (net819 net820) staticq_g25  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 

 

Figure C-2: Schematics for cell "padd_RF_SE" 

C.2 padd_RF_SE 

# File name: pcla_padd_RF_SE_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: padd_RF_SE. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:45 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Pad = pad 
#                   Vref_8mA = vref_8ma 
#                   a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
subckt &1 pad vref_8ma a10 a11  
xi37 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi38 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi39 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
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xi40 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi41 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi42 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xq4 (pad net6 net5 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 nstripes=2.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq3 (vcc\! net18 net5 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq25 (net31 vref_8ma net64 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (net6 vref_8ma net46 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net18 vref_8ma net15 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq20 (pad pad vcc\! sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq21 (net60 net60 pad sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq22 (vee\! vee\! net60 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq14 (vcc\! vcc\! pad sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (net5 vref_8ma net13 sub\!) npn nel=6e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=2.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xr26 (net64 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=12.375e-6 lrs=10.025e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr27 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr28 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=8.725e-6 lrs=6.375e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr0 (net46 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=4e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr6 (net13 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=50.0 w=12e-6 l=4.125e-6 lrs=1.775e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr2 (net15 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=4e-6 l=6.875e-6 lrs=4.525e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq23 (z11 a10 net31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq24 (z10 a11 net31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (vcc\! z11 net6 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (vcc\! z10 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-3: Schematic for cell "padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u" 

C.3 padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u 

# File name: pcla_padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: padr_ESD_DC_SE_3o_1u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:46 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Pad = pad 
#                   Vref_8mA = vref_8ma 
#                   z20 = z20 
#                   z21 = z21 
#                   z30 = z30 
#                   z31 = z31 
subckt &1 pad vref_8ma z20 z21 z30 z31  
xq4 (pad vref_8ma net23 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 & 
mult=1 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq12 (net12 vref_8ma net29 sub\!) npn nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 mult=1 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq16 (net32 vref_8ma net35 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 mult=1 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq21 (z31 vref_8ma net37 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 & 
mult=1 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq24 (z30 vref_8ma net39 sub\!) npn nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 & 
mult=1 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xr5 (net23 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=6e-6 l=9.625e-6 lrs=7.275e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr0 (net162 vcc\! sub\!) pbdtres r=350.0 w=4e-6 l=7.8e-6 lrs=5.45e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr9 (net42 vcc\! sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=9.55e-6 lrs=7.2e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr10 (net45 vcc\! sub\!) pbdtres r=400.0 w=4e-6 l=9.55e-6 lrs=7.2e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr32 (net29 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=300.0 w=6e-6 l=9.625e-6 lrs=7.275e-6 & 
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m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr15 (net35 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=13.225e-6 lrs=10.875e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr33 (net37 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=13.225e-6 lrs=10.875e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr34 (net39 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=600.0 w=4e-6 l=13.225e-6 lrs=10.875e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq7 (net42 pad net32 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (net45 net12 net32 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 & 
rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 & 
hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq18 (vcc\! net45 z20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq17 (vcc\! net42 z21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (net97 net97 pad sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-& 
06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) & 
mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (vcc\! vcc\! net97 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 & 
rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 & 
hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net162 net162 net12 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 & 
rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 & 
hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq19 (z21 z21 z31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq20 (z20 z20 z30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.724999947327888e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xd0 (pad vcc\! vee\! sub\!) esd dtemp=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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C.4 efL2u 

 

Figure C-4: Scgematic for cell "efL2u" 

# File name: pcla_efL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: efL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:46 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o20 = o20 
#                   o21 = o21 
#                   o30 = o30 
#                   o31 = o31 
#                   o40 = o40 
#                   o41 = o41 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o20 o21 o30 o31 o40 o41  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (o40 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.221e3 w=3e-6 l=18.175e-6 lrs=15.825e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (o41 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.221e3 w=3e-6 l=18.175e-6 lrs=15.825e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq1 (o20 o20 o30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq2 (o30 o30 o40 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 o20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (o21 o21 o31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq3 (o31 o31 o41 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 o21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
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0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure C-5: Schematic for cell "Vref_8mA_45_5l" 

C.5 Vref_8mA_45_5l 

# File name: pcla_Vref_8mA_45_5l_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: Vref_8mA_45_5l. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:47 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: Vref_8 = vref_8 
subckt &1 vref_8  
xq1 (vcc\! net13 vref_8 sub\!) npn nel=3e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (net13 vref_8 net5 sub\!) npn nel=3e-6 rn2ne=3.4e-06 mult=1 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=1 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xi12 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=20e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr5 (vcc\! net13 sub\!) pbdtres r=780.0 w=10e-6 l=36.925e-6 lrs=34.575e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr2 (net5 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=100.0 w=10e-6 l=5.95e-6 lrs=3.6e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
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ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

C.6 and2bqL3u 

 

Figure C-6: Schematic for cell "and2bqL3u" 

# File name: pcla_and2bqL3u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: and2bqL3u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:45 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: b20 = b20 
#                   b21 = b21 
#                   c30 = c30 
#                   c31 = c31 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 b20 b21 c30 c31 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.221e3 w=3e-6 l=18.175e-6 lrs=15.825e-& 
6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq27 (net34 c30 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq28 (net27 c31 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq29 (z11 z11 net34 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
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xq3 (z11 b20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (z10 b21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

 

Figure C-7: Schematic for cell "etree2L2u" 

C.7 etree2L2u 

# File name: pcla_etree2L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: etree2L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:50 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: har1 = har1 
#                   hbr1 = hbr1 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   ia30 = ia30 
#                   ia31 = ia31 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 har1 hbr1 houtq0 houtq1 ia30 ia31 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xiee (net13 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.14e3 w=3e-6 l=17.05e-6 lrs=14.7e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
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xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=267.0 w=3e-6 l=5.075e-6 lrs=2.725e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=267.0 w=3e-6 l=5.075e-6 lrs=2.725e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq3 (houtq0 hbr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq0 har1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq1 vr2 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (houtq1 vr2 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (houtq0 har1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net21 ia30 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net24 ia31 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

 

Figure C-8: Schematic  for cell "efL6u" 
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C.8 efL6u 

# File name: pcla_efL6u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: efL6u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:51 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o20 = o20 
#                   o21 = o21 
#                   o30 = o30 
#                   o31 = o31 
#                   o40 = o40 
#                   o41 = o41 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o20 o21 o30 o31 o40 o41  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (o40 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=380.0 w=9e-6 l=16.975e-6 lrs=14.625e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (o41 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=380.0 w=9e-6 l=16.975e-6 lrs=14.625e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq1 (o20 o20 o30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq2 (o30 o30 o40 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 o20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (o21 o21 o31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq3 (o31 o31 o41 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 o21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=6e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-9: Schematic for cell "vref2L2u_a" 

C.9 vref2L2u_a 

# File name: pcla_vref2L2u_a_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: vref2L2u_a. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:47 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 vr1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xq8 (net16 net16 net20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net13 net13 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (vr2 vr2 net43 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (vr1 vcc\! net10 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq39 (net10 net10 net13 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (vcc\! vr1 vr2 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xrpu0 (vcc\! vr1 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr0 (vcc\! vr1 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr7 (net20 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=557.0 w=3e-6 l=9.05e-6 lrs=6.7e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (net43 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=943.0 w=6e-6 l=27.2e-6 lrs=24.85e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
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simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

C.10 mslatchL2u 

 

Figure C-10: Schematic for cell "mslatchL2u" 

# File name: pcla_mslatchL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: mslatchL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:51 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
#                   clk20 = clk20 
#                   clk21 = clk21 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 a10 a11 clk20 clk21 z10 z11  
xi58 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xr39 (net23 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.886e3 w=3e-6 l=27.3e-6 lrs=24.95e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr38 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr37 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
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xrpu1 (vcc\! net42 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! net60 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.886e3 w=3e-6 l=27.3e-6 lrs=24.95e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq53 (z10 net42 net47 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq52 (net47 clk20 net23 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq51 (net50 clk21 net23 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq50 (z11 net60 net47 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq46 (z11 z10 net50 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (net60 net42 net68 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq34 (net42 net60 net68 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (net42 a10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (net68 clk20 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 clk21 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq47 (z10 z11 net50 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (net60 a11 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-11: Schematic for cell "buf2qL2u" 

C.11 buf2qL2u 

# File name: pcla_buf2qL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: buf2qL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:48 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a20 = a20 
#                   a21 = a21 
#                   zq0 = zq0 
#                   zq1 = zq1 
subckt &1 a20 a21 zq0 zq1  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrpu1 (vcc\! zq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! zq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr19 (net27 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.886e3 w=3e-6 l=27.3e-6 lrs=24.95e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq10 (zq1 a20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (zq0 a21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-12: Schematic for cell "efL4u" 

C.12 efL4u 

# File name: pcla_efL4u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: efL4u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:50 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o20 = o20 
#                   o21 = o21 
#                   o30 = o30 
#                   o31 = o31 
#                   o40 = o40 
#                   o41 = o41 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o20 o21 o30 o31 o40 o41  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (o40 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=611.0 w=6e-6 l=18.125e-6 lrs=15.775e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (o41 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=611.0 w=6e-6 l=18.125e-6 lrs=15.775e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq1 (o20 o20 o30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq2 (o30 o30 o40 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 o20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (o21 o21 o31 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq3 (o31 o31 o41 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 nstripes=1.0 & 
rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(0) mmbf=mmbf(& 
0)  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 o21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
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nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

 

Figure C-13: Schematic for cell "pclrosc16L2u" 

C.13 pclrosc16L2u 

# File name: pcla_pclrosc16L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc16L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
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# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:51 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   a3r1 = a3r1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5r0 = a5r0 
#                   a5r1 = a5r1 
#                   a6q0 = a6q0 
#                   a6q1 = a6q1 
#                   a7r0 = a7r0 
#                   a7r1 = a7r1 
#                   a8q0 = a8q0 
#                   a8q1 = a8q1 
#                   a9r0 = a9r0 
#                   a11r1 = a11r1 
#                   a10q0 = a10q0 
#                   a10q1 = a10q1 
#                   a11r0 = a11r0 
#                   net19 = net19 
#                   a12q0 = a12q0 
#                   a12q1 = a12q1 
#                   a13r0 = a13r0 
#                   a13r1 = a13r1 
#                   a14q0 = a14q0 
#                   a14q1 = a14q1 
#                   a15r0 = a15r0 
#                   axr1 = axr1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   b5r1 = b5r1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5r0 = b5r0 
#                   net60 = net60 
#                   b6q0 = b6q0 
#                   b6q1 = b6q1 
#                   b7r0 = b7r0 
#                   b7r1 = b7r1 
#                   b8q0 = b8q0 
#                   b8q1 = b8q1 
#                   b9r0 = b9r0 
#                   b11r1 = b11r1 
#                   b10q0 = b10q0 
#                   b10q1 = b10q1 
#                   b11r0 = b11r0 
#                   net58 = net58 
#                   b12q0 = b12q0 
#                   b12q1 = b12q1 
#                   b13r0 = b13r0 
#                   b13r1 = b13r1 
#                   b14q0 = b14q0 
#                   b14q1 = b14q1 
#                   b15r0 = b15r0 
#                   bxr1 = bxr1 
#                   h16x0xq0 = h16x0xq0 
#                   h16x0xq1 = h16x0xq1 
#                   i16x10 = i16x10 
#                   i16x11 = i16x11 
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subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 a3r1 a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 a5r1 & 
a6q0 a6q1 a7r0 a7r1 a8q0 a8q1 a9r0 a11r1 a10q0 a10q1 a11r0 net19 a12q0 & 
a12q1 a13r0 a13r1 a14q0 a14q1 a15r0 axr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 & 
b3r0 b5r1 b4q0 b4q1 b5r0 net60 b6q0 b6q1 b7r0 b7r1 b8q0 b8q1 b9r0 b11r1 & 
b10q0 b10q1 b11r0 net58 b12q0 b12q1 b13r0 b13r1 b14q0 b14q1 b15r0 bxr1 & 
h16x0xq0 h16x0xq1 i16x10 i16x11  
xi0 (a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 axr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 & 
b2q1 b3r0 bxr1 net15 net93 i6x10 i6x11) pclrosc4L2u_g15  
xi5 (net118 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xi107 (i6x11x10 i6x11x11 i6x20 i6x21 i6x5x30 i6x5x31 i16x10 i16x11) & 
and3L2u_g8  
xi119 (net15 net93 h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 net121 net120 net122 net123) efL4u_g11  
xi105 (net210 net211 h6x6xr0 h6x6xr1 net145 net144 net146 net147) & 
efL4u_g11  
xi116 (i6x10 i6x11 i6x20 i6x21 net103 net102 net104 net105) efL4u_g11  
xi106 (net182 net183 h6x12xr0 h6x12xr1 net137 net136 net138 net139) & 
efL4u_g11  
xi34 (i6x11x10 i6x11x11 net95 net94 net97 net96 i6x11x40 i6x11x41) & 
efL4u_g11  
xi33 (i6x5x10 i6x5x11 net111 net110 i6x5x30 i6x5x31 net112 net113) & 
efL4u_g11  
xi3 (h6x12xr1 h6x6xr1 h6x0xr1 h16x0xq0 h16x0xq1 i6x11x40 i6x11x41 i6x5x30 & 
i6x5x31 vr2) etree3L2u_g7  
xi2 (a10q0 a10q1 a11r0 net19 a12q0 a12q1 a13r0 a13r1 a14q0 a14q1 a15r0 & 
a11r1 b10q0 b10q1 b11r0 net58 b12q0 b12q1 b13r0 b13r1 b14q0 b14q1 b15r0 & 
b11r1 net182 net183 i6x11x10 i6x11x11) pclrosc6L2u_g12  
xi1 (a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 a5r1 a6q0 a6q1 a7r0 a7r1 a8q0 a8q1 a9r0 a3r1 b4q0 & 
b4q1 b5r0 net60 b6q0 b6q1 b7r0 b7r1 b8q0 b8q1 b9r0 b5r1 net210 net211 & 
i6x5x10 i6x5x11) pclrosc6L2u_g12  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-14: Schematic for cell "pclrosc16cL2u" 

C.14 pclrosc16cL2u 

# File name: pcla_pclrosc16cL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc16cL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov  6 16:26:31 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   a3r1 = a3r1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5r0 = a5r0 
#                   a5r1 = a5r1 
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#                   a6q0 = a6q0 
#                   a6q1 = a6q1 
#                   a7r0 = a7r0 
#                   a7r1 = a7r1 
#                   a8q0 = a8q0 
#                   a8q1 = a8q1 
#                   a9r0 = a9r0 
#                   a11r1 = a11r1 
#                   a10q0 = a10q0 
#                   a10q1 = a10q1 
#                   a11r0 = a11r0 
#                   net19 = net19 
#                   a12q0 = a12q0 
#                   a12q1 = a12q1 
#                   a13r0 = a13r0 
#                   a13r1 = a13r1 
#                   a14q0 = a14q0 
#                   a14q1 = a14q1 
#                   a15r0 = a15r0 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   b5r1 = b5r1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5r0 = b5r0 
#                   net61 = net61 
#                   b6q0 = b6q0 
#                   b6q1 = b6q1 
#                   b7r0 = b7r0 
#                   b7r1 = b7r1 
#                   b8q0 = b8q0 
#                   b8q1 = b8q1 
#                   b9r0 = b9r0 
#                   b11r1 = b11r1 
#                   b10q0 = b10q0 
#                   b10q1 = b10q1 
#                   b11r0 = b11r0 
#                   net59 = net59 
#                   b12q0 = b12q0 
#                   b12q1 = b12q1 
#                   b13r0 = b13r0 
#                   b13r1 = b13r1 
#                   b14q0 = b14q0 
#                   b14q1 = b14q1 
#                   b15r0 = b15r0 
#                   cinr0 = cinr0 
#                   cinr1 = cinr1 
#                   h16x0xq0 = h16x0xq0 
#                   h16x0xq1 = h16x0xq1 
#                   i16x10 = i16x10 
#                   i16x11 = i16x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 a3r1 a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 a5r1 & 
a6q0 a6q1 a7r0 a7r1 a8q0 a8q1 a9r0 a11r1 a10q0 a10q1 a11r0 net19 a12q0 & 
a12q1 a13r0 a13r1 a14q0 a14q1 a15r0 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 & 
b5r1 b4q0 b4q1 b5r0 net61 b6q0 b6q1 b7r0 b7r1 b8q0 b8q1 b9r0 b11r1 b10q0 & 
b10q1 b11r0 net59 b12q0 b12q1 b13r0 b13r1 b14q0 b14q1 b15r0 cinr0 cinr1 & 
h16x0xq0 h16x0xq1 i16x10 i16x11  
xi5 (net118 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xi107 (i6x11x10 i6x11x11 i6x20 i6x21 i6x5x30 i6x5x31 i16x10 i16x11) & 
and3L2u_g9  
xi0 (a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 & 
b3r0 cinr0 cinr1 net15 net93 i6x10 i6x11) pclrosc4cL2u_g14  
xi119 (net15 net93 h6x0xr0 h6x0xr1 net121 net120 net122 net123) efL4u_g12  
xi105 (net210 net211 h6x6xr0 h6x6xr1 net145 net144 net146 net147) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi116 (i6x10 i6x11 i6x20 i6x21 net103 net102 net104 net105) efL4u_g12  
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xi106 (net182 net183 h6x12xr0 h6x12xr1 net137 net136 net138 net139) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi34 (i6x11x10 i6x11x11 net95 net94 net97 net96 i6x11x40 i6x11x41) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi33 (i6x5x10 i6x5x11 net111 net110 i6x5x30 i6x5x31 net112 net113) & 
efL4u_g12  
xi3 (h6x12xr1 h6x6xr1 h6x0xr1 h16x0xq0 h16x0xq1 i6x11x40 i6x11x41 i6x5x30 & 
i6x5x31 vr2) etree3L2u_g10  
xi2 (a10q0 a10q1 a11r0 net19 a12q0 a12q1 a13r0 a13r1 a14q0 a14q1 a15r0 & 
a11r1 b10q0 b10q1 b11r0 net59 b12q0 b12q1 b13r0 b13r1 b14q0 b14q1 b15r0 & 
b11r1 net182 net183 i6x11x10 i6x11x11) pclrosc6L2u_g13  
xi1 (a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 a5r1 a6q0 a6q1 a7r0 a7r1 a8q0 a8q1 a9r0 a3r1 b4q0 & 
b4q1 b5r0 net61 b6q0 b6q1 b7r0 b7r1 b8q0 b8q1 b9r0 b5r1 net210 net211 & 
i6x5x10 i6x5x11) pclrosc6L2u_g13  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 

C.15 staticq 

# File name: pcla_staticq_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: staticq. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:51 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi43 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=2.443e3 w=2e-6 l=23.825e-6 lrs=21.475e-& 

 

Figure C-15: Schematic for cell "staticq" 

6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 
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s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=571.0 w=2e-6 l=6.65e-6 lrs=4.3e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq0 (net27 net27 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (z11 z10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 net19 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (z10 vcc\! net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=1e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

C.16 pclrosc4L2u 

 

Figure C-16: Schematic for cell "pclrosc4L2u" 

# File name: pcla_pclrosc4L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc4L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
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# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:51 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   axr1 = axr1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   bxr1 = bxr1 
#                   h4x0xq0 = h4x0xq0 
#                   h4x0xq1 = h4x0xq1 
#                   i4x10 = i4x10 
#                   i4x11 = i4x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 axr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 & 
b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 bxr1 h4x0xq0 h4x0xq1 i4x10 i4x11  
xi142 (i2x1x10 i2x1x11 net61 net75 net69 net70 net77 net78) efL2u_g6  
xi119 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net84 net83 i2x3x30 i2x3x31 net26 net25) efL2u_g6  
xi132 (net64 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xh4x0 (h2x4xr1 h2x2xr1 h4x0xq0 h4x0xq1 i2x3x30 i2x3x31 vr2) etree2L2u_g13  
xi27 (net61 net75 i2x3x30 i2x3x31 i4x10 i4x11) and2bL2u_g14  
xi93 (axr1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 bxr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 net217 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 & 
i2x1x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
xi94 (a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 h2x4xr0 h2x4xr1 i2x3x10 & 
i2x3x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 

 

Figure C-17: Schematic for cell "and3L2u" 
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C.17 and3L2u 

# File name: pcla_and3L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: and3L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:47 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a10 = a10 
#                   a11 = a11 
#                   b20 = b20 
#                   b21 = b21 
#                   c30 = c30 
#                   c31 = c31 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 a10 a11 b20 b21 c30 c31 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.221e3 w=3e-6 l=18.175e-6 lrs=15.825e-& 
6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq27 (net34 c30 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq28 (net27 c31 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq29 (z11 z11 net34 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq10 (z11 a10 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (z11 b20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (net19 b21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq11 (z10 a11 net19 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-18: Schematic for cell "etree3L2u" 

C.18 etree3L2u 

# File name: pcla_etree3L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: etree3L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:48 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: har1 = har1 
#                   hbr1 = hbr1 
#                   hcr1 = hcr1 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   ia40 = ia40 
#                   ia41 = ia41 
#                   ib30 = ib30 
#                   ib31 = ib31 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 har1 hbr1 hcr1 houtq0 houtq1 ia40 ia41 ib30 ib31 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrtail (net16 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=520.0 w=3e-6 l=8.55e-6 lrs=6.2e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=267.0 w=3e-6 l=5.075e-6 lrs=2.725e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=267.0 w=3e-6 l=5.075e-6 lrs=2.725e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq39 (net24 ib31 net33 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq38 (net27 ib30 net33 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq33 (houtq1 vr2 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=3.46e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq32 (houtq0 har1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
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0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq31 (houtq0 hbr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (houtq0 hbr1 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq0 har1 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq1 vr2 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq6 (houtq1 vr2 net30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq7 (houtq0 har1 net30 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq35 (houtq0 hcr1 net24 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq9 (net30 ia40 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (net33 ia41 net16 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-19: Schematic for cell "pclrosc6L2u" 

C.19 pclrosc6L2u 

# File name: pcla_pclrosc6L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc6L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:50 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   a3r1 = a3r1 
#                   a4q0 = a4q0 
#                   a4q1 = a4q1 
#                   a5r0 = a5r0 
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#                   axr1 = axr1 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   b3r1 = b3r1 
#                   b4q0 = b4q0 
#                   b4q1 = b4q1 
#                   b5r0 = b5r0 
#                   bxr1 = bxr1 
#                   h6x0xq0 = h6x0xq0 
#                   h6x0xq1 = h6x0xq1 
#                   i6x10 = i6x10 
#                   i6x11 = i6x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 a3r1 a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 axr1 & 
b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 b3r1 b4q0 b4q1 b5r0 bxr1 h6x0xq0 & 
h6x0xq1 i6x10 i6x11  
xi28 (i2x10 i2x11 net256 net255 net68 net67 net69 net70) efL2u_g6  
xi142 (i2x1x10 i2x1x11 net76 net75 i2x1x30 i2x1x31 net77 net78) efL2u_g6  
xi119 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net84 net83 net86 net85 i2x3x40 i2x3x41) efL2u_g6  
xi132 (net64 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xi27 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net256 net255 i2x1x30 i2x1x31 i6x10 i6x11) & 
and3L2u_g8  
xh6x0 (h2x4xr1 h2x2xr1 h2x0xr1 h6x0xq0 h6x0xq1 i2x3x40 i2x3x41 i2x1x30 & 
i2x1x31 vr2) etree3L2u_g7  
xi92 (axr1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 bxr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 h2x0xr0 h2x0xr1 i2x10 i2x11)& 
 pclrosc2L2u_g9  
xi93 (a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 net217 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 & 
i2x1x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
xi94 (a3r1 a4q0 a4q1 a5r0 b3r1 b4q0 b4q1 b5r0 h2x4xr0 h2x4xr1 i2x3x10 & 
i2x3x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Figure C-20: Schematic for cell "pclrosc4cL2u" 

C.20 pclrosc4cL2u 

# File name: pcla_pclrosc4cL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc4cL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:49 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a0q0 = a0q0 
#                   a0q1 = a0q1 
#                   a1r0 = a1r0 
#                   a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   b0q0 = b0q0 
#                   b0q1 = b0q1 
#                   b1r0 = b1r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   cinr0 = cinr0 
#                   cinr1 = cinr1 
#                   h4x0xq0 = h4x0xq0 
#                   h4x0xq1 = h4x0xq1 
#                   i4x10 = i4x10 
#                   i4x11 = i4x11 
subckt &1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 b1r1 b2q0 & 
b2q1 b3r0 cinr0 cinr1 h4x0xq0 h4x0xq1 i4x10 i4x11  
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xi143 (cinr0 cinr1 net56 net55) buf2qL2u_g5  
xi144 (net56 net55 net133 net60 net63 net62 net132 net65) efL2u_g6  
xi142 (i2x1x10 i2x1x11 net61 net75 net69 net70 net77 net78) efL2u_g6  
xi119 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net84 net83 net82 net81 net26 net25) efL2u_g6  
xi132 (net64 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xh6x0 (h2x4xr1 h2x2xr1 net60 h4x0xq0 h4x0xq1 net26 net25 net69 net70 vr2) & 
etree3L2u_g7  
xi27 (i2x3x10 i2x3x11 net133 net60 net69 net70 i4x10 i4x11) and3L2u_g8  
xi93 (cinr1 a0q0 a0q1 a1r0 cinr1 b0q0 b0q1 b1r0 net217 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 & 
i2x1x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
xi94 (a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 h2x4xr0 h2x4xr1 i2x3x10 & 
i2x3x11) pclrosc2L2u_g9  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure C-21: Schematic for cell "and2bL2u" 

C.21 and2bL2u 

# File name: pcla_and2bL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: and2bL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:50 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: b20 = b20 
#                   b21 = b21 
#                   c30 = c30 
#                   c31 = c31 
#                   z10 = z10 
#                   z11 = z11 
subckt &1 b20 b21 c30 c31 z10 z11  
xi24 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=1.6e-6 w=1.6e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
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xrpu1 (vcc\! z11 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! z10 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr30 (net18 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.221e3 w=3e-6 l=18.175e-6 lrs=15.825e-& 
6 m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq27 (net34 c30 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq28 (net27 c31 net18 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq29 (z11 z11 net34 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (z11 b20 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq2 (z10 b21 net27 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 

C.22 pclroscc2L2u 

 

Figure C-22: Schematic for cell "pclroscc2L2u" 
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# File name: pcla_pclrosc2L2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: pclrosc2L2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:49 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: a1r1 = a1r1 
#                   a2q0 = a2q0 
#                   a2q1 = a2q1 
#                   a3r0 = a3r0 
#                   b1r1 = b1r1 
#                   b2q0 = b2q0 
#                   b2q1 = b2q1 
#                   b3r0 = b3r0 
#                   h2x2xr0 = h2x2xr0 
#                   h2x2xr1 = h2x2xr1 
#                   i2x1x10 = i2x1x10 
#                   i2x1x11 = i2x1x11 
subckt &1 a1r1 a2q0 a2q1 a3r0 b1r1 b2q0 b2q1 b3r0 h2x2xr0 h2x2xr1 i2x1x10 & 
i2x1x11  
xi17 (vr1 vr2) vref2L2u_a_g1  
xi137 (h2x2q0 h2x2xq1 h2x2xr0 h2x2xr1) ef2L4u_a_g2  
xi2x1 (a2q1 a1r1 b2q1 b1r1 i2x1x10 i2x1x11 vr1 vr2) istartL2u_g3  
xh2x2 (a2q0 a3r0 b2q0 b3r0 h2x2q0 h2x2xq1 vr1 vr2) hstartL2u_g4  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure C-23: Schematic for cell "ef2L4u" 

C.23 ef2L4u 

# File name: pcla_ef2L4u_a_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: ef2L4u_a. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
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# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:48 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   o20 = o20 
#                   o21 = o21 
subckt &1 i10 i11 o20 o21  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xi5 (net15 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=943.0 w=6e-6 l=27.2e-6 lrs=24.85e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xr18 (net17 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=943.0 w=6e-6 l=27.2e-6 lrs=24.85e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq1 (o20 o20 net15 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (vcc\! i10 o20 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (o21 o21 net17 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq8 (vcc\! i11 o21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=4e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 

 

Figure C-24: Schematic for cell "istartL2u" 

C.24 istartL2u 

# File name: pcla_istartL2u_schematic.s. 
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# Subcircuit for cell: istartL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:48 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: aq1 = aq1 
#                   ar1 = ar1 
#                   bq1 = bq1 
#                   br1 = br1 
#                   i10 = i10 
#                   i11 = i11 
#                   vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 aq1 ar1 bq1 br1 i10 i11 vr1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrtail (net9 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.88e3 w=3e-6 l=27.2e-6 lrs=24.85e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! i10 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! i11 sub\!) pbdtres r=179.0 w=3e-6 l=3.85e-6 lrs=1.5e-6 m=1 & 
s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq2 (net21 ar1 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net21 br1 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (i11 vr2 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (i11 vr1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (i10 bq1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq3 (i10 aq1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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C.25 hstartL2u 

 

Figure C-25: Schematic for cell "hstartL2u" 

# File name: pcla_hstartL2u_schematic.s. 
# Subcircuit for cell: hstartL2u. 
# Generated for: spectreS. 
# Generated on Nov 10 12:04:49 2000. 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# terminal mapping: aq0 = aq0 
#                   ar0 = ar0 
#                   bq0 = bq0 
#                   br0 = br0 
#                   houtq0 = houtq0 
#                   houtq1 = houtq1 
#                   vr1 = vr1 
#                   vr2 = vr2 
subckt &1 aq0 ar0 bq0 br0 houtq0 houtq1 vr1 vr2  
xi25 (vee\! sub\!) subc l=4e-6 w=2e-6 dtemp=0 mrsubc=mrsubc(0) & 
mdelst=mdelst(0)  
xrtail (net9 vee\! sub\!) pbdtres r=1.88e3 w=3e-6 l=27.2e-6 lrs=24.85e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu0 (vcc\! houtq0 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xrpu1 (vcc\! houtq1 sub\!) pbdtres r=286.0 w=3e-6 l=5.325e-6 lrs=2.975e-6 & 
m=1 s=1 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 mmres=mmres(0) sh=0  
xq2 (net21 ar0 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq1 (net21 br0 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq0 (houtq0 vr2 net9 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq5 (houtq0 vr1 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2.83e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
xq4 (houtq1 bq0 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
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xq3 (houtq1 aq0 net21 sub\!) npn mult=1 nel=2e-6 rn2ne=1.725e-06 & 
nstripes=1.0 rsx=50.0 dtemp=0 sh=0 pimpact=0 hb=0 mmew=mmew(0) mmre=mmre(& 
0) mmbf=mmbf(0)  
simulator lang=\spice 
 
 
 
simulator lang=\spectre 
# End of subcircuit definition. 
ends &1 
simulator lang=\spice 
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Appendix D: Auxiliary Files for QuickCap Usage 

D.1 Strmout.template 

streamOutKeys = list(nil 
 'runDir   "." 
 'libName  "pcla" 
 'primaryCell  "etree2L2u" 
 'viewName  "layout" 
 'outFile  "etree2.gds" 
 'scale   0.025000 
 'units   "micron" 
 'hierDepth  20 
 'convertToGeo  "" 
 'maxVertices  200 
 'refLib   nil 
 'libVersion  "5.0" 
 'checkPolygon  nil 
 'snapToGrid  nil 
 'simMosaicToArray t 
 'caseSensitivity "upper" 
 'lineToZeroPath  "path" 
 'convertDot "ignore" 
 'rectToBox  nil 
 'convertPathToPoly nil 
 'useParentXYforText nil 
 'reportPrecision nil 
 'runQuiet  nil 
 'errFile  "PIPO.LOG" 
 'NOUnmappingLayerWarning  nil 
 'techFileChoice  nil 
 'pcellSuffix  nil 
 'respectGDSIILimits  nil 
 'cellMapTable  "" 
 'layerTable 
 "/projects/sige/IBMkits/sigeIBM1999Bc44/sigehp/rel/sigehp/cds2gds.map" 
 'textFontTable  "" 
 'convertPin  "geometry" 
 'pinInfo  0 
 'pinTextMapTable "pin.text.map" 
 'propMapTable  "" 
 'propSeparator  "," 
 'userSkillFile  "" 
 'rodDir   "" 
) 
 

 

D.2 Pinlabels.il 

procedure(pinlabels() 
cv=geGetWindowCellView() 
;cellname="etree2L2u" 
cellname=cv~>cellName 
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printf("Processing cell %s\n", cellname) 
filename=strcat(cellname, ".label") 
printf("Opening file %s for output\n", filename) 
outf=outfile(filename) 
;cv=dbOpenCellViewByType("pcla", cellname, "layout", nil, "r", nil ) 
foreach(pin cv~>nets~>pins 
 when(pin~>net   
  foreach(x pin~>net  
   printf("Pin name: %s\n", x~>name) 
   fprintf(outf "N %s ", x~>name)) 
  bBox=car(pin~>fig~>bBox) 
  urx=xCoord(upperRight(bBox)) 
  ury=yCoord(upperRight(bBox)) 
  llx=xCoord(lowerLeft(bBox)) 
  lly=yCoord(lowerLeft(bBox)) 
   
  xpos=(urx+llx)/2 
  ypos=(ury+lly)/2 
         fprintf(outf "%0.4f %0.4f ", xpos, ypos)  
   
  layer=upperCase(car(car(pin~>fig~>lpp))) 
  when( rexMatchp("^L*M[1-5]*" layer) 
          fprintf(outf " %s\n", layer)) 
   
   
 ) 
) 
printf("Closing file %s\n", filename) 
close(outf) 
) 
 
 

 

D.3 QuickCap Technology File Declarations 

gdsAttribute node =2 

Use attribute 2 in the GDSII stream as the node name. 

parm, zparm, xyparm 

�parm� is used to assign a value to a named parameter. The variants �zparm� and 

�xyparm� are for parameters that hold physical dimensions. zparm is for vertical 

dimensions and xyparm is for horizontal dimensions. If any of the scaling options of 

gds2xx are used, zparm and xyparm are also scale das appropriate.  

layer 
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D.4 Details of the SiGe5HP technology files 

 
;gds2xxx technology file for SiGe 5HP process, 3 metal option 
 
;1/16/02 mernest  set HBT top for ignoreVolume to bottom(CA) 
;    instead of fixed number as per new information.  
;    Workes out to same value currently. 
;1/7/02  mernest  1)added SUBC! terminals to the device templates  
;    2)removed "expand 1u" from PBDTres to fix  
;    lengths(RS) for parameter extraction 
;9/21/01 mernest  Pin name attribute dropped after further testing 
;8/6/01  mernest  Passing pin name as attribute successful 
;7/26/01 mernest  1 stripe npn vs. npnhb successful 
 
;gdsAttribute node = 2 
 
;Ground plane: according to IBM, groundplane at bottom of well/FOX 
groundplane -0.44u 
 
;Interconnect 
; 
 
;ignoredLabels allStructures 
;hierarchy group allStructures 
  
;parameters 
 
parm vt=0.0259 
 
;Set J to the current density used:  
;600uA @ 0.5x1 -> J=1.2e9 A/m^2 or 1.2 mA/um^2 <-peak fT 
parm J=1.2e9 
 
;metal thicknesses 
zparm tLM=2.07u 
zparm tM2=0.85u ; also applies to M3,M4 
zparm tM1=0.63u 
 
zparm tVia=1.2u ; same value between M1-M4 and LM 
 
zparm tCA=0.75u 
zparm tPC=0.225u ; PC thickness over gate oxide, tPC+tGOX=0.25 over field oxide 
zparm tGOX=0.025u ; gate oxide thickness 
 
;MC over different things 
zparm tMCoverRX=1.10u 
zparm tMCoverSTI=1.15u 
zparm tMCoverPC=0.90u 
zparm tMC=1.15u 
 
zparm tDIFF=0.22u 
;Layers 
 
;all dielectrics now have eps=4.1, with the exception of some cap layers 
layer DT(1), type=dielectric, depth=(-4u, -1u), eps=4.1 
 
;PC: 2 different heights, for each oxide. Need to expand, then generate  
;artificial via for connectivity 
layer RXExpanded=RX(3), expand=0.1um 
layer GateRXExp=RXExpanded-BW(37) 
layer PCGate=PC(7)*GateRXExp, type=interconnect, depth=(tGOX, tGOX + tPC), 
 QuickCapData,  RperSquare=4.5 
layer notFOX1=RX(3)+BW(37) 
layer notFOX=notFOX1 + BB(10) 
layer PCFOX=PC(7)-notFOX, type=interconnect, depth=(0,tPC), 
 QuickCapData,  RperSquare=4.5  
layer PCVia=PCGate*PCFOX, type=via, notQuickcapLayer 
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;MC handling. This is complex because of 4 different bottom heights 
;Assume top height is common to all, tMC above datum 
;Combinations: 
; MC over STI: MC, no PC, no RX 
; MC over PC gate: MC, PC, RX 
; MC over PC field: MC, PC, no RX 
; MC over RX: MC, no PC, RX 
;STI w/o PC: All - RX - PC -> notSTI= PC + RX 
layer notSTI=PC(7) + RX(3)  
layer RXnotPC=RXExpanded-PC(7) 
layer PCnotRX=PC(7)-RX(3), expand=0.1u 
layer MCnotBB=MC(16)-BB(10) 
 
layer MCoverSTI=MCnotBB-notSTI, type=interconnect, expand=0.01u, depth=(0, tMC), 
 RperSquare=6.1, QuickCapData 
layer MCoverRX=MCnotBB*RXnotPC, type=interconnect, expand=0.01u,  
 depth=(tMC-tMCoverRX, tMC), RperSquare=6.1, QuickCapData 
layer MCoverPCGate=MCnotBB*PCGate,type=interconnect, expand=0.01u,  
 depth=(top(PCGate), tMC), RperSquare=6.1, QuickCapData  
layer MCoverPCFOX=MCnotBB*PCnotRX, type=interconnect, expand=0.01u,  
 depth=(top(PCFOX), tMC), RperSquare=6.1, QuickCapData 
 
layer MCoverPCGateVia=MCoverPCGate*PCGate, type=via 
layer MCoverPCFOXVia=MCoverPCFOX*PCnotRX, type=via, depth=bottom(MCoverPCFOX) 
 
layer MCViaint12=MCoverSTI*MCoverRX, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u, notQuickcapLayer 
layer MCViaint13=MCoverSTI*MCoverPCGate, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u,  
 notQuickcapLayer 
layer MCViaint14=MCoverSTI*MCoverPCFOX, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u,  
 notQuickcapLayer 
layer MCViaint23=MCoverRX*MCoverPCGate, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u,  
 notQuickcapLayer 
layer MCViaint24=MCoverRX*MCoverPCFOX, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u,  
 notQuickcapLayer 
layer MCViaint34=MCoverPCGate*MCoverPCFOX, type=via, depth=tMC-0.1u,  
 notQuickcapLayer 
 
layer CA(18), type=via, depth(top(MCoverSTI),top(MCoverSTI)+tCA), 
 GperArea=4.89e11, QuickcapData 
 
 
;Normal metal layers 
layer M1(19), type=interconnect, depth=(top(CA), top(CA)+tM1), QuickCapData, 
   RperSquare=0.076 
 
layer V1(21), type=via, depth=(top(M1),top(M1)+tVia), QuickCapData, 
   GperArea=4.89e11 
layer M2(22), type=interconnect, depth=(top(V1),top(V1)+tM2), QuickCapData, 
   RperSquare=0.045 
 
layer V2(24), type=via, depth=(top(M2),top(M2)+tVia), QuickCapData, 
   GperArea=4.89e11 
layer LM(33), type=interconnect, depth=(top(V2),top(V2)+tLM), QuickCapData, 
   RperSquare=0.015 
 
 
;Dielectrics 
;Cap layers that are referenced from top of LM 
;same for all metal options 
zparm tox7=0.45u 
zparm tox8=0.53u 
zparm tox9=4.3u 
 
eps 4.1 up to top(LM)+tox7 
eps 7.5 up by tox8 
eps 3.9 up by tox9 
 
;layer ox7, type=dielectric, depth=(top(LM), top(LM)+tox7), eps=4.1 
;layer ox8 type=dielectric, depth=(top(ox7), top(ox7)+tox8), eps=7.5 
;layer ox9 type=dielectric, depth=(top(ox8), top(ox8)+tox9), eps=3.9 
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;NPN 
;subcollector 
layer NSlevi=NS(0)*BB(10) 
layer SubColl=NSlevi-DT(1), type=interconnect, depth=(-1.0u, -0.44u),  
 RperSquare=8.1, QuickCapData 
 
;base contact : PDCON[bn(14)]->CBar->CABar 
;This PDCon is only for base 
layer PDCon=BN(14)*XN(36), depth=(tGOX, tGOX+tPC) 
layer CBarPC=MC(16)*PDCon, type=interconnect, depth=(tGOX+tPC-0.01u,tMC) 
layer BaseCon=PDCon*CBarPC, type=via, depth=(tGOX+tPC) 
 
;base: BW(37)->Xn(36)->PB(Poly base PC(7) 
layer Base1=PC(7)*BB(10) 
layer Base2=Base1*XN(36) 
;layer Base3=BW(37)*RX(3) 
layer BaseExtr=Base2-BW(37),type=interconnect, expand=0.1u,  
 depth=(tGOX-0.01u, tGOX+tPC)  
layer Base=Base2*BW(37), type=interconnect, depth(0, tPC-0.01u) 
;layer Base=Basei2-NE(38), type=interconnect, depth=(0,0.24u) 
;layer BaseC=MC(16)*Basei, type=via, depth=0.24u, QuickcapData 
layer BaseVia=Base*BaseExtr, type=via, depth=tGOX, notQuickcapLayer 
 
;Emitter contact : CEBar->CABar 
layer CEBar(17), type=interconnect, depth=(2*tPC,tMC) 
layer EmitterCon=CEBar(17)*NP(40), type=via, depth=2*tPC 
 
;layer Emvia=NE(38), type=via, depth=0.24u, QuickCapData 
;Emitter: RX(3)->NP(40)->NE(38) 
layer NP(40), depth=(tPC,tPC+tPC), QuickCapData 
layer Emit1=NP(40)*NE(38) 
layer Emitter=Emit1*RX(3), type=interconnect, depth=(tPC+0.01u,tPC+tPC) 
 
;collector Contact: RN -> NS -> RX -> CBAR -> CABAR 
;layer CollCon=CA(18)*MC(16) 
;layer RN(20), type=via, depth=(-0.44u,0),GperArea=1/(21e-12) 
;layer RN(20), depth=(-0.44u,0) 
;layer RNvia=RN, type=via, depth=(-0.44u,0) 
layer CollCon1=SubColl*RN(20) 
layer CollCon=RN(20), type=via, depth=(-0.44u,0) 
layer CBarRX1=MC(16)*CollCon 
layer CBarRX=RX*CBarRX1, type=interconnect, depth=(0-0.01u, tMC) 
 
 
;collector: NU? -> N2(39) 
;layer Coll1=SubColl-RN(20) 
;layer Coll2=Coll1-MC 
;layer Coll3=Coll1*XN 
;layer Coll4=Coll3*N2(39) 
layer Collector=NU(34)*XN, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.45u,0) 
layer CollVia=SubColl*Collector, type=via, depth=-0.44u 
 
 
;device 
layer HBTi1=XN(36)+NS(0) 
layer HBTi2=HBTi1+DT(1) 
layer NSexp=NS(0), expand=2u 
layer HBTi3=HBTi2*NSexp 
layer HBT4=HBTi3-BP(13) 
;HBT device layer is BB, NS, XN, DT 
layer HBT=BB(10)*HBT4, type=device, depth=(bottom(SubColl),bottom(CA)),  
 parm EmitterArea=area(Emitter), 
; Template if(nAreas(Emitter)) (NPN, 
;  #ID, 
;  @area(Collector depth=Collector rint=1), 
;  @area(Base depth=Base ), 
;  @area(Emitter depth=Emitter rint=vt/(EmitterArea*J)), 
;  "NPN NEL=" EmitterArea/0.5u 
; ) 
 Template if(nAreas(N2(39),1,1) & nAreas(N2(39),2,2)) (XNPNHB, 
  #ID, 
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  @area(Collector depth=Collector rint=1), 
  @area(Base depth=Base ), 
  @area(Emitter depth=Emitter rint=vt/(EmitterArea*J)), 
  "SUBC! NPNHB NEL=" EmitterArea/0.5u " re=" vt/(EmitterArea*J) 
 ), 
  Template if(nAreas(N2(39),1,2)) (XNPN, 
  #ID, 
  @area(Collector depth=Collector rint=1), 
  @area(Base depth=Base ), 
  @area(Emitter depth=Emitter rint=vt/(EmitterArea*J)), 
  "SUBC! NPN NEL=" EmitterArea/0.5u " re=" vt/(EmitterArea*J) 
 ) 
   
;re=Vt/Ie=vt/(EmitterArea*J) 
; 
 
 
;FETs 
;nwell: NSonNW->NW 
;layer NWell=NS(0)*NW(4), type=interconnect, depth=(-1u,0),  
; RperSquare=265, QuickCapData 
layer NWell=NS(0)*NW(4), depth=(-1u,-0.44u-0.01u)  
 
 
;layer Channel=PC(7)*RX(3) 
;layer Channel2=Channel1-BB(10) 
layer NChannel=PCGate-NWell, type=interconnect, depth=(-1u+0.01u,0), QuickCapData 
layer PChannel=PCGate*NWell,  type=interconnect, depth=(-1u-0.01u,0), QuickCapData 
 
 
layer Diffusion=RX(3)-HBT 
;layer NDiffusion1=Diffusion-BB(10) 
layer NDiffusion2=Diffusion-BP(13) 
layer NDiffusion3=Diffusion-NWell 
layer NDiffusion=NDiffusion3-NChannel, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.441u,0),  
 QuickCapData, RperSquare=3.5 
layer NDiffCon=NDiffusion*MCoverRX, type=via, 
depth=(top(NDiffusion),bottom(MCoverRX)+0.01u) 
 
layer PDiffusion1=Diffusion*NWell 
layer PDiffusion2=PDiffusion1*BP(13) 
layer PDiffusion=PDiffusion2-PChannel, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.4399u,0),  
 QuickCapData, RperSquare=3.5 
layer PDiffCon=PDiffusion*MCoverRX, type=via, depth=(top(PDiffusion),bottom(MCoverRX)) 
 
;layer SubLi=Diffni2*BP(13) 
;layer SubL=SubLi-NWell, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.44u,0), QuickCapData 
;layer SubC=SubLi-NWell, type=via, depth=-0.44u, QuickCapData 
;layer NWLi=Diffni2-BP(13) 
  ;layer NWL=NWLi*NWell, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.4399u,0), QuickCapData 
;layer NWC=NWLi*NWell, type=via, depth=-0.4399u, QuickCapData 
 
 
;NFet: NChannel, NDiffusion 
layer NFet=NDiffusion2-NWell, type=device, depth=(-1u,0.24u), QuickCapData, 
 parm L=lengths(PCGate)/2, 
 parm W=perimeter(PCGate)/2 -L, 
 Template(XNFET 
  #ID, 
  @area(NDiffusion rint=1), 
  @area(PCGate), 
  @area(NDiffusion rint=1), 
  "SUBC! NFET L=" L, " W=" W 
 ) 
 
;PFet: PChannel/NWell, PDiffusion 
layer PFet=PDiffusion2*NWell, type=device, depth=(-1.01u,0.24u), QuickCapData, 
 parm L=lengths(PCGate)/2, 
 parm W=perimeter(PCGate)/2 -L, 
 Template(XPFET 
  #ID, 
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  @area(PDiffusion rint=1), 
  @area(PCGate), 
  @area(PDiffusion rint=1), 
  "SUBC! PFET L=" L, " W=" W 
 ) 
 
;PBDTRES 
;This CBar for pb res i.e. poly not raised by tGOX 
layer CBarPB=MC(16)*RP(15), type=interconnect, depth=(tPC-0.01u,tMC) 
;pbdt contacts: pdcon->cbar->cabar 
 
layer ResistorCon=BN(14)*RP(15), type=interconnect, depth=(tPC) 
 
; 
layer ResPoly=PC(7)*RP, type=interconnect, depth=(0+0.02u,tPC) 
;layer ResPolyIntr=RS(9)*PC, type=resistor, expand=-0.1u,  depth=(0.01u,tPC+.01u), 
; RperSquare=275 
 
layer PBDTRes=ResPoly*BB, type=device, depth=(-1u, 1.15u),  
;layer PBDTRes=PC(7) type=device, depth=(-1u, 1.15u), expand 1u, 
 parm LRS=lengths(RS)/2, 
 parm W=perimeter(RS(9))/2 - LRS, 
 ;parm LCBAR=perimeter(MC)/2 - W, 
 ;parm LPB=perimeter(PBDTRes)/2-W, 
 parm L=LRS+2*1.175u,  
 Template(XPBDTRES, 
  #ID, 
  @area(ResistorCon), 
  @area(ResistorCon ), 
  "SUBC! PBDTRES", 
  "L=" L, "W=" W, "LRS=" LRS, "R=" 275*LRS/W 
 ) 
 
;SUBC 
layer AnyFet=PFet+NFet 
layer SubC1=RX*BP; 
layer SubC=SubC1-AnyFet, type=device, expand=0.1u, depth=(-0.46u,0), 
 Template(XSUBC, 
  #ID, 
  @area(MCoverRX) 
  "  SUBC! SUBC" 
 ) 
  
layer AnyDevice1=AnyFet+HBT 
layer AnyDevice=AnyDevice1 + SubC 
;SBD 
layer Anode1=RX-AnyDevice 
layer Anode=Anode1-BN, type=interconnect, depth=(-0.42u,0) 
layer Cathode1=NS-AnyDevice 
layer Cathode2=Cathode1-XN 
layer Cathode=Cathode1*RX, type=interconnect, depth=(-1u,-0.45u) 
layer CathodeVia=Cathode*SubColl, type=via, depth=-0.5u 
layer SBD1=NS-BP 
layer SBD2=SBD1-XN 
;layer SBD3=SBD2 
layer SBD=SBD2-AnyDevice, type=device, depth=(-1u,0), 
 Template  if(nAreas(BN)) (XSBD, 
  #ID, 
  @area(Anode) 
  @area(Cathode) 
  "SUBC! SBD" 
 ) 
 
;drivers: sameType=independent 
max: resErr = 1 
max: tauErr = 0.1p 
 
quickcap "rt 125" 
;quickcap: "RMin 0.1" 
;quickcap "cmin 0.001ff" 
;quickcap "taumin 1ps" 
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quickcap: range 0.65um 
quickcap: dres0 0.025um 
 
;quickcap "snapSurfaceToLayers on" 
 
 
;Special Nets 
quickcap: "map Vee to ground" 
quickcap: "map Vee! to ground" 
quickcap: "map vee to ground" 
quickcap: "map vee! to ground" 
quickcap: "map Vcc to ground" 
quickcap: "map Vcc! to ground" 
quickcap: "map vcc to ground" 
quickcap: "map vcc! to ground" 
 
global Vee Vee! vee vee! Vcc Vcc! vcc vcc! 
 
 

D.5 .SvSdefs 

;SvSdefs for SiGeHP library 
 
;1/7/02  mernest  Added sub terminal to all instance templates.  
;    Testing instance paramters. 
;    Additional instance templates. 
;1/4/02  mernest  Initial defs created 
 
#instance X 
 
X c b e sub NPN 
X c b e sub NPNHB 
X t t sub PBDTRES L=(5%) 
X d g d sub NFET 
X d g d sub PFET 
X a c sub SBD 
X vee sub SUBC 
 

 

 


